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The criminal development of habitual felons was
examined by means of-lengthy interviessillith .49 prison inmates, all
armed-,robber'S serving at least their second prison terms. Results are
not considered generalized, but shculd be regarded as 49-case

.

studies. Although dome of "the findings sere comAistent iith
traditional images (juvenile offender transformed into professional
criminal), the Aominant-finding las,diversitsy, both in offenders'
Imrsonalities and in their conduct. I key ccnclnsion is that many of
*the onal assumptions about the- development of habitual
offenders eed to be reconsidered-and iestudied. (Author/4=)'
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the behavior and attiMdekof seri-;
chops rrith he justice system, and the

, system if
_results mil -*eased at thiii tine because they are intriguing,i; .

Of40e4ant. and- ,,ce.nfiter to unigedtraditio.r tisctrreseological
is liopefil-that otherteiearc"'marchers will be enco
thejr implications as thit iithois,*ill be dOini_M;fsturi research.:

e study,tiported her# interviews with -49 prison inmates -all
armed robberii and serving* nd prison term-to systeMatically
examine the development ciffth crimi i001-4reerii and their reasons for continuing
in crime! By usual Standards f quintitative.analysis,-a sample of 49-ittoo small
to perinit meaningful inferentes abaut.th'eliirger offender.mipulation.44; Weed,

4 I we have-no intention of generalizing the findings. Beeauit4IthetoniPtehensive-
ness. and quality of the informationgained from lengthy *tirviews rather than

, from-on entirely cloted-ended written questionnaireit is_plor4-apptopriate:to
regard the results as 49 case studies. Seen in that light, an0ohgtiderinkthat most
existing tose studies yely on a sample of one or a few (suck'
The Professional Thief), this study makes a significant contrib areh on
criminal'careers:)-

.

The report should be of interest to policymakers concerned Wit ifOrobleins
of identifying /and counteracting career criminals. The .research slgtxld slOo be of.,
interest to criminologists and other analysts of criminal career cleverapinent.-

Forthcaining reports in this series are tentatively entitled The litisititsition of
Felony Arrests and the Effects of Alternative Sentences (11,2199-D0J) and Ning
Crime: A Survey of California Prison InmateS (R. 2120- DOJ).. .

r.

Author' s note
. .Following the release of this study, there has been a pro-

pensity on the part of some readers to generalize its results
to all prison -inmates or even to all 'Criminals . The authors_
are therefore prompted to reiterate a point that appears re-

, peatedly in the text: this study' is an in-depth examination
of a limited sample of career criminals who were serving a
priSon sentence as a result of a robbery conviction and who
.had served at least one prior prison terms., Offenders with
'these characteristics constitute approximately 17 percent of
the California prison population. The restrictions on the
sample' should be kept constantly in mind when interpreting the
findings. The characteristics of offenders who have been ac-
tively involved in crime for 20 years on the average are not;
necessarily those of criminal in ,general.

iii
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n response to highOrbao crime levels anitrecentevidenge that a small minori-
ty. OrPeigiCia8 commits the majority of serious ?crimes, policymakers have been
shifting cqncern away froin 'talon tOtviux1 deterrence, punishinent,_ and
mcapacitation of enders. this atudyliroirideonew.an4 Unique
evidEn, c for iustanie4m arrest,'offense 4*es, prokabilifieb of arrest,'

and incarceration,
j.

motivation for crimefor use in assessing the impact
of tip new, policies on -develOpMent of criminal careers;.

The study results are being relepied at this time because they are intriguing,
policy -relevant, and-in some Unita/10es counter to traditional criminological

ght. It is hoped that other rlsearefhers will be encouraged to test these results
and explore their implications, as the authors wilkbe doing in future refiearch.

THE APPROACH

The study fOcuses on theurriminal careers of 49 inmates of a int4itunliecurity
prison in California. All areserving time for armed,robbery, and all have served
at least one prior prison term. The data were gathered from structured interviews
with the offenders and from their official criminal records ("rap sheets"). -

By usual, standards of quantitative analysis, a sample of 49 is too small to
permit meapiniful ioferences about the larger offender population. And,--indeed,
we have no intention of generalizing the fin.dings. Because of the comprehensive-
ness and quality of the informationgained from lengthy interviews rather than
from an entirely dosed-ended written questionoaireit is more appropriate to
regard the results as 49 case studies. Seegffn that light, and considering that most
existing case studies rely on a sample' of one or a few (such as E. H. Sutherland's
The Professional Thief), this study makes a significant contribution to research, on
criminal careers ,

f The Sample
.

The interviewees averaged nearly 39 years of age; none was yOunger than 25.
A quarter were from ethnic minorities. The sample had completed an average of .

eiglAirears of school, slightly less than state prison inmates nationwide! AcCording
to prison records, approximately 80 percent of the sample had an intelligence level
of normal or bright-noripal. . . .

:Thaverage age at which these offenders committed their first serious juvenile ,

offense was 14, although seven respondents repated committing no crimes as a
juvenile: The average time of first arrest was about one year later. Thirty -two
ofinders were confined to a jail, reformatory, or prison before thetage of 18..As for
school attendance; the sample was di /ded evenly among those who reported good *
attendance; occasional absence;' and halltual truancy. Broken homes, lower eco-
omIc status, and sibling criminal records were characteristic of many but not most
in the sample; nor .did such factors explain differenceein later criminal behavior.

Nearly 75 percent of the simple had served at least two prior prison terms, and
34 percent had served three or more. Thus, judging frOM the frequency,'gravity,



-
_

length of involvethea with the criminal'cal justice systein, the sample was com-
peted of offenders .of sustained seriousness.," -

Inierview 'Instrument
. ,

The intewiew ntmiinstue was a highly Struciured questionnaire contliatinonf
botkOperi- and closed-ended questions. TikaPo* theisystimatic.tracing of &infra
during# career, ibvistsadministeted in dirt:re-sections corresponclingto three con--:

.--Ogiatimcareer periodic (1) juperiile, Troll the-67404ns, committed through the
Brat juiemle .incarceration, or, if no juvenile-thearceration, to age18, (2yoling
aclult.:frOM releasi after the first juveiile-incayteration .thibuith-ihe first adult

Incare- eniti 'oh, and- (3) adult; from release after the first adult inatlie .tion'to.
time of the interview itf the current prison term:Approximately 200 questions were
repeated in each eiireer section. .

_

Qualifications of the Approach
"

By restricting the sample to offenaresiho_ultiinately becant;-armed rObbers,
we attempted taliMit the variability in career development expected in a more ,
general sample. As &result, even though the respondents committed a wide variety
of crimes, the findings cannot be generalized to a wider population than this sample
represents. A sample of blitglars might reveal much different career patterns.

Some -may- consider the tiseof self-reports for assessing criminal activity.an;
other limitation; we view it as a strength.rVithout self-reports, one must rely
entirely on official r&ords, with all of their omissions and biases. Since according
to national 'statistiel fewer than 20 percent of all Major, crimes result in arrest,

,7self-reports can greatly expand the picture of the true situation, especially for
!frequent offenders. . .

We are convinced that most of the interviewees responded'honestly about their
crimes. Comparing their self-reported arrests and convictions against the official

..reCords, we found that they had reported 63 percent of their arrests, 74 percent of
their recorded convictions, and 88 percent of the convictions °ending in significant
incarceration (and therefore more memorable). Althbugh this comparison does not
provide.a valid check on the actual extent of their crime, it gives an indication of
general accuracy.

MAJOR FINDINGS
°

We 'sought to illuminate the` development of serious criminal careers in the
hope of identifying vulnerable dines when appropriate interventions by the crimi

Aral justice system might best hav reduced the offenders' threat to the-community:
/ Initially We wereopti'misti6bet uch points could be identified, for earlier research

had suggested that habitual offenders tend to follow a common maturation process.
We expected the interview data to reveal systematic-development patterns in .

Which juvenile offenders were transformed into adult professional criminals. More-
.

over, ve expected the adult professionals to.puriiiie crime as a Preferred occupa-
tiim, -continually developing their skills, increasing .their profits, and becoming
more specialized.lt is now clear *at this is too simplistii a notion. 'rne riality of

_criminal career development is much more complex and diver&i. Although Some of,



our empirical findings were consistent with the traditional images, overall, even in.,'
a sample asernall 'ind'select as this, the dominant finding was.diversity=tioti) in
tilijeffendere:personalities and- in their conduct. Thus, a key conclusion of this
story is that many of the traditional assumptions about the development of crimi-.
nal careers peed to be reconsidered.

_

. Extent and Pattems of Crimhuility,

The sample of 49 habitual offenders reported committing over 10,500 crimes of
the nine types-considered: auto theft (1,492), purse *latching (25), grand theft (993), .
btu-eery (2,331), robbery (855), aggravated assault (188), forgery (995), drug sales
(3,620), and rape (6). Since the aVerage criminal career was about 20 yearaloix, and
half the time was spent in prison, the average respondeneconunitted" about 20-
crimes per year of street time.

The offense rate varied considerably by crime class. The average number of
violent crimes (rape, assault, robbery, purse snatching) committed per, year of
street time was 1.8; safety crimes (violent crimes plus burglary), 5.9; and nondrug .

crimes (safety crimes plus auto theft, grand theft, and forgery), 11.9.
The offense rate was related to. maturation. The number of ,self-reported

offenses committed per month of street time noticeably declined as the sample grew.
older. Specifically, the juvenile - period average,of 3.2 seriougsrimes per month of
street time decreased to 1.5 in the you,ngladult period and to 0.6 in the adult period.
Declining offense rates were also shown in each came class except violent crimes,
which is dominated by robberyTbe latter anomaly probably owes to ,the sample-

_eelection criterion that the current incarceration be for a robbery conviction. Previ- -
ous studies of criminal behavier, bdse4 on official records, =have found that Partici-

'pation in crime declines with age. A unique contribution of this study is the find ing
that the level of criffinsal activity,diminishes even among those who remain active
in crime.

Though the level declined, there was a certain steadiness about this sample's
crime. Asked how mtieh time passed after their release from incarceration before
they started committing crimes again, the respondents indicated a median time or

, 4-5 months after the first juvenile incarceration and 2-3 months after the first adult
incarceration. Once crime was resumed, the median time until first arrest was 3-5
months for both career periods. Slightly over half of the sample said they bad
serious intentions of not returning to crime during thosmonths; the rest said they
either intended to return to crime (25 percent) or were,unsure about it.' Most
believed that their resumption Of crime could not have been deterred. F4or those

'who believed it could have been deterred, certainty of apprehension Would have
been the most influential factor.

Followinea conventions.' pattern, these,affenders progressed from predomi-
nantl auto theft and burglary in the- juvenile period to a greater proportion of
fob eries and forgeries itri the adult years. The majority said they had switched to
ro ry because it riquiff little preparation indfew tools, was easy to do, selilom
re uired hurting atone, and offered Uriliriiited potential targets, Also, robbery
could be committed alone; eliminating the risk abeing implicated by a partner. The
offenders saw "take" a the primary influencing factor in deciding .whether or not
to commit a in crime, the risks involved -being sec ndary.

The majority of the sample did not 'specialize-in certain type of crime but
switched crime types frequently. Whatever Modus ope ndi or selectivity of targets



an -offenderdeveloiSed was usually a continuation of his most recent cape:
- tber_than a result of careful strategy._

Interai0ons iifth the Criminal Justiee,ftstem,

Arrest Rate. Comparing respondents' reptits of crimes committed
rap sheets; we foUnd that only a small percentage of crimes resulted,*
arrest 3 percent of the nondrug felonies in the juvenile periok 6-percent in
young-adult period; and 20 percetit in the adult period. The:rising arrest rat
partly explained by the increasing ineidence of crimes against persobs; which are

; Solved more often than property crimes: However; the-arrest rete:fer burglal, a
, also rose froni.8 perCent in the you adult period f 21) peieent.

adult Period. Mote also that 11 percent of the robberies inthe :young adult
culminated in arrest, compared with 21 percent of those in the adult period.)
tiviction Rate. After arrest for any type of offensei the proportion who

,
were convicted increased from0in the juyenile Periodtd 0.78 in the adult perierl.

- The Proportion whose arrests culminated is incarceration rose from 0.39-in the
juvenile, period to 0,71 in the adult period. Thus,. while `offense rates decreased

over time, the probabilities of arrest, convicabir; and incarceration: per
offense all tended to increaser

Prosecutorial Treatment. although these 9ftenders all qualified for speciall,
charges of prior offenses to be filed against them, prosecutors did not routinely use,
such ipecial allegations in the proceedings before the offenders' most recent convic-
tion. About 60 percent were threatened with the. filing of priors, but only 40 percent
had such allegations actually:filed; and ebout half the priors that were filed were
dismissed or-stricken. Thus, the:prosecutor's use of priors appeared to serve_ ends
other than only obtaining a harsher sentence.

Prosecutors threatened °nil one-thiicl of the sample with aPplicatiOn of Califor-
nia's habitual offender statute; Formal charging of habitual offender status Was

,rare.
'Prison Eiperience. Only about a quarter of the sample said that they had

had trouble adjusting to prison life. When they were juveniles, the trouble arose
primarily from problems of getting along with other initiates: With advancing egt
ana .more frequent incarceration, the main source of difficulty was not other in-
mates but the offender's own feeling'sfor example, a realization that life is short
and a desire to be on the outsjile, living it.

In their three major incarcerations, about half the sample said they had par-
ticipated in a formal prison rehapilitation programmainly 'vocational training,
education, or group counseling. Only a small minority had taken part in individual
counseling or a drug or alcohol program. The proportion who found the program
useful rose from about half in the juvenile and young .adult periods to nearly 90
'percent in the-adult period, Vocational training was the prograni most favored.

Although these offenders were for relatively few of the offenses they
committed, once arreted, they paid heavily inlength of incarceration: The average
time served was 23 Mrs for the first prison term, 3.3 years for the second, 3.0 years
for the thitd, 347 years for the fourth, and 6.7 years for the fifth.

Postreise Experience. Most-of the sample were released on parole after
their juvenile and young-adult incerCerations. Less than one-quarter felt that they
were monitored strictly;by their parole officer afterhe Juvenile release; this pro-

.
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portion increased to about half after the young adult releaSe. Only a small propor-
tion said they were deterred" from reinvOlvement in crime by their parole officer's
supervision. Fe* believed that they were subjected to selective police surveillance
after release.from prison, so the deterrent effect of this factor was

Asked- what they needed most when released fromkprison, the interviewees
' .roost often answered "someone who cared" (juvenile period) and "employMent"

Oult periods).

Criminal Sophistication

These offenders did net routinely plan and prepare for their property crimes.
Approximately half used little or no planning and preparation; only one-quarter
used a moderate amount. For the typical offender, pre-crime planning was.limited
to visiting the location and, less often, staking out the target. Such measures as
wearing a dilguise, 'developing a new identity and obtaining a special car were

-uncommon.
Judgjng by a simple planning-sophistication index devised Tor the study, the

sample as a whole slightly increased in sophistication overtime. However, the
offenders who were the most sophisticated tended to dev'elop sophistication at an

, early age; it was not necessarily the product of a long career in crime.
. The assumption that habitual offenders develop a network of persons to assist
them in cremes appears misplaced; These- offenders tended to work alone more
frequently as their'careers advanced. In fact, the more sophisticated the offender,
the more likely he was to workaalone, being unwilling to share the profits or risk
betrayal.

Contrary to the assumption that an offender's illicit proflts grow with his
experience, these offenders, even in the later phases of their careers, averaged only
a few thousand dollars per year. Few Were well rewarded for their Criminal acts.

On the, whole, this sample of habitual* offenders, despiteatheir extensive and
prolonged"Involvement in criminal activity, did not become substantially more
sophisticated in it as time progressed.

Motivation for Crime

Involvement with Drugs and Alcohol. Although the data are not sufficient
- to-establish_ causallinkages-, drugs and alcohol clearly played aprominent role in

-7 a majority of these criminal careers. By official records, abO ut half of the sample
.had a histok of drug involvement; by their own statements, about two-thirds had
regularly us 4d drugs CO alcohol or both. During the adult periods, fully 60 percent
were under the influence of alcohol or drugs when committing crimes; and the
desire for to buy drugs and alcohol was the single most frequently, cited
reason for committing,crimes (cited by one-third of the sample)." '

As for associations between dings and alcohol involvement and, other offender
charactet-istics, the offenders involved with alcohol alonecompared with those
involved with drugs alone both drugs and alcohol, or neithercommitted crimes
less often but were more likely to be arrested. The offenders involved with both
drugs and alcohol had the highest offense rates. _

Peer Inflpence. This sample showed a zed change in peer influence as
their criminal.careers progressed'. Nearly" half repoIted that, as juveniles, their

r *.
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;;tired rather than self-ciirected. In thelollowing two
diniinished to 20 and 12 percent. r"Pectivebk

. Mkfore = vaunt
wo==*.i."

imam of inbome, but the earnings tended to=be fairly low. About peCent -bad
raker no interest in a regulgujob through-out-Weir careers.,F patent
thought that loss of employnient .had contrilmtdd to their crimmal activity

About half the sample odiously looked for work' 4 release from their major
.convictions. The proportion who took a long time 'tieing work rpay, four Monthi
ormore) or failed to find,iork was about 30 percent traftor thejuvenile Melee and
about 20 POrcent after the young adult release. (Nearly-the same percentages
reported that they were not at all serious About looking for work after release.)

Using a criterion for "better employment" deveieped in the study, wiliuna
, that the better-ernplontel offenders in-the sample:

. I
Tended to be less active in crime in the-adult peritils but had neither more -
nth' fewer crime-free intervals than the her offenders.
Coinmi fewer crimes against persOns than the other offenders in .the
adult
Were more likely te,,be'al hol-involyed and, less likely to be both drugs-
and' alcohol-involved = g the other Offenders in every career period.-

Crime-Free bitervals le half to two-thirds of the sample experienced
crime-free intervals at some ti Q. in their careers, the duration was only 10 .to 30
percent of the street time. hermore, the reasons given far the temporary
cessation, of crime were not rofound. A crime-free interwilwas most often regard-
ed as a vacation Vr an o gation to a family member or girlfriend.

Violence, -

Though these affendezii tommitted a higher rate of crimes against persons later
in their careers, the proportion who actually injured their victims.declititrover
time. Of;the other hand, the offenders' statements about their willingness to injure

a victim indicated no lessening of the risk to Yictimsas the offenders became older
and more experienced.

Habitual Offender Types: Intensives and Intermittents ,

During the interviews, we perceived two broad types of offenders. What we Call.
the intensive offenders were the "heavies" who saw themselves as professional
criminals for at least part of theircareers. Their criminal activity was sustained
over long periods and was Consciously directed toward a specific purpose, be it high
living, support of a drug habit, or repayment of debts. Pre-criine planning was not
necessarily a hallmark of this group (nearly alrthe sample was weak in planning),
but the intensive type paid mork attention to aY8Idiiig arrest than the 'Others.

The other, more frequently encountered type we celled the intermittent ofi'end-
ers. Most did not view themselyes as professional criminals. Their criminal activity
had an irregular and opportunistic character, and the monetary gain was often
minimal. Their responses suggest that they were frequently oblivious to the risks
and consequences of their criminal acts. This seeming indifference, compared With

11



the pasture of the intensive, type, di;Pbsed them to, a higher rate'of arrest. In a
:-.. '... .-,, _ g

'TObrigietkete tpialitative impression's of -a`dichotorpy Into sharper fails, wei
applied

-,.various measures of criminal activity to the sample. By means of i-crime
serioullThIss index, we distinguished 16 intensive offenders (33 perient of the sam-

4

pie) and 23 intermittent offenders (67 perciiit of the iluiiple). The adultbffenae rate
eXceeded one Crime per month of street time fork percent of the intensive offend -
ere but for only 21 percent of the intermittent offenders. Moststriking, Over his full

. career the average intensive offender committed about ten imestas many crimes
'as the intermittent offender,-yet was five times less likely to be arrested for anyone
.crime. dice arrested, the intensive offender was abr.() less likely to fie convicted and

Sense, tfiey-werg.the 'losers."

. .
iticafcerated. . . . . .: ,

,

1, '- Examination of the associations' between the two offender; types and of
offender attributes revealed the following significant results:. _

1

, ',j uvenile criminality. \!...: -

, A larger percentage of intensives than intermittents reported.committing
a serious crime; before the age of 13.. '. . /.

' A larger percentage of intermittent offeers were incarcerated before
s the.age of 18. ,. - ' . / ...-

a Criminal sopttistithtion. -

.- Intensive Offenders did, more precrime planning than did intermittent
offenders.

,
- -

.
As ju'veniles, a majority of the intensives committed crimes without part-
pers; almost all intermittents used partners. .

Burglary was considerably more profitable tp the intensives than to the
intermittents.

Prosecutorial treatment.

Prosecutors threatened a gfeater proportion of intensives than intermit-
tents with the filing of prior* felony convictions as special allegations, but
there was no difference-between the two types in4e actual charging of
,priors."

Drugs and alcohol involvement!'

Those involved with alcohol alone were. preponderantly the intermittent _

type.
A greater proportiorrofintensives than intermittents were involved with .

drugsoaloneor combihed with alcohol.

j

r
SocioeconoMic, factors.

The intermittent type was more likely to be better '
Use of viotincc.

A modqrately larger proportion of intensives,than intermittents injured
their victims:

' .;

12
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.
. Intensives manifested mu. chi Moie violence in- their personal lives than°
intermittents.

:Mbtivatio4. .

. Contrary. to expectations, there were few' differences between the two
types in their inetiration for crime.

crest; conviction, and incarceration rates.

Tle average inte&I've offender experienced a fel, more arrests during his
ibtal career than ifidlihe av4age intermittent. However, during their
'adult Career periods, i tensiit offenders were arrested for on1Myercept
-bf thett,self:reported n ndruglelonies, while iritermittents were arrested
fog,21'pertent:Intenni ts -Were thus five times more likely to be arrest
ed. _' , ^

Intermittent offenders had moderately higher conviction and inearcera-
ton rates per nondrag arrest than intensive offenders.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

In order to decide' whether crime could he significantly reduced by incarcerat- .

Mg a qeateercentage of habitual- offenders for Ringer terms, p6licyrnakers need
estimates of theamount of crime such offenders actually commit andIheir probabib;
ity of arrest at*tonviction. A unique Ciantribution of this study is that it provides
such estimates, by crime type and period in the'criMinal career, based onnffenders!
own reports. Besides incapacitation, the study results have-implications for other.;
criminal justice strategies: rehabilitatiOn, deterrence, and prevention. The reconi..
mendatipns in the paragraphs below are too preliminary to beregarded as propos-:-4

_als for Changes in current criminal justice policy. It is hoped, however; that they
wilPcontribute usefully to policy deliberations,

111111r-vRe4abiliti4ion

This_sample was by selection a group of persons who had consistently adhered
to a criminal lifestyle, despite repeated exposure to rehabilitation progranis:The
effectiveness of rAhabilitation effortiwas not a focus of the study, but judging from
the offenders'!,,Own statements: the rehabilitatipn programs in which they Par-
ticipated did not pro;ide a 'strong inducement for them to end their criminal at-
reers. Most of, the sample saw-their'Crimes as freely choien, preferred acts or as
responses to special circumstances, usually arising from a personal relationship.
Those who recognized their need for help were thinking mainly of job Mining.,
Even so, they did not necessarily believe that vocational training would overcome
their 'tendency to continue in crime; fully half were either unsure about oi had no
intention of leaving crime.

Correctional authoritiesview jo14 training as a means of rehabilitating those
who commit crimes because they cannot earn an adequate income legitimately.,In
our sample, however, criminal motivation was rarely so singular; it usually in,
eluded a mixture of instrumental and expressive eleMents. Still, given the Unfailing

1.3.



recidivism of the offenders,_ those who had better employment performance tended
to commit less seriods crimes. We are, thus led to believe that voluntary programs
of yila training are a constructive means of reducing the criminal toll of habitual
offenders. '

The -low participation of these offenders in drug and alcohol rehabilitation
programs, coupled with the proininent role of these substandes in the respondents'
crimes, suggest that drug and alcohol treatment programs could significantly
reduce crime if they genuinely helped offenders eliminate their dependence.

Deterrence

Because of the growing evidenct -that- efforts to reha,bilitate criminals have
fall far shOrt of expectations, many authorities now, adv ate concentrating less
on un oflender'ana\more:,on improving the el!Minar justice System.
Programs:designed to speed and streamline the prosecution of criminals are finding

wi spread su ort. The theory behind these efforts is that 'criminals rationally A

eigh the risks and potential gains of theiicrimes and will desist if the risks 'e-em

oo high:
Our sample did not fit the definition of rational -der ality. The majority said

*that they herd been unconcerned about the possibility of apprehension, though Wilk
attributed their indifference to the clouding of their thinkinby drugs and alcohol.
More to the point, over half the samtle asserted that nothing could have deterred
their return to crime after relea°4e from prison. For those who said they could have
been deterred, the certainty of apprehension would have influenced them. more
than such other actors as the possibility of a longerPrison sentence or stricter
parolOupervisio This perhaps reflects their awareness of a fairly high probabili-
ty of conviction and incarceration once arrested. --'

a

. The data gave us no reason.bo believes that the length of a priPbn term affects
deterrence; those who served longer:sentences did not have longer periods of street

ti e after release until the next incarceration.

,Prevention
-4,Target hardeningmaking crime targetp more difficult to reach was of dubi-

ous effectiveness in preventing crime among this sample. The offenders simply
switched to a more accessible target. For xample, some interviewees responded
that if they were frustrated in conimittin a store burglary by an effective security

,.. system, they would immediately substiitu e a robbery on the street. We believe that
' fu re studies of the costs and benefitsi of target hardening should consider 'the

, lik loofrof a shift to personal crimes 'if property targets are hardened.

Incapacitation

The continuing criminal activity of tliis sample in ttu 3aee of frequent arrests,
convictipns, and incarcerations is an indication of the inability of previous rehabili
tationideterrence, and prevention efforts to curtail their criminal behavior. The
priMary alternative. for counteracting such offenders is a greater reliance on in-
Capacitation. Incapacitation:Ai& are igtended to assure the conviction and pro-

longed incarceration of serious hagual offenders, once arrested. The-rationale is

14
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obvious: Offenders cannot commit crimesagarnst4he comm)upity while in prison, '
and they are not likely to be able td make up for lost time after release if the

. probability of reincarceratikm is high. But an incapacitation policy is both unfair
awl highly costly if an undue number of inappropriate offeNlers are.given long
pridon terms. Thus; the effectiveness Of this approach rests largely on the ability
of the criminal justice system:to diStinguish among offender nd identify those
most-deserving of lengthy imprisonment. It is very difficult to make that dis-
tinction; we piesent some preliminark ideas below.

..Although the length and';. serioudiess of a defend :sies prior record ,give ang
'indication of his properisity for future serious critnertfie predictive -Value of this
information biitself is weak. That is partly, becapse.ofpoor correlation between
offenders',..actnal b4haviorand their arrest record* A meager. arrest record may.
ilisguise a dangerouStdrirningd, even 'though a io9,1, arrest_recnrd usually signifies,
extensive criminal activity. Our data ethphasize tiqdrrebt records .are .not .itiffi?
dent for distinguishing among the more serious and the less serious habitual
offenders: When v.-compared the irap sheets of the intensives as a whole with those.
of the intermittents as a whole; to ,significafitlift"grenc9s emerged between the
types ndt only in arrests but also in convictions andincgrcerations. Yeti by their
interview reaponses, we know that the intensive& less than one-third of the sample,
had committed a diSproportionately large number of the offenses reported. It is
thus crucial to identify the intensive offenders lfsr some means in additigato theii:
criminal records., And .tf an objeetive of sentencing is to prevent future crime by
incapacitating high-risk offenders, it is counterproductiVe to concentrate on older
habitual offenders. The greatest effect in crimes preyented would come from iin-
prisoaing the younger, more actiVe offenders, since individual offense rates appear
to declitielUbstantially with age.

khat might the additional. means of identification be? One would be to make
better use of the crime:clearance information police obtain in following up an
arrest. Withl suspect in custody, police investigators are often able to "clear," or
solve, previous crimes by linking them to the suspect through. confession, similarity
of modus operandi, fingerprint matches, and tie like. A majority of the intensives
in our sample reported that their arrests led to the clearance of some of their other
crimes in this way. In one extreme case, twenty robberies were cleared by the arrest
of one offender.

In current practice, much of this information is ignored except.to close police
files. When the police transfer charges to the prosecutor's office for the filing ofa
formal complaint, they include only/the counts on which there is enough evidence
to establish legal guilt. And after finding such evidence on one or two counts, the
police tend to disCOntinue investigating the other cleared crimes. That iebecausey
they,*expect any charges beyond the strongest one o'r two to be dropped in return
for a guilty plea. Even if they.are not dropped, multiple convictions often do not
increase the sentence. A more systematic attempt to investigate and legally prove
additional counts would undoubtedly. help distinguish the intensives among habitu-
al offenders.

Another source of information to help identify the most serious offenders is the
suspect's record of juvenile arrests and institutional commitments. Juvenile
records are considered sensitive information, and their use is highly restricted by
law. However, given their potential value in identifying the more serious habitual

I 15
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oirendera,.it appears -that thy should be made more accessible to proseCutors and
used in sentencing decisions.

The prelimiliary evidence from this study suggest.s4It incapacitation, by im:
prisonin t, may be the most direct alternative for reducinethe societal toll at the
hands habitual offenders; prol:Ti4ed the most'serious of themcan be identified

Rbeforel eir criminality has declined. If crime is to be reduced through incapacita-
.tion policies, the follownf procedural, changes should he considered:

investigators should provide proAecuiors and
informationincluding multiple trirne-clear-

help identify the intensive offenders for
be justified. ,

-
Police. and Pre ".` _,: nce.t
judges with mor oro
ante angl juvenile offehse
whom incapacitation
Extended prison sentences should be imposed on offer derik whose pritor
record and curtenj charges reflect serious and sustained Iriminal activity.
theie ,sentences should be impoked at the earliest time. such' offenders
have been identified with reasonable confide

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This Study, is just a beginning in the endeavor to understand the careers
serious- habitual offenders. The authors are pujing the effort. The methodoloki
for obtaining information on 'offense rates, motivation, and selection of crime type
and target will be refined and improVed. Methods of cross-Checking data for validity
will be incorporated. Different samples of offenders will be drawn to examine
different crime types or periods of career development. The research will be costly
and may pose problems of data privacy and informed consent: However, if we want
to kn.Sw more about the group of offenders who are primarily responsible for
serious felonies, the effort must be Continued.

t :
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I. INTRODUCTION

Treatment and'rehabilitation af offenders w,ere,until recent y a dominant goal

of the criminal justice system. Transformini criminlls-into law-respecting, produc-
tiVe citizens was thought to be b primary way of reducing crime. Both policy and

'operational decisions; eapecially in sentencing and in correctional Programs, were
Strongly-shaped by consideration of their expected impact onthis transformation.

In recent yearso.hovever,ToraCtitioners in the criminal justi& system, as well

`as Ito critics, have, beeriehifting from this view, at least for the handling a the
Serious luilitufl offendr. The eirilthasis in sentencing and Correctional. programs

4 has been ikOving-froin rehabilitatiOn to punishthent and incapacitation 9f offenders
,through,imprispiiment. The latter "hard-line'! position seeks to enhince public
safety by -separating the chronic °gender From the ,community aticiAosenhance
deterrenCe through the use of harsher pUnishinent. CoirrlulAoryprograiris of. risha =,

bilitation have fallen into disfavor. . oft

The growing. disillusionment wish the current administratibn ofcriminaljustice
stems, from the following propositions about the interaTon 'fietvtoen habitual
offenders and the criminal justice system:

.Recidivists, who constitute a-minority of all offenders, have been reipOnsi-
ble for a disproportionately large. number or serious crimes.'
Though repeatedly arrested; recidiviats are often incarcerated briefly
not at all, so they return to their communities.and resume their criminal
activities?
When recidivists are incarcerated, ,rehabilitation piograms do not seem to
reduce,their propensity to return to crime after being r9leased: Aso
consequence, 'their disproportionate contribution to the, national crime
problem Continues.

Proponents of the new hard-line approach ,assert that its deterring andIn-
capacitating effects on habitual offender's will significantly reducecrime.' The Rand ,

study of habitual offenders, of which this report is a part, seeks to Mumfnate the
implications of this approach.

The core of the hard-line approach, is assuring the lengthy imprisonment of
chronic criminals. Operationally, this would be achieved by avoidance of', or greater

' M. Wolfgang, R. Figlio, and T. Sellin illustrate this point in Delinquency in a Birth Cohort.
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1972, Chap. 14. They report that more than half of all crimes and
two-thirds of the violent crimes were committed by only six percent of theltohort studied (i.e., 18 percent
of the total delinquent population). Ninety,percent of all bodily injury offenses were committed by repeat
offenders.

* J. Elkin, A. Blumstein, and W. Glass, "Recidivisrd as a Feedback Process: An Analytical Model and
Empirical Validation," JOurnal of Criminal Justice, Vol. 1, 1973, pp. 7-26, estimates that over87 percent
of those arrested have been arrested before. P. Greenwood et al., Prosecution of Adult Felony Defen-
dants: A Policy Perspective, D. C. Heath, Lexington, Mass., 1976, found that among a group of Los
Angeles County defendants who had sefved, prior prison terms, only 50 percent of the robbers and 15
percent of the burglars later convicted were sentenced to prison.

J. Q. Wilson, Thinking about Crime, Basic Books, New York, 1975; R. Shinnar and S. Sbinnar, "The
Effects of the Criminal,Justice System on the Control of Crime: A Quantitative Approach," Law,?nd
Society Review, Vol, 9, No. 4, 1975, pp. 581-611.
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stringency in, plea bargaining; by swifter prosecution .of recidivists, perhaps .,
through special Prosecutorial units;.and by revising sentencing policy toward deter.'
inmate sentences and a reduction of judicial ,discretion.

Notwithstanding theapparent readiness of government officials and the public ".
' to-deal more harshly with habitUal offenders, the application of a harcbline'policy
presents problems. As a practical matter, unlimited prison capacity cannot be
prftiiricled. And since habitual ,offenders differ in their dangerousness,,the. system' '
neet to distinguiph among theni and identify thOse-most deserving of .contxtirunent.
.Deersions must be reached on how lorig-theyzmuit be contained to significantly.I

*- red* overall crime.
With presenanowledge;it is difficultto accurately chug& an oirendbr in Oki

.of the future threat he poses to.the community...Although the,length and serious-
neer, of a defendant's recoidgive an indication Of his propenskiaward crime, the
predictive value of his information by itself has beenfound to be weak. Prittof the
difficulty comes from,our inability to'assess criminal records. In particulat,
evely known about how habitual offenders differ in-the rate of committing.

. crimes and in their skill at avoiding arrest. These factors are critical, forf crime
. commission and arrest rates :differ significantly among offenders, the effect of long.

er sentences on overall crime will depend greatly who is incarcerated,for how
long. establish an effective incapacitation policy, it is necessary to distinguish
offenders by the rate of crime commission and by the number of arrests per mtmber
of crimes.

We also know little about whether an individual's patternof offenses shifts over
time or how. long his criminal career is likely to last. Nor do we have much inform! 1'
tion about the social development and "street" lifestyles of offenders, Which might ,

provide insight into how rehabilitation could be made more effective. Firm*, vel:y
few studies assess hdw sensibly the habitual offender is treated by criminal justi&
agencies. We cannot say whether the high volume of recidivitt crime represents a
failure of the system 'to contain habitual offenders, or whether these offenders
repfesent the unavoidable failures in a system that rationally balances the compet-
ing goals of pbblic protection and individual rights.

This study was undertaken to provide answers to the issues raised above. Our
main data sources were the official records ("rap sheets") of a sample of habitual
offenders and the responses they gave in, comprehensive and detailed interviews.

Before we proceed, several matters of deition and scope need to be clarified.
This study is concerned with the activities of habit0 felonsadults who have
demonstrated a persistent involvement in serious crime: robbery, burglarY, assault,
rape, and homicilde. These are offenses about which the public is particularly con-
cerned. The term "habitual "simplymeans that the offender has.persisted in seri-
ous criminal activity despite repeated convictions and periods of confinement..

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Although little research has directly addressed the behavior of offenders over
the course of their criminal careers, 'the desirability of such a study has long been
recognized. As early as 1893, Otto Kobner stated that "correct statistics of offenders
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can.be developed only by a _`study. of the total life histories of indiliduals."4 Later, . : ..

Georg von Mayr argued that "a deeper insight into the statistics of criminality is .,

made possible by the disclosure of developmental regularities which must be
sought through a study of the manner in 'which criminality develops in the course
()fa human lifetime," More recently, Donald Gibbonsdeclared tha "criminoloiical - ',1
attention must turn away from the study of crime and criminals to the examination
of 1.)riotis types of role careers in criminality,' ' ..

i

criminological'
suggests that the study of criminal 'dareer developthent is necessary ,.. ,

in ciiminological. researCh-because . '
- ,N ., -t ..

.there is no general theory minal behavior[;] ... MO/ever, many offend-
ers demonstrate a patterWOr offense behavior in their,,crjrninalcareers;

kjeffendersowith similar Offense Atterns amlikely tdshare certain- sociial and
paYchological attributes which:differentiate there from offenders with other.

., offense" behaviOr. pattdins.' , . ."

' VIf Subgroups of offenderi who share 'common developmental Ofocesses can be iden,
4.

ii£ted, differentiated programs of treatment and control might be dewised. v , ,"(.
N.:..

ApiiiOach , - ,

-
Althodgh we elieve this study to be the first designed to systematically t ace

th'e changes that occur during the course of a criminal career, othel studies have
touched on criminal career development. They are reviewed in dtail in Appendix
B and are summarized, below. . .

one approach hls been to_adopt the offender's perspective, which has resu a
in biographies, "aiutokiographies," and case studies. Examples are The Proless4fnal
Thief, by E. H. Sutherland, and The Natural History of a Dflinqu. ent Cateer, by
Clifford Shaw.8 The life- history approach inner strivings, motivations, bar-
riers, and other personal and factors that move the offender toward certain.
belthVior patterns.

;Phis approach resembles the methodology employed in our study. Regrettably,
suchcase studies usually rely on the life histories ofindividuals or do not analyze
the data in a quantlitative manner. Therefore, it is impossible to infer the represen-
tativeness of the persons studied. Furthermore, ,these biographical accounts usu-%...

'ally fail to relate they offender's developmental process to his contacts with criminal
Justice agencies. Such information is necessary.for deyeloping broad-theories about
therogr6s of criminal careers.'

A second. approach. has been to analyze official criminal justice records. An
example is Delinquency in a Birth Cohort, sby Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin. They
analyzed several kinds of records to ascertain the nature of criminal kehavior
during the course of a criminal career. The results have afforded some insight into

4 0. Kobner, "Die Mbthode einer wissenschaftlichen Ituckfallsstatistikals',Grundlage einer Reform
der Kriminalstatistik," Ztitschrift gesumter Strafrechtswissenschaft, Vol. 13 18.93; p. 670.

*Georg von Mayr, "Statistik and Gesselschaftslehre," Moralstatistik mit 41 schluss der Kriminal-
stiitistik. Vol. 3, Mohr, Tubingen, Germany, 1917, p: 425. . /

a Donald C. Gibbons. Society. Crime, and Criminal Careers, 2d ed., Prentr -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., -1973, p. 13. .. . , 41;

J. ROebuck, Criminal Typology, Charles C. Thomas,.Springfield, Ill., 196f(, p. 16. ,..

* C. H. Sutherland, The Professional Thief, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1937; Clifford R.
Shaw, 'The Natural History of a Delinquent,Career, Albert Saifer, Philadelphia, 1951.



the relation between age and criminality, the dependence of crime on sociodemo,
'graphic variables:,; and the phenomenon of crime switching.

A third approiCh has been the conceptual and theoretical analysis of deviant_
and criinintacarrra. af particular significance are the works of Clinard and Quin-
ney and of Gibbons.? They stress the crucial roles of society's reactions, peer gronp

o.,.4,4rr!WleectittiOnic Ott-tiplXittinlity in the titibilz. ation ofcriminal careers: This conceptu
al work is often grounded in empirical research,

Frimeivork qt Th6 study: TheorY Of Persistent Criminality
-

.:--- - .The testiltkef, such research provide b !,. - ,:, ons about- how p-iminal
careers are initiated, how they progress, and why they z :- discontinued. We have

' .drawn upon those findings in constructinga preliminary th ry of persistent crimi-
nality. Below are outlined a set of theoretical propoaitions m the literature that
have guided our analyticalepproitch.NOne of theie propositions is definitive, and
each.tould bedevelopediflore fully. Nevertheless, we believe that they generally
express what the research community would expect our stuk to corroborate. .:

No single theory ry explains the full range of crime motivation. However, a
...basic dichotomy is nearly .universally recognized. Crimes are Mainly tom-

initted either for what they yield (e.g., money, antoinobiles,Orother prop-'-
eity) or to express emotion (e.g . , frustration, anger, or luat):. This dicho
my has been labeled 'Instrumental" Yersus.7expressive,". terms .ad

. here. Pioperty criMes are more often instrumental in being means 'of1,,,
obtaining satisfaction from the products of crime rattier than from the
criminal acts themselves. Crimes against persons more often appear to be
expressive, as direct attempts at emotional gratification, and therefore4
ends in themselves.

-,-

Persistence in crime is highly correlated with the age at which. the person
began in crime, sex, race, socioeconomic status, residential setting, family
situation, education, and employment." The majority, of offenders in:
volved iifstreet -crime come from urban, lower-class backgrounda; experi-
enced a disriiptlye early y life; and had other family members who
were engaged in crime. Th are also likely to have a low education level
and a record of sporadic, ow-skilled eniployment. Many began engaging
in crime with a gang or er group 1 i

II/Inst ental motivation is conducive to more rational
cii nality; the Qffender tends to learn from past Positive:and negative
reinfOrcements. Thus, instrumental crime should be more susceptible to
deterrence than expressive crime. Expressive crime tends to be impulsive...-

9 M. Clinard and R. Quinney, Criminal Behaaior Systems: A Typology, Holt, Rinehart and Winston.Inc., New York, 1967r; Donald C. Gibbons, Changing the Lawbreakers, Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, N.J., 1965, and idem, Society, Crime. and Criminal Careers, Prentice-HalltInt., 1971 4
Society,

1" Gene KasselbaurnOavici A. Ward, and Daniel M. Wilmer, Prison Treatment and Parole Survival.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc:, New York, 1971; Chap. 9., *. , .. -.

' 1 Daniel Glaser, l'Ile Classikation of Offenses and Offenders," The rimiriology. Rand
McNally & Company,Skokie, 17, 1974, pp. 45-83; W. Chambliss, "Type of Deviance and the Effective-
ness of Legal Sanctions," Wisconsin Law Review. Vol. 703, 196.7,pp. 12-717.
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between.conventional and deviant behaVior resolved when:the offender
accept legitimate goals but identifies lesswiththe convIiitional nieal sty.
which, to attain them. With his self-concept resolved, Ole offender Win-
creasingly satisfied brand-committed to a life ofcrin42_1!-The epiessive
offender usualjy .does not ac-Cept-a.eximm4selginnige,!.. Drifting tween.

conventional and illeiallifestyles, he idezi4*.with th,:coni*Itio
tare. He..is increasingly dissatisfied with, life in . general, .since- he sees

himself Ilia -failure in' criminal and conventional pursuits alike.
Both instrumental and expressive -motivatiotts producevioIence. -How-
ever, the instrumental offender tends to avoid violence u)3iess it is expedi-

ent The expressive offender is likely to perpetuate violence 'for its own

sake." .
'

a the instrumental offender is often involved With drugs, a ramification of
his commitment to the criminal subculture. He often commits crime to
obtain money to support his drug habit. Theexpressive offender's involve-

ment with drugs orAlcohol Often incites him 'to commit crime.,"
The criminal justice system arrests andconvicts offenders engaged in both

instrumental and expcessive crimes The instrumental offender is likely to

have been incarcerated several timesift his early adult life; as he acquires

'/' 12 Franklin E. Zimring, Perspectives on Deterrence, NIMH Monograph, Washington, tic, 1971. p.

/
. 48; R. L. Burg . L Akers, "A Differential Association-Reinforcement Theory of Criminal

Behavior," Social Probl s, ol. 14, 1971, pp. 1287147; Chambliss, "Types of Deviance."

'5 Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System, abridged ed.,'The Bobbs-Merrill
''.b., Inc., IndiantipOlis, 1969, Chap. 17. ,..

. =

"J. Irwin. The. Felon, PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970; HoWard S. Becker. "Notes

oh the. Concept ofpirunitment," American J.purnal of Sociology, Vol. 66, July .1960, pp. 32-40; J.
Inciardi, Careers in Crime, Rand McNally, Chicago, 1975, p. 299; T. Parker and R.-Allerton, The Courage

of His Coniiictions, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., Ntw York, i962.

: '5 G. Geis. "Avocational Celine," in Glaser, Handbook oftriminology, p. 273; Clinard and Quinney.
Criminal Behavior Systems, p. 7,; Gibbon% Society. Crime, and Criminal Careers,'p. 320.

.

15 A. Norniandeau, "Trendland Patterns in crimes of Robbery," Ph.D. dissertation, University of '

_ ,Eennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1968; C. Spencer, "A Typology of Violent-Offendere=California Depart-
ment of COrreCtions,,&earch Report $3,,1966; Gibbons, Society, Crime, and Criminal Careers, p.271.

.'.' John Conklin, 1M fiery and the Criminal Justice System, J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia.

? 1972: Chip. 4; see also Daniel Glaser,."Interlocking Dualities in. Drug Use, Drug Control, and Crime."
and Leroy Gould, "Crime and the Addict: Beyond Common Senite,!' Drugs and the Criminal Juitice

System, edited by J. Inciardi and C. Chambers, Sage Publieations, Los Angeles, 1974.



committineeriMea and in avoiding arrest, he is likely to be-
zAbil.26 Once the habitual offender is arrested, howeiii, he

dealt with more severely than the less experienced offender.by-Police,-
Preke.c,,utots, judges, co,rrectional authonties, and parole ofcers
For the:majority of offenders, criminal activitygrity d es

-.70.peakortlitidiktiWiwa at:25u-s1yaiiiirite207080
ly engage in property crimes tend to continue tlignintonlicidle age, when.
many; retire with noncriminal occu.pations!V The' exp ressive offender

-becitimeS leis 'involved in serious 'offenses and gravitates bsward lesser, :

offenses such as-drunkenness, Vagrancy, and simple essault.."

SCOPE OF THE STIItlY

The theoretical foundation summarized above suggests the issues on which this
study fociiged in analyzing offenders' records and in devising, 'conducting, and

terpreting the interviews..

extent am/patterns of criminality., . .,.

What types of offense are committed with whet frequency-aewhat p. oin
_ .in a criminal Career? -) ',--

How does incarceration affect the pattern of criminal activities?
1, To what extent do offenders 'vary their crimes istbef;than 'specialize?

- How does the iieric(usneseof an offenk's crime(ary over time? With
what furs is it iated? W .".

Ofendet interaction§ with the criminal justice system.
.

How do arrest, conviction, and incarceration rates vary both overall and
by type of offense?
Does incarceration affect these rates?
What is the significance of the frequency and duration of periods of "street,-
time" (intervals betweenincarcerations)?

Criminal sophistication.
,. What are the extent and epth of crime planning?

Do offenders show a preference for certain crimes?

the e crime and of avoiding arrest? , si,

How does monetary gain relate to patterns of criminality? . -.
. .

.

1" Gibbons, Society, Crime, and Criminal Careers. p. 273.
'" D..J. man, Conviction: The Determination of Guilt or Innocence withat TriaLLittle. Brownand Co pany, Boston, 1969; WaYne R. La Fave, Arrest: The Decision to rake a suspect into Custocly.Little, rown and Company, Boston, 1967; F. W. Miller, Prosecution: 7'he'Decilion to Charge a Suspectwith a rime, Little, BroWn and Company, Boston,.1968.

- .

1° She n Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents and Nondelinquentrin Perspective ,..Alfred A.Knopf, Inc , New York,-1968, pp: 142-143; ideal, Five Hundred Criminal Careers, Alfred it-Knopf. Inc.,Nevi Yo , 1930.
2' bons, Society, Crime, and Criminal Careers, p. 271.
* lueck and. Glueck, Five Hundred Criminal Careers, pp. 151.182.
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.Treatinent by the criminal justice system.

9, Is selective treatment given by the police in surveillance and apprehen-
sidn? By pinsecutors and judges in criminal proceedings?- By judges in
sentencing? By authorities duringincarceration?

et- ff. -endeis./' )arti'Cipated inv no is relialiGfite
programs? How. do they assess program effects?

.Role* of drugs and alcohol.-
.

To what extent is the use of drugs and alcohol associated with 04ptinnl
activity?
How distinctive in their criminality are those invplved with drugs and
alcohol?

Socioeconomic factors.

Do living arrangements, family relationships, and performank
.

e legiti-
mate employment affect the development of criminal careers?"
How do these factors change as careers progress?

U,se ot violence.

What is the incidence of violence toward victims?
How does the use of violence relate-to the type of offense, motive, use'of
drugs and alcohol, and the like? .

Does violence in.personal life dispose one toward the use of violence With

victims?

Typing of offenders.

Are there recognizable offender types?
Howcan they be identifiedqualitatively? quantitatively?
What are their significant differences?

ORGANIZATION OF-'TE REPORT

This report addresses.the foregoing issues in the order they were presented.
Sectiont describes how the sample of habitual felons was chosen from the inmates
of a California prison, explains the selection criteria, and describes the interview
process. (The interview instrument itself is reproduced in Appendix A.)

Section III begins the 'substantive analysis with a discussion of the patterns of
'minal activity revealed, in the inteiviews. The patterns have to do with the

number andtype of crimes, their ratt, and crime specialization and switching in
three contigUpus periods of the offenders' careers: (1) juvenile, (2) youngadult,

and (3) adult. Mitaitures of crime seriousness are applied to the data to identify
offender types among the interviewees. A new dichotomy of types emerges from
the analyigs.

Section IV focuses onthe offenders' interactions with the' criminal justice sys-
tem. The sample's rap sheets and interview responds are analyzed.to ascertain



vestcconviction;ssid incarceration rates anilto amps treatment. by pnisecutors

moons V; VI;--and VII treat, respectively, e terviewees' criminal sophisti-

°ateauthorities:

cation; motivations fop-Crime, including drug and alcohol use and employment.

lorei i aplications of the new.dichotomy of offender: types
tified in Sec. III. reviews and interprets the findings of the study. - _

4
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we needed a set of self
AlecidedAcilimitour

were currentlyserving prison terms for arnieil
least me priar. prison term. We believed that the fad of currentinciutera-

was a-valid indicator of-dangerous criminal:conduct, and
one idol. tenni/as a- valid

- ,

offense type, armed robbeiy
concern that otherviise the extent of variabjlity in career pattern%

.

in our small sample, Welt *feat' our analytical aims.
of criminal 1 b strangers, constitutes:primary means vio ence y

halt the crimes of iriolenCe in the UnitedAtates." FBI data indicate;
roblierLis armed in about tWo-thirds of the alias" According to Co

There are manTreasone why robbery is the best indicator of the type of
, crime most feared by the <public. One is .that robbery, is aimed alw4ys
committed by a stranger tan unexPected and highly threatening man-

only must the victim be put in fear or liave forte used against
irytooccur, but the assault Inuit aleie -,-47tlai; theft:

force must be used in order to take properfi.J,;Thgeririieberythun'
incorporates two threatening elements: the use &force against the victim
and theft of property."

To obtainobtain a population of felons meeting the foregoing criteria, we requested
assistance from the California Department fCorrections (CDC), which secured the
cooperation of the warden of.California en's Colony (CMC) at San Luis Obispo,

California 26 The research division provi a random listlif nearly 60 felons from

its coMputer file, each of whom was thentonfined-at CMdfor conviction on, at 4east

* one count of armed robbery and had served at least one prior prison term. The

prospectiive interviewees were identified by name and CDC number and were
further chatacterized by the following infoTatiozi: county of conviction, cla0 the -,

current confinement began,' year first adnutted, year of birth, ethnicity, mental
status, educational level, narcotics historV, whether serving an aggraVated .sen.. .

tence, number of prior sentences served, and whether incarcerated as a juvenile.

is U.S. Department ofJustice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, "Crime in the United States, 1973."
Uniform Crime Reports, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 2. In California in 1974, robberies constituted 41.5
percent of the reported felony crimes against persons and 6.6 percent oflall reported felonies. California
Department of Justice, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Crime and Delikquericy in California, 1974. .-

24 FBI; "Crime ... 1973," p.17. According to more recent estimates, 47 percent of personal and 66
Percent of commercial robberies are armed. See U.S. Department of Justice, LaW Enforcement Assis-

tance Administration, Criminal Victimization in the U.S.: A Comparison Of 1973 and 1974 Findings.
Washington, D.C., May 1976, Table 17, p. 7ffi '

.
/ \

"J. E. Conklin, Robbery and,the Criminal Justice Systein, J. P. Lippineo, tt Company, Philadelphia,
1972, pe:-5, quoted in M. McCormick, Robbery Prevention: What the Literature Reveals, Western
Behavior 1 Sciences Institute, La Jolla, Calif , 1974; p. 6:,

"Dr. L. Bennett, formerly head of the Research Divisioh, California DepartmentofCorrections, and
Superintendent D. McCarthy, warden of California Men's Colony, were the instrumental officials.

. .



ve intervieweemas sent a notice ("ducat', iskm. gthattie,-,0Pear
interviewing station at a specified time The, purposes and nature &the

interview were explainedby a Rand interviewer, and his partici
ed: *1-AalttUrued calk out urthe :11 candidates had
to- OittlifkuOlittdinn._: four di of

vievreeli reaPonles were diacaidecf because he appeared to _

of narcotics interview. In all, 49 -interviews Were
The mean age of the-49 interviewees was 39,.sfightlitover

vender and only five were as than 39 k stie
es, permit ifthe tMC tituted+oi

stimple.glie mean number of schaol years completed by the
elightly.itbove -the CMCaverage of 7.6 years.

=

THE: INTERVIEWS

z. ,
The Ristrument

Nye admird steied the questionri4-(see iippendix 4) in three
sPanding WAS three contiguous career period (1) the
ed 'juvenile offense through; the first juvenile incarceration, or uni age 18 if no
juvenile incarceration; (2) the period from release after the first juvenile incarcera-
tion through the first adult incarceration; and (3) the period from release after t.he-
first adult incarceration to the tune of the interview in the current confmeniffe
Figure 1 depicts these periods. The teem "landmark" :its used to denotean offerrse,
arrest, oonviction, or incarceration that delimits a,period.

&ICI' section contained approximately 200 questions, mast being repeated from
'one section to the next. The-following topics ivereaddresstA family nftationships;
home and school background; sources of income; eniployifent;1090ves fqr crimes;
types and frequency of offenses; income realized; aicests and convictions; use of
weapons; methods of planning and executing crimes; invelvement with drugs and
alcohol; use of violence; interactions with the original justice system; and post -
release conducp

The designiof the interview instrument reflected our interest in reconstructing
the criminal careers of offenders to ascertain whether the patterns of chatige con-
formed to various theories of criminal activity. For example, analys*cs have theo-
rized that habitual*riminals progress to crimes of greater gravity or greater vio-
lence; that they becoemore adept in manipulating the criminaljustice system as
they mature; and that they eventually mature out of unlawful "ndtict. Also, ana-
lysts have widely disagreed on the role of drugs and alcohol in criminal activityand
on the relation of employment performance to persistent criminality. We hoped to \_
produce data that would help resolve such controversies."

r

27 A stipend of $5.00 was offered. The customary prisoner's wageat CMC is 17 to 26 cents per hour..
zt The interview instrument was' developed in three stages. The-initial form consisted entirely of

open-ended questions to be administered by an interviewer in a relatively unstructuted, tape-recorded
session. The results of a trial application with ten subject* prompted a shift to a gamey/hat more
structured interview instrument with more -closed -ended questions, supplemented by tape-recorded
discussion. A trial application with another ten subjects again impelled a redesign, thistime to the final,

of'
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Adult period

Release Beginning
from first of current

adult incart eration
incarceration

Key : - Street time
xxxxxx Incarceration

XXXX , Landmark incarceration

Fig. ICriminal career periods

Checking the:Validity of Self-Reported Criminality.Data

Before the izitervieivs, we obtained the rap sheets of the prospective respond-.

ents and recorded the date that each period of incarceration exceeding 60 days
began! The purpose was to, identify the dates of the three career periods for each <
interviewee.

In the first ten minutes of an interview, we asked the respondent to verify each
period of incarceration we had recorded from his rap sheet and to Supply informa-
iiontiot on the rap sheet: how long the incarcerations lasted, dates of incarceration

as a juvenile, and out-of-state incarcerations: This review helped the offender un-
derstand our idea of career periods, and it helped to refresh the resporidenVs
meniory about the order of events in his past It also diminished the "halo effect"

in his responses since it made hini aware that, we had knowledge of some of the
entries on his official record. .

Questions in the interview. instrument. asked'abouespondents' offenses, sr-
', rests, andronvictions.

After the interviews, we went back to the respotidOts' rap sheets and com-
pared the recorded informatiOn on dates of arrest, tire charges, and whether a,
conviction resulted with the corresponding information from the respondent, as a
validity check. The offender was given no overt clue: that his responses about
arrests and convictions would be checked against his rap sheet.

Conduct of the Interviews

The interviews were conducted in private rooms, with only the inmate and the
interviewer present; no correctional officer was within hearing distance. To encour-

highly structured interview instrument containing mostly closedended questions. In,the questionnaire
(see Appendix Al, the reader will note that some of the specified responses appear hfupper- sod lower-
case letters, and others in all-capital letters. The interviewer was instructed not to read the allcapital-
letter responses, so those questions became open-ended. The trial application of the final version en-
couraged us to diKontinue the recording of interviews on tape. Any quotations by offenders in this
reiTrt are from pretest sessions.
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tandcw and aVoidadminiitrativ" e complications, the interviews were not tape-
sicordectffix Rand staff niembers, all experienced in interviewing offenders, .con-

intervieWk- which. ran about two hours each. r
enhance the validity of the fesponses, we follow-ed certain

recommetAe in' the literature:

one_.asaociated With the correctional institution was permitted to
the intervievis..

er explained to the respondent that theinterview Would
snnglum remenibeides tibia-Me hi-three
was eaoouiaged to ask tor clarification if he :dill not under

stand a question and not -to answer unless it-mai-clear to hini.-
The respondent was assured that he eould`decli!ce toanswer any question,
ail(' he wao.encOuragect o do so if he could not answer honestly:
The interviewer bekinbii iisking nonthreatening_ (e.g., -about
Ninny, education, and employment) and reserved 'ens about
criminality for later in the interview.
To help the respondent accurately recall the events of a certain career
period, the interviewer desCribed what the respondent was-doingat the
beginning and end of the period (e.g., "You-hail just grad ted frotn Grant
}Pgk?cbotels enit3yere -living with yoire.seister on Al St."), we-: . ob
tabled tgi,"anehoring" inffsinnatiof from offiilial_ireie reports..1.

In asking questions requiring a categorical answer. always, sinetimes;
'never), the intervieiver,gave the respondent -a printed cardshowing the
choices, to avoid "response patterning." .
In several of the open-ended questions, the respondentzwas allowed to
digress, iii5dider to builikzapi4it4vith the interviewer- and to reduce
fatigue."Moet of this inforthation was riot

The administration at CIVIC :which is classified as a mediumeecurity,facility,,- -

was known to have establisked good relations withthe inmates. There wastno
reported disruption at the fa8lity-..-before the time of the interviews andno discerni-
ble tension dthrilig tirgrot, Itle rale seemed high among inmates and correctional
personnel alike:- ;101 literviews the offendemlere cordial and appeared to
give thoughtful co on to the'questions. Very few showed any reluctance to, A

talk about their past behavior. In,fact, our most difficult job was keeping to the
materWinqhe questionnagefmcrnot going off on interesting tazigents.

4



:PAITF:RNWOr CRIMINAL -ACITVITY-
...

4

In focusing cm seriouttbabituld offenders, thstUdy is ccincernetdpot with a few
`isolated criminal acts but with persistent patterns of frimin43: u:. over ,
2years.

The offende'r's, aWn of criminal activity,
wdt

1Z-dge bejbud, eiwillinsei;for-Whieh.boAatkbeen,
arrested to identify a pattern of criminal activity his career,

The most interestinitand policy-relev *c of dis criminal atitivity
-lefts variation in - -.*ty and seriousness oVertime. Habitual offenders are com-
monly thought to: - t for diatioportionately large -808On tsof crime.The issue
is bow much Crime and what types?

Criminologists have advanced a variety of hypotheses about how the criminal
career develops.- One is that over time the seriousness of offenses
their frequency declines: Another is thatthe offender eventually "hums out" or
matures out of predatory criminal. activity, into a less hazardot, or demanding
means of obtaining financial support.; The d this study permitted'Us to look
closely at career maturation in a group of .. active !tenders.* ,

Recent policy interest in greater incapaii tion of habitual offenders reflects a
belief that they present a higher than *average risk to the public'safety and that
their prolonged incarceration. can substantially reduce crime The effectiveness of
a policy of special treatment for habitual offenders hinges on theability of the
System to identify these offenders hefOre they have reached the burnout stage of

their career in ,whicV they.no longer pose a unique risk to society.
Criminologists have long attempted to clissify offenders. Schemes based on

physical characteristics, nientality, personality, modus verandi, motivation, selec,
..tion of targgg, and other factors have been proposed (see Alppendix B). A key aim

of Ws study-,--affectirtg the choice of the sample; the design of the interviews, and
the tenon of die analysiswas to identify types of habitual offenders so as to
facilitate the design of remedial pollies and. programe.,

This section describes what our analysis revealed on the- foregoing issneejt
first defines the career periods in which our, sample of offenders was "at risk" to
engage in crime. Next it looks at patterns of crime specializaiion and crime switch-
ify:Turning tOthe issue of crime seriousness, it applies various measures to discern
patterns in the severity and rate of these offenders' crimes ow time Finallyfa new
dichotomy of offender types that emerged in the analysis Is presented and dis-
cussed. at,

CAREER PERIODS AND TIME AT RISK

As explained tarlier, the criminal careers of our interviewees were diyided into
periods separatedby three landmark incarcerations: the first juvenile Aarceration
(or the age of 18, if no such incarceration); the first adult incarceration; and the
current incarceration. These periods were the basis for organizing the interview
instrument, and they facilitated tbe comparison of career development among the

13=
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Table levee a summary' descriptiim of the lengths of these taree: pe

Table 1

JARIA17A-:-Pr._,Cww Psioons
Creen07

Characteristic .

Yaw*
Entire Juvenile-
Career Period; 1Period Period

Mears 2i.0a 2.8 7.8 N- 114-1--
Median 18.1 - - I` 1p 6.4 -- 10.3
Minimum -9.4 0" 0b 1.3
Maximum 42.8 14.0 24.1 33.4 %
Standard deviation 7.4 , 2.9 5.3 6.1

'This figure differs from the stun of the period-lengths
becaulie of adjustments made to juvenile period lengths for
several persons;-

Criminally inactive.persons. -4.

-

Note that median carter length frem,first arrest to cur ent itcArceration-la.
about 18 yeareFor indiyiduals, however, career lepgth is highly disparate, ranging
from less than 10 years to more than 40 yeirs. Both the median and the mean
period lengths.increase markedly in successive periods. Fi shows the length
of time between landmark incarcerations 'in terms of sample m ans." c\

4 z.

(10.1)
18.3

11.3) (4.0)nit1 ,3 6,4 10-it 1
N2 .3)

First First First likurrenti self- juvenile adult i ncar-
reported In car- incar,- cerat iOn

.offense ce rat ion cerat i on

I I I I

.

i I I
;14 15 .22 32

. .

Age of offender )
Fig. 2Average ygars between career landmarks (figures in parenthesesare

years of street time)

"The interviews focused on different intervals within 'caieerperiods, depending upon the topic being
addressed. Queries about the execution of a crime, crime "take,' and related' events of arrest and
conviction called for responses covering entire career periods. On the other hand, many questions were
directed primarily to the six months of street time preceding a landmark incarceration. Fora number
of offenders, our definition of the juvenile period did not apply because they, reported committing their
first offense after theireighteenth birthday or even after their first incarceration. For them, the juvenile
period, was arbitraiily defined as the six monthibefore the eighteenth birthday. Some questions con-
cerned the period of a landma'k incarceration. Still others addressed the three Months after release
from a laudmarlt'incarceration. And a few questions, mainly on family background, pertained toa time
before the juvenile period.
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LENGTH-AND FREQUE1SICit OF INCAR TION

As rig.filbev, the offenders3.in this samp ere subjected to 1pnger terms of
incarceration in each successiye dreet Period- Median time at risk dropped from.
100 percent in the juvenile pe:tiod to about 64 percent in the young adult period and

intheadult_peried. Sixty-five pelt served time in a state refonpv-
atory or prison before their eighteenth birthday-The sample had served an averaw
of 2.2 prison terms before'the current one Fifteen offenders servedkhree or more
prior prison terms; five was the maximum. The average length of successive prifion
terms is.shown below:

/everage Length
Prison Term (yealvil)

First
Second-

.Third
Fourth
Fifth

2.r"-3.43

29
3.7
5.7

e

Thus, not only did the frequency of incarceration increase witfi age, as will be
discussed in litter sections, but so did the length of each incarceration. Time at risk.
"diminished. :

An accurate calculation of time at risk is essential for determining the intensity
of criminal behavioi. Table 2 summarizes the data on street time, .by career period.-
The table shiiws that thse-otlenders had been incarcerated, on the average, for
about half of their criminal careersapproxiniately ten years. However, both abso
lute and relative street time varied substantially among individual offenders. Fur--
thermbre, for the sample.as a whole street in was noticeably greler in the young
adult than in the adult period, both absolutely and relatively.

. Street-time data will be used later in calculating crime rates and in identifying
types of offenders.

SELF-REPORTED CRIMES ,

Self-reported criminality data are beconiing increasingly iznportant,-given the
current emphasis on incapacitation." To assess the effectiveness of lengthier terms
of incarceration, we must titnate the number of crimes offenders have avoided
under preset incarceration licies and the magnipide of reduction in that number
under different policies. Such tes require data the actual rates at which
offenders commit crimps while free: Naturally, the pacitative effect id greater
with a higher individual crime rate.

An April 1977 preliminary report by the National Academy of Sciences Panel
on Deterr,ent and Incapacitative Effects concluded:

The primary emphasis in.future research must be on deriving estimates of
individual crime' rates (X). These estimates should be disaggregated by

'°-See Appendix C for a fullerdiscussion 9f the use of selireported data in criminologi research.
v



Adult Adplt
Period

-714iTen- --seieferW4.440=1°"14191"44"--
Time at Tune at rnise

(years) Risk (yearall Risk -1 ItiOr
0.4. 9.0 - 0.1 -1.8,

18.3 100.0 19 6 88.5
5.2. 60.8 ./3.9 31.7 10.8

64.2 - 2.3 24.0 10.1
Standard deviation 5.3 27.6 4A 24:3 '5.3- 142

.; NOTE: For the ilea& period, percent at risk 190-percent,

'Masse ad from time of first arrest rathet.tbasi
offense, because (1) the date of the first recorded arrest was
more reliable, and (2) the period between the foist seif-reicited
the first recorded arrest, which -!s necessarily street and is relatively:
for some perm/n:4 would unduly affect the percent44-risk Meru!.

--` bPercent at risk street' time /(street time +-incarceratino tune):

.crime type and,point in. the offender's criminal citnteri.empineal research
' ' 'into the patterns of criminal activity during a careef-brespetiallY critical.

Careers should be 'examined fOr variations with ide, and for significant
relationships between individual crime rates and the propensity to be ap-
prehended. This research program will depend upon securing rich data

--- bases; a survey'Otself-reported criminality will be' needed to-provide data
on undetected crimes. .

The only. practical means of a imating the actuaUevel of crime an individual4
'engages in is to solicit his own account. In our interviews, therefore, we diked the
respondents to estimate; for each career period and for each of nine types of crime;
how many times they committed the crime, how many times they were arrested,
anti how mapy times convicted.We arranged the questions and responses in a
ma , shown in Fig. 3. . -

ates of arrests, convictions, and periods of incarceration exceediEg 60 days
were obtained froth the offender's rap sheet and integrated with the silf-rePorted
datie.

FOr the nine offense types about which they were asked, the 49 restoondents
reported committing a total of 10,505 offensesan average of 214 per offender.-Thel
total number and relative freq Cy of each offensb type are shown by career
period in Table'3. .

Excluding drug sales, which e the mot common crimes but were committed
-13y a small minority, the most common' crime type for the p as a whole was
burglary, especially during the first two periods. Both auto thefts and burglaries
show the relative decline.expected as offenders pnigress from juvenile property.
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PURSE
0 1 AGGRAVATED q DRUG

6. "Mar 7. FORGERY/NSF 8. SALES
L AUTO THEFT 2,'SNATCHING 3, t BURGLARY 5. ROBBERY

YES NO YES NO. YES , NO YES. YES ''NO
(Go to(Go to (nnOotlo l

mime)

iCeitoit

Cis you. tell me Can you Witte Can you WI* Can You tell me Can you tell me

how menypmee? bow rainy lima? bow ropy tiara? boa many times? bow many times?

(Go to' (Cid to ((Lotto (Go to

next crime) next cridi) . n ) not mime

Can you tell me Cur kilts enlyou tell me C111 you tell me;

how rainy tips? how many tirnee? boi many times? ` . hove molly drum?I CD A M
Whevie you

mid take per job?

Woe you eve Waiyoi am
meted? noted?

NO ' 138 NO

rat du) oat orlo)

i1r times? .Now man lima?

(Go to , (Go to

Wen you ever Wm you ter
convicted? convicted?

YiE NO NO

(Go to (Co to

next awe) not crime)

Now may tiara? tlow many times?

I I
'Whet wm your What wu your vim Your

*al take per Job? usual Mite per job ',owl take per Jo

Were you tom

intsted?

-YES NO.

next

Hite puny tin*?

Wen. you ever

convicted?

YES NO

(0o to

neat crime)

Now many, times?

El

irn:Er '1.'1, '8=
0 ,I

Vieviryou net Did yon nu Were you ever Wary yOu itir ' . Wets yowever Were you est
greeted? i mph? : vested? . ' arrested? '' ' arrested?

YES NO ',, YES NO YES NO' YES .. Na YES 'NO" YES NO

., 1 Bat ohm) Olt ctiON) nut One). next 'crime) '. .. Out eke) . : nut Q.)

(Go to (Goto (Gore 0. (Coto,' ,:' (Onto - , (Go tO'

How men time? How rim. times? Now len limes? Ho 'Hu?' Howciiiimee? HO Ding time? tj

wuyour adieu your
`monde per lob? anal take per job?

;EOM

, Were you Were you ever Were you ever : I Were you ever Yov mr. .

corked? arrested? , convicted? -. convicted? coovjeted? k.

i9 NO No its. '-No ..: Ili, NO '1 YES NG'

1 nut crime) next creme) nut aline) wit alms)

(Go to (Go to (Go to' i (Go to . , (Go to, :

ales)

Hoot/ tines? How aim times? How menyinnet? How puny How miny dines?

CO

igen you ever

convicted?

YES NO

InCle:ttret

Howsnonymes?

3--Crime matrix (repeated for each career period)

owwWwo

Were you icor".

'YES

:(neGoitQ.)'

How may tuna ?.
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'Table 3

SELF-REPORTED OFFENSES
(N 49)

Juvenile Pgo Yo ng Adult Period

Offense Type - No 0) No ° (1)

Auto theft 898 (19.7) 558
' Purse snatching k 20 (0.4) 5

Theft over $5'0' 433 (9.5) 417
BurrarY 1,458 (32.0) 791
Robbery 11 (0.2) 405
Aggravated assault 103 (2.3) 56
Forgery/NSFa . 363 (8.0) 489
Drug sales 1,262 (27,7) 1,754
Rape 3 (0.1) 2

Total 4,551 (100.0) 4,477

aN8F,. nonaufficient funds.

(12,5)
(-)
(9.3)

(17.7)
(9.0)
(1.3)

(10.9)
(39.2)
(-)

(100.0)0

.

Adult Period

No (%)"

Entire Career

No3, .. (%)

36 (2.4) 1,492 1 (14.2)
0 (-) 25 (0.2)

143 (9.7) 993 19.5)
82 (5.6) 2,331 (22.2.)

439 (29.8) 855 (8.1)
29 (2.0) 188 (1.8)

143 (9.7) 996 (9.4)
604 (40.9) 3,620 ' (3;1.4)

1 (-) 6 (-)
1,477 (100.0) 10,505 (100.0)

crimes to adult predatory crimes. The considerable rate of forgery/NSFAuring the
earlier, period' is somewhat surprising.

ARRESTS

Table 4 classifies by offense type the arrest record of all but two of the 49
respondents in the young adult and adult periods.3' Note that the eight offenses"
about which the respondents were interviewed account for about two-thirds of their
arrests. *

4. Comparison of Tables 3 and 4 shows a gross discrepancy between the propor-
tion of offenses reported and arrests recorded for drug sales, as we might expect
since few drug sales become known to the police. Otherwise, only for forgery is
there a marked change in the proportion of arrests between the' two periods that
does not parallel a change in the self-reported offense rate.

It is revealing to cotnpare the incidence of reported offenses or recorded arrests
for this sample against national data given in the FBI's Uniform. Crime Reports
(UCR). Of the 7,671,230 arrests reported to the FBI in 1975, only about 2 million
(26 percent) were fbr P rt I offenses plus forgery and fraud-the offense types
covered in'our inter rews. Yet these offense types accounted for more than 60
percent of the arres of the respondents.

Another way cornparing the seriousness of this sample's crime with that of
other 'offenders is to examine, the relative d. tribution of their arrests for Part I
crimea. Table 5 contrasts the data from car srnple with UCR national arrest data

I 31 fwo rap sheets' were unobtainable. The juvenile pe -d is omitted because of the known under-
reporting of arrests (see Appendix C).

"Purse snatching is combined with th;ff in this tabulat n.
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Table 4

ARRESTS ON RECORD

(N =-- 47)

Of fe5se

Young Adult
Period

k ,Adult
Period

No. (%) No (%)

Auto theft 24 (15.4). 3 (1,9)
Theft (including purse

snatching .8 (5.1) 12 (7.6)
Burglary 58 ' (37.2) 18 (11,5).
Robbery 31 (19.9) 79 (50.3)
Aggravated assault 17 (10.9) 9 (5.7)
Forgery/NSF ^ 14 (9.0) 35 (22.3)
Drug sales . 1 (0.6). 0 ()
Rape 3 (1.9) ,1 (0.6)

. ,
Total 1,56 (100.0) 157 (100.0)

for 1975. It shows that our sample was much more inclined toward the serious
crimes of robbery and burglary than the national average.

In summary, the sample's, overall pattern of crime shows a clear progressn
in seriousness, as measured by relative frequency, from burglary and auto theft in

. the earlier periojls to robbery in the later period. The overall level of crime is high.
A comparison of The 'arrest frequency for this sample against national data indi
cates that the interviewees were much more inclined toward the more serious
crimes of robbery and burglary. Not only did this group commit many more crimes
than the average offender, but also much more serious ones, measured either by
self-reports or by recorded arrests.

Table 5

DISTRIBUTION OF ARRESTS: SAMPLE VERSUS NATIONAL AVERAGL

(%)

National
Part I Offense Sample Average

Rape 1

Aggravated assault 10 8
Robbery 42 4
Burglary 29 22
Larceny F 8 60
Auto theft 10 6

Total 100 100

CRIME SPECIALIZATION 40.

A matter of controversy among criminologists is wriether offenders tend to
commit crimes of the same type or different types. .Some studies contend that

.43r, .
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criminal careers are homogeneous, while others.tif gue that-homogeneous careers
are exceedingly uncommon (see Appendix B)Arrformation on the phenomenon of
crime specialization, by helping to type individual 'offenders, can facilitate the
estimation of an offender's future risk to society and the determination of his
sentence. Regrettably, the data bearing on this issue have come from studies of
official arrests and convictions. Official records are thought to exaggerate the
homogeneity of an offender's crinii al activities since pctlice are known to arrest
some persons for new crime ply because they had been arrested for them
before. .

The interviewees' re or of their crimes enabled ustteexamine.the degree to
which crime specialization occurs' at any one point in a career, and the direction
ttlakes over the full career.

Variation in Crime Types within Career Periods

Table 6 showSthe number of crime types committed in each career period,.as
reported by the interviewees who were criminally active.,_

We see that tpproximately 40 percent, of the criminally active interviewees
reported that they had committed three or more crime types in theluvenile and
young adult periods. Only 25 percent repoited such diversity in the adult period.
The average respondent committed four of the nine- offense types over his full
career; within each career period he committed fewer than three types. Less than
one -third 'of the sample committed three or fewer of the offense types over their
full careers; thus, this sample did not reflect a high degree of crime specialization,

The rap sheets of the interviewees reveal a similar diversity in offense types
among arrests. The mean number of arrests recorded per interviewee was approxi-
mately twelve. Siiteen interviewees had three or more arrests for only one offense
type (robbery for seven and burilaryibr four). Fifteen interviewees had three or
more arrests for each of two offense types. And eleven had three or more arrests
forgach'of three or more offense types. The remainder had fewer than three arrests
for alk!pffense types considered.

Air
Table 6

DISTRIBUTION oF REPORTED NUMBER OF OFFENSE TYPES,

Number of Interviewees Committing

Juvenile.
Period

Young Adult
Period

Adult
Period

Entire
Career

Number of Typesh bN = 42) . kIsl b = 48)4 (Nb = 46) (Nb = 49)

One
'-

11 15 24 1
.t.t)

Two / 14 12 11 9
Three . / 9 11 6 5

, Four / 4 5 4 16
'Five g..,./ , 3 4 1 12

Six or rnot4 1 1 0 6
Mean 2.5 2.5 . 1.85 4.0

aOut of It total of nine offense types addressed in the interviews.

bN denotes criminally active respondents.

4.4
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Crime Switching across Career Periods it,

Tables 7 and 8 show whether interviewees with a specified principal offense
type33 switched or failed to switch from that type in the next career period. We see
in* Table 7, for example, that of the 18 interviewees who had burglary as their
principal offense type in the juvenile period, 8 retained burglary as the principal
offense in the young adult period, 1 switched to auto theft, 4 to robbery, 3 to
forgery/NSF, and 2 to selling drugs. Thus there were 10 switches in principal
offense type among these 18 interviewees. Table 7 also informs us that as young
adults these 18 offenders had five different principal offense types and committed
eight of the nine offense types considered in our study.

Tables 7 and 8 convey an unmistakable picture of substantial crime switching
by this sample of habitual offenders. From the juvenile to the young adult period,
28 interviewees switched their principal offense tyPeapproximately, 67 percent of
the 42 criminally active juveniles. From the young adult to the adult period, 34
made such a switchabout 71 percent of the 48 criminally active young adults.,
Despite the convergence toward robbery as a principal offense because of the
design of the saniple, the respondents remained diverse in princi.pal offense type.

Broad inferences about crime switching these data are not justified, given
the narrow selection criteria used to obtain our sample. But there is impressive
evidence here that crime specialization tends to be disrupted by the passage of time
and particularly by prison incarceration. Few of the offender's in our sample pur-
sued a sustained pattern of a single type of crime. The picture is one of oppoFtu-
nism, and the offenders appear to have engaged in whatever types of crime were
available to them at the time and to have remained with them only as long as they
were productive.

Self-Perceived Crime Sequence Patterns ,0
The questionnaire asked the interviewees whether they noticed a pattern or

regular sequence of crimes in a particular career peri&l. If they did, they were
asked to recall what crime type they committed first, then second, and so on.

It turned out that 37 of the 42 criminally active interviewees perceived a
pattern to their' offenses in the juvenile period; 42 of the 48 in the young adult
period; and 41 of the 46 irr the adult period. Table 9 displays the distribution of the
first crime type committed in a career period by those who perceived a pattern-11'f
'their activities. The part of the table below the double line summarizes the data and
shows that the sample shifted to more serious crimes as their careers progressed.

CRIME SERIOUSNESS

The foregoing results indicate that the interviewees were highly diverse in the
patterns and seriousness of their criminal behavior. In assessing this seriousness,
we need to consider the number and relative frequency of the various crimes
committed, the rate at which they were committed, and their gravity.

33 "Principal offense type" refers to the type most frequently committed by an offender in a certain
Career period. In case of a tie, the most serious offense was chosen.
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Table 7

CHANGE IN PRICIPAL OFFENSE TYPE FROM JUVENILE TO YOUNG ADULT PERIODS

Young Adult Period

Principal,Offense Type (number, of interviewees).
Number of

Princlpd Offense
Switches in. Number of , .

Typo III Juvenile Number of Auto funs , Theft Aggravated Diug No Principal , Offense Types1 Period Interviewees Thee 8natchitv4 over ;50 Bu glary Robbery As ault Forgery(N8P . Sale; Rape.Crinies Offense Type! Committed

loactlif 7 1

Anto Melt .8 ;,,

Eine patching 4

twit over go 4 ,
butoo 18 1

Robbey 2
_

.

Assisted wit 0

PorpryiNg 3

'Drug plat 3

Rape , 0

Total 49 5 1

1 1 3. . 1 1 . .

5

3 i 4 mr,

7 8
,, - ,- I _

3 8

3
4

' 8 4 3 2 140 , 8

1 1 _ _ ' 1 3
_.

1 ..
1 1 5

1 1 1 2
POI

1 11 11 M1,

28

a
to

1Does not include switchetfrom inactive to active or vice versa,



Table 8

CHANGES IN PRINCIPAL OFFENSE TYPE FROM YOUNG ADULT TO ADULT PERIODS

Adult Period

Principal Offense Type
Principal Offense Type (number of. Interviewees)

Number of

Switches in Number ofin Young Adult Number of Auto Purse Theft Aggravated Drug No Principal Offense TypesPeriod Interviewees Theft Snatching over $50 Burglary Robbery Assault ForgeryINSF Sales Rape Crimea Offense Type' Committed
.lnective 1

Auto theft' 5

hut snatching 1

Thift.over $50 , 1

).1411Y 17,

AlObbery:. 11.

Aggivited vault 0

PorPYINSt 8

Drug sales. 5

Rape 0

Total 49

1

2 -'

36

MR*

tom not include switches from inectiie;to active or vice versa,

1'

. 6

1 6

1 1

17: 7

1 ,

34
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Table 9

DISTRISTION OF FIRST OFFENSE TYPE COMMITTED

Offense

Juvenile'
. Period Young Adult

Period
Adult
Period

No. (%) No (%) No. (A)Auto theft
(48.6) 6 (1'4.2) 3 (7.3)Purse snatching 2 (5:4) 1 , (2.3) 0Theft over $50 5 (13:5) 2 (4.7) 2 (4.8)Burglary 11 (29.7) 17 (40.4) 5 (12.2)Robbery 0, 6 (14o2)' 24 (58.5)Aggravated assault 0 0

1 (2.4)Forgery/NSF 0 6 (14.2) 5 (111)Drug sales t 4
1 (g;7) 4 i (9.5) 1 (2.4)Rape 0 0 0Total number per-

ceiving an offense
apattern 37 (100) 42 ' (100) 42 (100)Crimes against persons 2 (5.4) 7 (16.7) 25 (61.0)Crimea against property

. (and drug sales) 35 (94.6) 35 (83.3) 16 (39.0)

4

-

Crime Seriousness Index
To capture all o et his inforMation in a single measure that couldbe used to rankoffenders in the seriousness of their criminal pattern we'developed a crime serious-ness index as. follows. For each of the nine types of offense that an intervieweereported'committing, a weighted frequency reflecting the gravity of the offense wascalculated. The thagnitude 'of the basic weight was the average number of monthsserved by California offenders sentenced to prison for that offense type." Only thefirst act of that offense type received the full basic weight; subsequent ,acts weremultiPliedby.a reduction factor depending on offense type. The purpose was toavOid distorting the index by frequently committed offenses. Thus, the weightedfrequency for an offense type fora specified person ant career period Was deter-mined by the simple formula

VVF w 1) p w
,where.w is the basic weight, n is the number of acts of the specified ofense in theperldd, and .p is the reduction factor forany acts of the offense after ti 'S first. Table"10 gives' the values for w and pf

. The use of this index as a measure of, the relative seriousness of criminalconduct May appear to be unnecessarily
arbitrary, but 1,4e found tikat the orderingof offenders it produced was not §ensitive to the' exact weightsichosen. Consider,for example, the following Alternative measured:o

.

The total number of offense acts (obtained by setting w = 1 and p = 1 inthe formula given). r3! Californi gpartment of Corrections, Bureau,of Statistics, 1975 ArOmal Report.



The total number of acts of nondrug offenses (obtained by setting w 4tACP
and p 0 for drug sales, w = 1 and p = 1 otherwise).
Using the formula without a reduction factor foi multiple acts of thesarne
offense (obtained by retaining the specified values of w and setting p = 1).

After applying the four alternative crime seriousness measures to the 49 offenders, -

and identifying the most serious and the least seijims quartiles, we find that:

The twelve most 'serious offenders in the four rankings involve only 15
different individuals.

) The twelve least serious offenders in the four rankings involve only 13
. different individuals.

4-
This illustrates the insensitivity of the results to the details of the index. As another
illustration, we anticipate the discussion below of the broad dichotomy into which
our 49 offenders fall, the intensive type and the intermittent type, deppnding on
their, score on the crimb seriousness index. Had we used the formulaahave without
a reduction factor (i.e, p = 1), rather than as gitven, at most four persons would
have beed classified differently. -

Application of the crime seriousness index confirms our earlier impressions of
the diversity of criminality in the careers of this sample of habitual offendersr
diversity within career periods and diversity froin period to period. Consider the
frequency distributions of the,CSI values given in Table 11.

Within each career period Table 11 reveals large differences among the offend-
ers in, the amount of self-reported criminality. These CSI values, translated into actr#
of robbery, range from one robbery to ral hundreds in a single period. The
median and mean values, when similarly translated, range from 6 to approximately
36 robberies. Moreover; these distributions of CSI values are highly skewed by.the
intense criminality of a minority of interviewees in each period. No simple infer-

',

Table 10

VALUES OF CSI WEIGHTING /fACTORS

Offense w pa

Auto theft 19 0.20
Purse snatching ...... . . . 27 0.30
Theft over .... . . . . 10 0.20
Burglary 27 '. 0.30
Robbery 34 0.50
Aggravated assault 28 0:30
Forgery/NSF 19 0.20
Drug sales 33 . 0.10
Rape 45 1.00

aThe magnitude of p was subjective*
chosen: It is based on our judgment of
the relative personal drgerousness of the
crime and on the fact that many of the
offenders sentenced to prison for a leas
serious offense have been found guilty of
multiple counts.
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Table 11

DISTRIBUTION. OF SCOAES ON THE CRIME SEjUOUSNESS INDEX

Period Period
ryuvenile '..Young Adult

CSI Score t
(Na =.42) (Na = 48)

Adult
Prod

(Na = 46)

100 or lass ' 19 ' 12 17

'101.500 13 21 21

50'l -1 000 . 5 '6 5

More than 1000 6 9 3 '
Median 121,1

r 283.5 119.0
Mean 622.6 549.6 282.8

aN denotes criminally active respondents.

nce is suggested by a comparison of the .nkedian and mean CSI values over the
career periods, exc at the seriousness lessens in the adult period.

"Although we do how the details here, our examination of the variation in

CSI values from period to period for individual offenders disclosed a similarly'
diverse picture. The median difference between the higheii and ,lowest CSI score
for individual offenders over the three career periods is approximately '400--
equivalent to more than 20 robberies. Also, we observed no consistent shift of CSI
values from period to period among the 49 interviewees.

Offense Rates

Aggregate Rates. Although measures such as the crime seriousness index are

useful in ranking and categorizing offenders by their total criminal 'activity, they
do, not reveal the types and frequency of crimes committed. For this purpose we
need to estimate offense rate's for specified periods of time.

An offense rate expresses the average frequency ofcrimes committed per spe-,.
cified interval of time. In the literature, the average offense rate is referred to as
lambda (A)." (For example, for 25-year-old rnale robbers, A might be estimated at4
10 crimes per year.) The incapacitation effect (crimes prevented) of a sentencing
policy can be estimdted'hy multiplying the average sentence length (S) by A. (Cdn;

tinuing the example, the incapacitation effect of a 3-year prison sentence for a
25-year-old robber would be 30 (10 x 3) crimes prevented.)

To deal with aggregate effects without ignoring thedifferences in seriousness
among crime types, we groUped the nine offense types into four increasingly inclu-
sive classes (see Table 12).

, '-

The "violent" offenses involve a direct 'confrontation with the victim and the
threat or Ose of force against him. The "safety" offenses, which include burglary,
are those containing the possibility of physical injury to the victim.

The 49 interviewees reported the number of times they had committed each of
the nine offense tyrr ineach career period. Given these data, an offender's average

" R, Shinnar and S. Shinnar, "The Effects of the Criminal Justice System on the Control of Crime:
A Quantitative Approach," Law and Society Review, Vol. 9, No. 4, 1975, pp. 581-611.
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Table 12

OFFENSE CLASSES

Offense
Class Rape

Aggr.
Assault

.

Robbery
Purse

Snatching Burglary
Auto
Theft

Theft .
over Forgery/
$90 NSF

Drug
Sales

Violent
Safety
Nondrug
All

X
X
X
X

X
X
'X
X

X
X

,. X
X

X
X
X
X

..,X

X
X,

' /-
X
X X X X

offense rate in- .a career peribd can be obtained by dividing the number of-his
.criminal acts by the amount of time he was at risk. Table 13 displays the sample's
average .offense fates by period for each tlass of offense.

Thii-inost :noticeable result is that the average offense rate declined over the
career peridds for all offense classes except the violent. The latter anonialy is
undoubtedly a consequbnce 'of our sample-selection criterion that the interviewees
be active robbets in the adult career period.

If the rates shown in Table 13.are representatiVe of habitual offenders as a
whole, and if. these offenders can be identified_only after they havebuilt'up a serious
record, the potential, effect ivepess of a tougher imprisonment policy is called into
qnestion. The offender's criminal activity may well have peaked 6y the time he is
identified. ObviouSly, if incapacitittiop sentences are to hive a significant eft-ea n
overall crimel they must be imposed on offenders. who represent the greatest risk.

,

.Table 18

AVERAGE OFFENSE RATE PER MONTH OF STREET TIME

Offense
Class

,Juvenile,
Period

Young Adult
Period

Adult
Period

Entire
Cireer

Violent 0.10 0.16 0.2.0 0,15 4.
Safety . .15 ' %0.43 0.24 0.49
Nondriigr. 2.37 0.92 0.38 0.99
All . 3.28 - ,k52 0.64 1.51

' .- NOTE: Figureaohtained by dividing all offenses re-
ported by the total number of months at risk for the
,entire sample. .

Individual Rates. Air& Pattelms of offense rates for individual interviewees,
our analysis, using the` fourth offense class embracing all nine crime types, revealed
the, following:

4

Ti'velve of the 49 interviewees (25 percent) exceeded five Crimes per month
of Street time in either the young adult or the adhlt career period.
Thirteedyjniteiviewees127 percent) had an offense rate that declined by
over N percent

J
in each 6f-the two later periods.

. - -



ter_ VieWees (10 Percent) had an 'offenserate!in the adult pericethet
the rates of earlier periods by a facuifofIwe

ven_ terviewees (8 percent) had an offense rate in the yo(rng adult
Iperiod that exceeded rates of fife other periods by a factor of two or-

more

us, our sample shoWed highly diverse rates fovciffenses orall types. For-lithe-
ititerVieWees.the SeriOttsness.of their crimes increased as their careers progressed;
for celiers.-it decreased;" for still others it peaked neither early nor late.

Because: the sample as a whole engaged in increasingly serious'Climeehut4t .

a deareasing rate as their careers progressed, our findings dorroborate*anextent
the conventional wisdom concerning habitual offenders. On the other hand, we
observed an unexpectedly loW degree of crime specialization arming-these offen

Hers. Most impressive was the extreme diversity in criminal activity by-this
biased the' wimpleI

amall sample of recidivists, when the ielectiop criteria'. e.

toward homogeneity. Finally, this section_underscores the inadecinicilfinfOrmal'-'
don derived from official records slog & if the activity patterns of hal)" criminals

are to be studied in depth.

A compelling reason for limiting our small sample ofoffenders to those whriliad

,progressed into robbery s to constrain the variability in, career development that
we would findh among the inIkrviewtesi Thus, we excluded the patterns associated
with, say, chronic sex offenders', or confidence men. Despite this constraint, the
interview data give a powerful impression of widedisparities in criminality; modus
operandi, family, relationships, legitimate employment, perional violence, anduse

..of drugs and alcohol. The surprising degree of individual variability was somewhat
of a barrier to any systematic typology. Yet, we saw at least one broad distinction
emerge in the interviews.

One group of Offenders we termed the intensive type: These "heavies" saw
themselves as professional criminals, at least for part of their careers. Their crimi-
nal activity seemed tn be sustained over lort periods and *as consciously directed
to a specific purpose, be it high living, support of a drug habit, or repaying(' lebts.
Pre-crime planning was not"necessarily a hallmark of this group (nearly at the
sample was weak in planning)atit he intensive type seemed.to sive deliberate .
attention to avoiding arrest.

The other, larger group we termed the intermittent type. Most did not view
themselves as professional criminals. Their criminal activity seemed to have a
more irregular and opportunistic character, and it often produced minitnal gains.
Their responies suggest that they were frequently oblivious to the risks and conse-
quences of theincrirninal acts; this seeming indifference, compared with the posture
of the intensive type, disposed them to a higher rate of arrest. In a sense, they were

"losers."
.

In the analysis we decided to use various measures of criminal activity to bring
these qualitatiire impressions into sharper focus..First, the dime SegigusriesS index
(CSI) scores, cumulated over the full career, were used to distinguish e two types..

The 33 interviewees scoring lesstha* 1200 were classified as intermittent offenders,

cif
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Fig. 4Lbilstribtition of sample by criminal tyrietccording to CsI spOre
.

;

1,
and the 16 taming over 1200, intensiye offenders: Figure 4 shows that the frequency,
distribution is highly SkeWed, With very long tail.

The otherl measures applied to the resulting dichotomy were percentage of
street tiAe (percent at .risk), , an .indication of the offender's success: in avoiding
sews punish4k, and the targ ffense rate for nondrug offenses during the
kiter two eureek:pe'riods (it max),; a 'ant of the offense rates discusSed above.
Table 14 depicts the sample accordin =to 'these measures, makini:a further rs-

tinction among reepondents havirig a history of more or less incarceration (deter-
mined by less or iiior-ethIn 50 percent street time). The distribution of X ma is even
more highly skewed than the .CSI score distribution. in Fig 4, with 31 o nders
having fewerihan 1.5 and 11 offenders having aeater than5 crimes per m nth.
The Median is 0.99.

T6 elaboratetion the'quantitative distinctions. among these four groups of. Inter-
viewees, Table 15 shows how they compare in a number of relevant characteristics.

° These data indicate a Significant distinction betWeen intensive and intermittent
types in CST; l max,- and number of personal crimes. But within each type the
differenCes between the.more and the less incarcerated gi:oups arenot significant
for these three measures. On the other hand, the differences between the two
groups within each type for the other two measurespercentage of street time and
incarceration time -are significantrias might be expected since they were th$ basis
for distinguishing the groups)

Notwithstanding the clear contrasts shown in table 15 in the average char-
: acteristicS of the two types-and four groups of oftenders, the diversity within them

is considerable. So, not every individual of one type or one groapis markedly
distinguished from all individuals in the other type or groups;

Over :
:4.000
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Table 14

CLaiieriCATIoN:er prigyiawaas:BY0142NazaTirre:

%Irvine*, fugl"-F °ifs' Rale
r!istititictitto, ; '.1381 (ieisdnig crimes/ Percenti*OI

8

lGwnp Ili:: IntensiwiTgper with More
Priion Incerceritiod (N 6)

48 3205. 20.6 "3E1.6
36 2893 6.6 . 48:7
20 2844 ! 4.1 46.9
16 2013 -1.5- 40.1

. 3 1728. ... 3.1
40 1422 - 21.0 . 28.5

-Group B: Intenidve Type with reei
Priion Incarceration IN 10)-..

44 81150 8.6 "'q. 90:3
5 7672
8 . . 8724 ;\ asa

25 -2634 23.5 . 70
4 2317 . 16.7 .54.8

22 2170 21 58.7
6 2114 8-8 70.9'

37 2162 5.2 , 51.3
38 - 1726 12.1 67.4
47 1519 10.2 61.4

.Group Ci Intermittent Type with Mere
. Prison Incarceration (N 141-

756 2.2 40.1 .
23 590 ' 1.3 25.0
30, 555 1.4 -, 2/1,6_
13 ' 553 2.1 .-t2.7
291. 507 0,48 39.3. ,

3.1 447 0.31 ' 45.8;
425 1.2' 46.0

14 377 0.33 41.0
- 17 311 ' 0.11 42.0

18 266 0.15 * 41.0
43 142 0.17.. 34.6

7 124 '40.10 2..76
'21 116 . 0.10
'53 102 0.111

11 ' 36.8

Group D: Intermittent Type with Less
Prison Intarceration (N 19)

35 1166 0.70
27 1000 0.25
42 940 0.89
24 721* 24 .
44 704 8.5
26 675 0.98

9 649 0.96 _

65.7
56.9
57.1
66.5
74.6
50.5
54.2

28 612 0.40 71.0
34 - 565) 0.63 53.8
12 500 0.59 56.3
15 499 1.0 65.4

1 434 - 0.48 76.5
32 '361 i 1 0.53
10
11

236 ,- 0.237

64.2

215 0.03 57.2

39 148 0.15 :1.1 0
19 200 . 0.09

49 105 0.25. 58.9
, 2 34 0.13 69.6

Median 612 0.99
Mean 1309 3.5
Standard

deviation 1750 5.8 16.2

Entire Sample (N 49)

54.2
52.7

*Offe-3e rate in young &Milt or adult perilid, which-
'ever is higher...

b. Calculated from first recorded arrest.

56
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Table 15

COMPARISON, OF OFFENDER GROUPS BY MEASURES

Of_.CRIMINAL ACTIVITY-

Meisure

, 4081 score -
Mein -3499 3'77 514

--Median 2428 2243 401 l .500
Standard deviation 650 k 2500 200 300

ercentage of sivaertine
-.Mean '38.1 37.1 63.7

44OnskeTYPq IntennittentD'Pq._
Group A Group B Group,C. Group tl
(N = 6) (N =.10) -(N = 14) (N=19)-

39.§4.
:Standard deviation 6.6

. Ji inax(cKimesittionth of
street time)

39.7 64.2
8.4 9.1

Mean 9.5 8.6 0.72 1.0
Median 5.4 7,3 0.32

`Standaid deviation 8.1 41.0 0.70 8

.Number 4 crimes against
persons (entire career) A
Man 52.8 7.8 10.8
Median f 28.5 69.5_ 4.5 5.0
Standard deviation

incarceration time-f
(months)

33.1 35.8 7.5 14.5

Mean 157 80 143 92-

Median 144 73 133 93
Standard deviation 36 40 45 45

We shall not, at this point, dikuss the policy implications of Table 15 except to
mention one that is especially visible. Comparing Groups Band C in average crime
seriousness index score and the amount of prison incarceration time Served (or
percentage of street time), we see that Group B had nearly ten times the criminality
of Group C but served roughly half as much prison time

Table 16 indicateiTnore explicitly the difference in crime risks posed by the
intermittent and intensive types: It-shows the average offense rate (X) for each
offender type, by career period and offense class. Combined for all offenses and all

eriods, the average offense rate per year for intensive offenders was 50.8,
hile that of the intermittent was 5.2. This suggests that the intensive group was

ten times as criminally active_ ag the intermittent group. The contrast is similarly
marked in each career period and for all offense groups except in the juVenile
period, where violent offenses were rarer than other offense types for either type
of offender.

In later sections of this report we will examine other differences between the
intensive and intermittent types. Here we deed point out only that the intensive/
intermittent dichotomy revealedin the offense rates could be an extremely impor!

5 7



tent-Consideration in evaluating crimelcontrol atrategies. Although the entire gam-
frequently engaged in crime; the intensives persisted with much greater fre-

and Seriousness than the intermitte.nts. Any policy that seeks to reduce
crime by containing habitual offenders, will be effective only to the extent that it
reaches the intensive group.

...

#'esp'

Offender TYPn
iltivenile Young Adult Adult Entire

Period Period

Violent Offenses

Period Career

Intensive
bstsrmittent

Intensive
Intermittent

Intensive
Intermittent

Intensive
Intermittent

1.5 5.2
.9 .5

4:4.
1.2

4.5
.8

Safety Offenses :r

26.3 11.8
2.9 2.2 1.3

15.8
2.0'

Nondrug Offenses

51.4 26.1.
8.5 4.5

18.9
3.0

30.7
4.6

All Offenses

74.8 48.2
8.5 5.1

22.6
4.0

50.8
5.2

*r-

I



The interictions habitUal offeiglera have with the crintnaljustice system are

probhn. Arrests, coninviakeetangctions,and incarcerations m' deed- infiuence-theucchrimina17,Ass
thennpaptthese* offenders haveonlibtierStriMe--"7

activity of habitual offenders. The question is, in what ways aml. m.
step tows' rd answering the 'obi it is useful to examm e":11k ehh ood that`

habitual -9fren- den will be arrested, convicted, and incarcerated`
This section eiplores the hypcithesis that offe!sdersmay imore serious

crime as their_ criminal careers progress, bu4kisey are less likely tobe arrested for
alaySingle offense because of their increased experience in dealing with the- syst:em, ..;4

TOxilated piles ofsividence,suppcirtthis hybothesis. First, it has been repeatedly
showilthfit a 'high groptition of serious final careers begin with juvenile steal-
ing or other delinqkent :activity. Juveniles tend to progress from less serious to
more serious crimes." Second, it is vgidelybelieved that the older and more sea-
soned_the offender; the more adept hem in avoidink arrest and, when arrested, in
avoiding conviction. As former LEAA administrator Richard Yelde has said,
"habitual criminals are often not caught betause they are too clever and too experi

"ented. And; if arrested, they often 'beat the rap' by-using continuances and other
ploys in court.'

The specific questions involved in investigating this hypothesis include: What
fraction of offenses result in arrest? In conviction and incarceration? Does the
Probability of arrest, convictfon, and incarceration decrease as the offender ma-
tures? If these probabilities change over time: can the change be attributed to the

.selective polities and performance of the criminal justice system,-or to changes in.
offender behavior? Using data from-the interview responses and the official records
of our sample, we attempted to answer: questions.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The rap sheets, made available to us through the.California Department of
Corrections, gave background data on each in4viewee and listed his law enforce-
ment and correctional history in California and on federal records. Rap sheet
information enabled' us to assess the criminal justice system's response to the
offender's criminal activity, that is, his arrests, 'convictions, and incarcerations; to
ascertain the cdmpleteness and accuracy of the information he reported on these
events; and to estimate the probabilities of these events for specified offenses and
career periods.

A tomputer-produced graph, the career time line, was designed to display
concisely the rap sheet.inforrnation, enriched by information from the respondent
(see Fig, 5 for an'exanaple).

31 M. Wolfgang, R. Figlio, and T. Sellin, Delinquer.try in a Birth Cohort, University of Chicago PM.%
Chicago, 1972,-'pp. 174-207.

37 War on Career Criminals Starts to Silow Results,"' U.S. News and World Report. November
'22. 1976, pp. 73-75.
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2 nd
career
period'

..Age- Offenie type
(k= robbery)

Fig. 5Career time line

PROBABILITY OF ARREST

For criminologists, the probability of arrest is an important measure df the risk
an offender takes when he engages in crime. It is also a critical element in estimat-
ing actual offense rates when we only know the offender's official arrest record. For
the criminal justice system, the probability of arrest is an important factor in
assessing alternative crime control strategies against a particular type of offender.
It indicates the frequency with which the system can be expected t9 intervene in
offenders' lives, 1

Prior to this study, one could only speculate on how the likelihood of arrest for
. any one ciime type varied across offenders. Previous studies of criminal careers,

which are based primarily on official records, imply that the seriousneas;or intensi-
ty of 'an offender's criminal activity, is directly related hetthe number of times he
has been arrested; and that the likelihood of arrest is independent of whatever
other offender characteristics are being studied." For instance, in Wolfgang, Figlio,
and Sellin's Philadelphia birth cohort study; frequency of arrest is used as the
principal measure for drawing inferences about the criminality of various groups
(blacks vs. whites, recidivists, age groups, etc.). If these groups differ in actual
probability of arrest, inferences about their criminality, being drawn from arrest
data, will be systematically biased.

'Conceptually there are two ways in which an offender's prior record 'might
affect his likelihood of arrest, in opposite directions. First; the more contact the
police have with an offender,.the more likely they are to consider him a suspect or
to have compiled information on his characteristics or MO (modus operandi). Thus,
as an offender's, record grows, it is expected that his behavior would become in-
creasingly familiar to the police; that he would be treated with greater suspicion;
and therefore that he would be arrested more often in prOportion to the crimes he
commits. On the other hand, if the offender learns from his crimes and his contacts
with the slostein, he may become more skilled in avoiding apprehension as his
career develops.

' There are two majo urces pf data on criminal career patternslidiadolescents, the key:source.
is Wolfgang, Eiglio, and SSeellin, Delinquency irt. a Birth Cohort. The main data source on the criminal .

careers of adults is the FBIs "Careers in Crirke" file. Both sources rely entirely on official criminal
histbries, 6 0r
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_In Sec. V we will examine the development of skills in criminality in some .

detail:At this point we concentrate .on frequency of arreEk in proportion to the .

number of crimes committed. -

The chance of an offender's being arrested for crime (q) may be estimated
simply by dividing all of his arrests (a)-by all of hi.; crimes (c). Thus, q = a/c. Of
'amuse; -for an offender who -commits' very few crime, (say fewer than -10), this
estimate could be considerably in error.

We can further refine arrest probabijity bglimiting it tospecific types of crime.
Since the clearance rate (proportion of dimes solved) varies considerably by crime
type, thereis every reason to believe that different. types of crime (burglary, rob-;
bery, assault) pose -411f/rent risks of.apprehension to the offender.

The magnitude of q is particularly important in determining the incapacitation
effects of sentencing, that is, the number of crimes prevented by the incarceration
ok)ffenders4The most widely accepted model itr estimating incapacitation effects
expresses es The relationship between. crime reduction and sentence severity as fol-.
lows:"

A/P = 1 + X(qJS)
where P = potential number of crimes an average criminal

will commit over his crimittal career if the criminal
justice system incapacitatesiio one,

A = actual number of crimes an average criminal, will
commit over his criminal career under- a system
with incapacitation,

q = probability of arrest per crime committed,
J = given arrest, probability ofeconviction- and

imprisoliment, -44

S = average length of a prison term,
X = annual number of crimes committed by the

average criminal. -

James Q. Wilson and Barbara Boland have calculated the effects of various
sentencing options, based on assumptions about the true values of X (offense rate)
and q." To demonstrate the relationship between incapacitation effects (in percent:.
age of crimes reduced) andprobability of arrest, we present some of their estimates
in Table 17.

For example, if the probability of arrest is .05, an average sentence length of
one year will reduce crime by 50 percent. Although increases in q do not lead .to
a proportional decrease in crime, the effects are still substantial.

Table 18 presents arrest probabilities by offense, type for the sample, based on
the number of crimes the reipondents reported committing and the rap sheet arrest
record, in the young adult and adult career periods. For the types of crime on which
this study focused, the fraction of offenses resulting in arrest is quite lowmost
often between 5 and 15 percent. These e mates are reasonably consistent with our
expectations.

3' R. Shinnar and S. Shinnar, of the Criminal Justice System oh the Control of Crime:
A Quantitative Approach," Laur and y Review, Vol. 9, No. 4, 1975, pp. 581-611.

" James Q. Wilson and Barbara Boland, "Criinel in The Urban Predicament, ed. by William Gorham
and Nathan Glaser, The Urban Institute, Watkbington, D.C., 1976.



Table 18

_s

PROBABILITY OF ARREST, YOUNG ADULT AND
ADULT PERIODS COMBINED "

(N 47)

SelfReported \'

sa.

Offense Type

Number of
Crimes

'Committed

Number of
Arrests

on Record
Auto theft ,
Theft over V50/

..594. 27

purse snatching 560 20
Burglary. 873 76
Robbery' 844 110
Aggravated assault 85 26_-
Forgery/NSF 632 49
Drug sales ' 2358 0
Rape s 3 4

ti

Probability
Arreita

4

.04;
.09
.13
.31

0.08
.0.

1.00

NOTE: N = 47 because two interviewees' rap sheets were
unobtainable. ,

aThat'is, the proportion of self-reportectCrtimes that result in
recorded arrest (except for the anornaloutrape data). °

v

It is noteworthy that if probabilities of ,arrest are calculated for each period
separately instead of for combined-peripiii;-0 it! Table 18, they differ markedly (see
Table 19). -

,

. .
.As a whole, the sample appeared to be considerably fors prone to arrest per

offense committed in the adult period than in the young adult.beriod. This finding
contradicts the assumption that offenders become more skilled in avoidinkarrest
as their experience increases. Either they beCome more ca.. elects or only the tosers;,";
continue to be active after'repeated arrests.

Another way of looking at probability of arrest is to examine the frequency of
arrests over time, disregarding self-reported offenses. Table 20 Shows the rate.of
arrests for all offense types on the rap sheets and for the eight nondrug offense
types examined in this study.*

The reversal of the difference betweerithe two career periods, depending on the
time basis considered, seems noteworthy, since previous studies of official criminal



Table 19-

,OF ARIUMIT:YOUNO ADULT AND

ADULT p1:1110D8 SEPARATE

AdultPeriod

AR (sight) nondrug
offenses .06

EurilarY onlY .08
Robbery only - 11

tiral)Ie 20

RATE OF ARREST

.20

.29

.21

Young Adult Adult 4
Ped0.41 Period

Nondrug offenses r
Entire career .44 .80.
Street time only .66' .86

All rap sheet offenses , ,

Entire-oareer .48
Street time only 1.09 1.37

J1.
NOTE} Figures show the average number of

arrests per interviewee (N ,0 47) per calendar, year
lentirecareer) and per year of street tiMe.

-
records have suggested that frequency of arrest declines sharply after the age or f'

30 and continues to decrease with age.4' With time in Prison removed, this sample
of offendefl exhibits an increasing rate of arrest per year of street time, even while
their self-reliorted rate of offenses declines with 'age.

related to probability of arrest is whether the offendeverceives that
he is the selective target of law-enforcement effort's. Only about one-quarter. (29
,percent) felt that they were being selectively monitored by the police because of
their record, afterTelesse from a juvenile institution. Only 12pi4rcent felt this way
after release from an adult institution.

Data from the sample on two other aspects of. the arrest processthe circum-
stances of arrest and the length of time between the criminal act, and arrestwill
be treated in greater detail in, Sec. V. Suffice it to say here that the data did not
reveal 'aiconsistent shift from arrest at or fleeing theiscene of the crime to arrest
as a result of police investigation. The data did reveal a slight tendency f6r the
interval between offense and arrest to lengthen in the latgr career periods, which
suggests greater police persistence. NeVertheless, the oferwheltning majority of
these offenders were arrested one week or less after they committed the landmark

4. Alfred Blumstein, using data from a random sample greats in-1973 in Washington, D.C., found
that when arrestee age was held constant, arrest frequency increased as the number of prior arrests
increased, especially for the first few arrests. Our sample aims not large enp us to control
for age in estimating rate of arrest.
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offenall iareer periods. And a strong inineritywere arrested at or fleeing the
scene of all landmark offenses (in. which case..the prior record ofithe offender was
irrelevant). On balance, the evidence from the responses of our sample was. not
strongly indicative.of selective arrest treatment

PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING

ConvictiOn and Incitreeratiozi Rates _

In this study convictiO rate refers to the proportion of arrests that result in
a judgment of conviction in a Oecified period and jurisdiction. Similarly, the incarc-
eration rate is the proportion orarrests that result in a sentence imposingincarcer-
ation on the defendant, inlbither jail or prison." Both rates may be expressed as
Probabilities applying to individual .offenders or groups of offenders. These.rates
may be Calculated in various way& Here we obtain average rates for individual
offense types or groups of offenserypes by dividing the number of convictions Or
incarerations by the number of correspoAding arrests.- afj

Conviction and incarceration rates depend partly on' the policies and perfor-
manceof the criminal justice system. Specifically; they'd4end on the strength of
the evidence gathered by the police; prosecutorial policies for screening and settling
cases; the skills of prosecutors and defense counsels in criminal proceedings; and
sentencing policy and praetice.-These rates also depe,ncLon the characteristics of the
defendants, for example; on that criminal ec

Our interviewees were, by selection, reel offenders with prior prison records.
To the extent that they were recognized as se ous offenders and were the focus of
special attention by prosecutors and judges, we would expect them td have hider
conviction and incarceration rates. Table2l comp es the c_ oeviction and incarcera-
tion rates of the sample and of all Calitoriiiaoffe ders.

The difference between the sample and the sta de rates may, suggest that ,

police release; diversion, and other ,rionjudicial disposi ns afterfarrest occurred _

less often for our sample than for the broader population. ut it may also simply
reflect the incomplete recording of arrests not leading to con ion on the offend-
ers' rap sheets."

For the -eight nondrug offense types, 1,%hich constituted 353 (61 percent) of
577 arrests recorded onfthe rap stieets, the conviction rate was 69 percent and the
incarceration rate was458 percent. - -

Table 22 shoWs how conviction andIncarceration rates for the eight nondrug
offenses varied across the three career periods.

The increase in these rates over time may be ecplained in part by the shift in
later periods to a greater proportion of robbery offenses, which have relatively high ,

rates of conviction and incarceration. (Robbery accounted for only 1 percent of the
arrests in the first, period, 12 percent in the second, and 32 percent in the tliird.)

"2 In other research, incarceration rate is sometimes defined as the proportion of convictions that
result in an incarceration sentence.

" A substantial number of those arrested are released by the police without the filing of any formal
charges against tjiem. Many of these arrests, which are counted in aggregate police statistics, are
probably not entered on official rap sheets.
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. Table 21

Cntircirketilant INCARCERATION RATESBY OFFENSE TV"
;u6IX VERsuSP.ALIFORNIA AVERAGE

Offense Type

Jima(' theft
Theft/puree

thatching-
-Buri01.9
liallabery.
Annealed assault
-ForterY/NSF
Drug sales
Rape

unaherof
-Aunts ,-
(13,30e)

40

97
111

27
50.

. 2
4

ConviclimilRate ...Incarcepittcin Rate ...
* California a Sample ^ California

i .62 . .10 (.70) .48 .05 (:65) '

.62 .33 ,

.55 .20- (.7li ) A4 , .10 (.70)
.20 (.65) .86 .20 (.85)
.15 (.65) .30 .05 (.55)

.88
.48

- .74
1.00
.50

1.00
.25 (.60) .25 .15 (.70)

SOUR (for California data): "Controlling Crime in California," Report of
the t is Select Committee on Law Enforcement Problems, submitted to the
Calif Legislature by Governor Ronald Reagati, August 1973..

NN. : Dashes signify that the. data are unavailable.
.

fries in parentheses are rates based on Up number of court dispositions.
ra than number -of arrests. (Averaged over all Index felonies, lees than one-
third of the'reported arrests

arentheses are based oar the number of superior-court con-
disposed of by the courts.)

con-
victions rather than the number. of arrests.. (Averaged over all, Index felonies, only
15 percent of the greats resulted in superior-cotirt convictions.) ,

C-

Table 22

CONVItTION AND INCARCERATION RATES
eFOR NONDRUG OFFENSES

Cared Period

Juvenile .54116 .39
Youncadult .63.... .50
Adult ''' .78 .71

Conviction Incarceration
Rate Rate

Even so, die increase is notable; for examPle, tobbery conviction and incarceration
rates increased from 74 and 68 percent, respectively, in, the young adult period to
95 and 94 percent in the adult_period.

Treatment by Prosecutors

The decision_to`charge a suspect is' discretionary with the prosecutor, a point
that the courts hare long upheld. His discretion extends to the number and type
of charges filed (provided there is supporting evidence) and to the' plea-bargaining
process. Many factorsespecially prior criminal recordcan affect the prosecit-
tor's treatment of the offender. Newman observes, for example, that the more

° serious the criminal record of the suspect, the more stringent,.prosecutors are inr------
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Degotitemg pleas of guilty." In a- recent-study conducted-by the Vera Inetitute of
dustice,ft-was found that the probability -of indicting depended Primarily on the
defendant's record and theseverity ofthe current offense. Defendants with no prior .

recotd-erere more likely to have their charges dropped or reduced,ftrthermore:- _

1t-- -I.viction and- -priion rates were coniPared for each arrest crime
.1 I

prior prison rear& consistently tirecrworse than thoseNtithout a fecord.
For-all classes of crimes, they were approximately twice as likelY:to be
convicted and-twice-likely. to be sentehaS-to tine."

Undoubtedly, selectifeirroseoutorial treatment contrilites to such-results.
Special Allegations-and Offenses. Given the, appropriate supporting e;i-

, dence, theproSecutor.kakthe discretion to allege and try to pro, special &cum-
stances=for pribi felony record, possession-or use of danbrais weapons,
and great bodily injury to.iictimswarranting greiger puhishment of the-clefe.nz"

definition, the habitual offendeeis Nulaierable to the special allegation-
of prior felony convictions ("priors"); No treatment by the prosecutorcan be expect-
ed to reflect the' litter's powet to file these charges.

. The prosecutor may also charge,a habitual offender with separate. offenses
'related to his past records for example, ownership )51. possession of a ethicealed
weapon by'a felOn.4' *

In.the interviews, we asked the offekdeis:i

In the proceeding leading to your current incarceration, did theprosecutor
*
ever threaten you. .with prior of so that your sentence might be length,-
ened? Were You formally ch;irged with "priors "? We4the charges ofpriors
dropped, in plea "bargaining, not considered in sentencing, qtr used .to in-

. erease the sentence? 4

Theesponses were as follows (figures show percentage of tile sample of 40):
.

4J Prosectitor threatened priors 59.1
Prosectitor formally charged priors . . 40.8

'Priors were:
dropped to plea bargaining . . . . 40
Mat.considered in sentencing . . . 10
used-to increase sentence 45
don't know 5

.

Considering that the average number of major convictions among the inter-
viewees exceeded six, the finding that less than half the sample (41 percent) had
priors filed against theta and that less than one -fifth (18 percent) received an ag-
gravated sentence as a result suggests that prosecutors filed priors for purposes
other than of simply increasing the sentences of these offenders." A

" D. J. Newman, Conviction;
and Company, Boston, 1969, p. 6

" Felony Arrests: Their Pro cution pis tion in New York City's COurts, 1977, p. 95.

Determination of Guilt or Inriocence without Trial, Little, Brown,

" See. for *ample, California Penal' 1203, 30241 12022, and 120215.
" California Penal Code, Sec. 12021.
" These results are consistent with other studies. For exaenple, in theearlier-cited Rand research

on police investigation, a 'random sample of AO rotber'Y p'rosecutions contained only five instances of
pxior felany allegations, and in all five cases the special allegations were omitted from4he'final charges
to which pleas were taken. '
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Statutes pertaining' o habitualoffenders allow the itiriposigonof greater pun- .

-... ishinent on the grounds of past Criminal record and present convictions. In Califor- N.._._.,
ma, for- example;, the minimum state, prison term for a conviction on first-degree
robbery is five:yeaTi(Peno,/Code,.Sec. 211a), and at least one-third of this miniinuiii
terinniusebe served berfOre the-,AffenCtet- is eligible for parole (Penal Code,,Sec.

7 3049). By -canttrytindonthe- habitual cijininal statute- (Penal Code,. Sec.-6441,- an .
. ,,-.

. offender w)aose- esent conviction -is robbery or one of 13other specified felonies
and who had two or three prior copttictions.(wparafe' ly tried aniterms.sepacately

- Served) fof any of 20 specified felonies may be dgclared an habitual criminal and
sentenc to state pridon foi lif-4-yfith al'iriininpuri, term of nine years (twei.. Priori).

. --.. or twe e yeari (three Priorgbefore becoming eligible fOr parole.
.,

---
Prosectitors haVe the discretion to a 'pply these taitutes, but-Klein has foti?d

chat theyare little useil." Nevertheless,. by threteiiing to idnpose them, a prosccu- , .

f, --t
tdr may be able to elicit a pletiegctilty; information about a -fertCev or testimony , -,,,,,, 711

against acconylices."
The interview instrument. asked:

. . - ., ..
.. . -

In the prmeeding leading to your curr&iti incarceration, did theprosecutor) '
' - ever threaten to allege that you were legally Ian habitual.offender so that

--, you?7 sentence might ,b-e-krigthened? Weri -you formally charged as an
tuttj offender.? *ere till harges-Jropped_in plea E),a. rgaining, Itot O

. . ..

'sir ered 'in sentencing, or used to increase Your sentence? it'

r
Responses were as follows (percentage of 49): .

. prosecutbr threk:eneckt9 .-. ..
1.

-allege habitual offendei?ostatus !..`. '37.6, ,
`Prosecutor formally charged 't-

hia:iituV offender status. : 6A1 ,

, ;'' liabialroffender chargeS1,Crere:. 1,

,dropped in plea bdrgainiQg _. ) ' :
e 7 not conlidered,in sentencing . ,

_, used to, crease sentekce, . . . ''
;don't k '. 100

. /, .

, - The se data suppbrt theLiziew thattipitual Offender dtatutesere.USed mainly as
a threat ri4her,than actually heiriginpliq, possibly beebuse of the.sey.prity ortiie
penalties -they g!itail. _:--,'_: : I' ., ".

.>

A prosecutor can exploit the criminal record ofare'Reat.offenclein ways other,
than 'those discussed above. In many jurisdictions felony priors can be used to
attack the defenOnt's credibility if he testifies (see, for example, California Evi--

, :. dente Codei Sec. 788). On- the other hand, the tiial court has the discretion to
exclude priots, to counter attempts,-to impeach the defendant (see, for example,
California Evidence Code, Sec. 352 Furthermore, the prosecutor can make sen-
tencing recommendations to the senteriCing judge that.emphasize the defendant's

)

pricireonvictions.
.

..

'4° John F. Klein, "Habitual Offendel- Lekislatioli and.the Bafgaining Procest."The CrirninalLiec
Quarterly, August 1973. - . _

-ip ,

s. " F. W. Miller, Prosecutioh: The Decis'ion alb Charge a Suspect with a Crime, Little; Brown 'ivid
Company, Boston. 1.968; p. 207 ' c
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The LEM has recently funded a program Specifically to imp2ove the prosecu-

tion of habitual offenders. Now operating in 18 cities," the program provide&
a-, prosecutorial units with experienced attorney's and investigative .assistance: In

contrast to traditional practice, a single attorney is assigned to prosecute a career
offender for the duration of the case, from filing the charges through all subsequent
proceedings.

Although the program is relatively new and a final evaluation is not availabl ,

the preliminary performance statistics look promiging. The likelihood of indict-.
ment, conviction, and prison sentence has increased and the atnount of time be-
tween filingInd disposition has decreased. So far, 585 defendants have been con-
victedthrOugh 11 of these units, with an average adjudication time from arrest to
final disposition of about 84 days, a conviction rate, of 145 percent, and an average '. ;

prison sentence of 21 years.52

own with local financing. Public `respOnsehas generally been favorable, d these
Such results have prompted many jurisdictions to initiate programs o their

favorable,
special prosecutorial programs are likely to expand'rapidly in the comi g rnonthb.

Sentence Severity. In the course of a criminal proceeding, the court has
several opportunities to relate its treatment of the defendant to his criminal histo-
Py; for example it may permit impeachment of his testimony br evidence of priog
felony convictions. Our interVieWs were concerned only° wi senteking, particu-
larly the sentences the respondents had received for jheir lan ark convictions: '

. ...

-Do 4-01.401fidet yotiragn.tence was about the same as those of-Other
endcints in sirnilar casgs? If different, was it much Tighter, sornwhat

lighter, more severe, or much Moresevere

.Tal?le 23 displays the responses, by career period.
The most rOtable finding is that only for the present incarceration did a heavy

majority (84 perc'ent) of those who felt that thei-rentencing was different believe
that it.was more Severe: Werlearned-that these opinions were baied overwhelming-
ly on the belief that their record of prior incarcerations was: responsible.

Earlier studies have found a positive correlation between the.likelihoOd of
receiving a prison sentence and the length of the term imposed,oh the one liand,
and the defendant's prior record; on the other. A Rana study estimated that in Los
Angeles County prior to .1973, a defendant who was convicted and sentenced on ".a
robbery charge had a likelihood of 0.10 of being sent\ to prison if-he had no prior
record; 0.15 with a minor prior record; 0.17 with a major prior record; and 0.50-with
a prior prison record." A Rand study of performancemedsure& for felonyprOCeed-
ings found that in Multnomah County (P,ortland), Oregon, sentences were -MuCh
moresevere for defendants with a prior record.,' A study of 676 Colorado offen

(-1-* , r
"' Houston, New Orleans, Salt Lake City,, San Diego, Bosfon, Detroit, New -York, Dallas, Indianapolis,

St. Loui$ Miami, Las Vegas, Memphis, Louisville,. Albuquerque, Portland (Oregon), ColUmbus (Ohio),
and KalamaZoo (Michigan). Plans are to doubla4is number in 1977.

" This information reflects performance thrcitiglilecember 1976. It was bbt4ined from Philip Cohen;
coordinator of the Career Criminal Program, National Legal Data Center, Thousand Oalts,,California:

" P. W. Greenwood et al:, Prosecution of Adult Felony Defendants'in,Los Angeles Counly,texington
Books, D.C. Heath, Lexington, Mass, 1976, p. 41.

" S. Wildhorn, M. Lavin, and Atascal, Indicators of Justice: Measuring Performance of Prosecu-
tion. Defense, and Court Agencies Thvetved in Felony Proceedings, The Ran Orporation, R1918D0J,
June 1976, p. 118.
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Table 23

S OF SENTENCFt SEVERITY

(%)

r Aivenile Young Adult
Period Period

Opiriion OW ..-- 32) (N .-- U)
- . .....
Sentence about the same 59,4 55.6
Sentence different 40.6 44.4

Much lighter 7 18
' Somewhat lighter 36 23 ,

. 1 More severe 50 27
Much mordlsevere 7 432

observed that the greater the number ofrior arrests, the more likely the defen-
dant would receive a prison or reformatory sentence.The previously cited :Vera
Institute. reported that sentence severity was greatly affected by the defen-
dant's prior record. For example, aprison sentence of over one year was rarely
imposed on a defendant. who did not`rhave a:priSon record (1 percent), but nearly.
one-third of the defendants with a prior prison record received prison sentences of
over one year The study 'concluded that judges, in imposing prison sentences,
"repponded more to the defendkit's prior record than to the current charge,

A.

Treatment by Defense Counsel"

The habitual offender's interaction with his defense cou el differs in charatter
from that with otheii parts of the, criminal, justte system. A 14st in..theory,
quality or legal representation that the offender receives is not affected by--his
criminal recorfl.On the Other hand, the retention of private counsel, despite its cost,
is said to be the Kalil:nark of a defendant who is experiencei in criminal .proceed

' ings. As-one offender recalled: \-

Y;ou want to kndw how i alwayaavoided prison? I always retained private
Counsel, that's how. I have four arrest's for armed robbery, but each time

':lawyer was able to get me ofc for some reason or another. Even on
a they two arrests, when I was convicted, got probation and another two
I ot a suspended sentence -and theSe were all for felonies. When I finally
niade it to priSon, I waaclassified as a first-timer, and was treated pretty
Well. Little did they know that I had been involved in crime fOr a hell of a
long time. That lawyer was really good to me, even if he did cost me a
bundle: "How didyou pay, for the lawyer?" Well, what do ybu,think? I was
involved in crime, remember?

The intervieWees were asked who had represented them in court. The re-,
sponseS in Table 24 SuFest that the experience ofothe offender quoted-above is not
representative -of this sample.

55 Charles D. Weller. Characteristics dad Reciditrism of Adult Felony Offenders in Penver, U.S.
Department Of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Denver High Impact Program.
1974.

0* '9 1.



Table :24

TYPE OF DEFENSE COU

(%)

Type of.

. Juvenile
Period

- Young Adult
' Period

Adult ig
Period

Counsel (N =42) (N = .48 ) (N = 45)

Public defender 26.2 '56.3 64.4
Private counsel 16.7: 17.8'.
Courtappointed counsel 2.4 2.1 8:9
Noi4 8:3
Self 4.8 4.2 -

Unknoirn '11.4 . 12.5' 8.9

Entire
Career

-(-N = 135)

49.6
14.8:.
4.4':,.

14.1
3.0

14.1

The substantial proportion who recalled that they had no representation at the
proceeding that. led to their first juvenile incarceration is noteworthy: May simply

. reveal aliCk kpf understanding (or faulty memory) about the rol$ ofkarious in-
diViduala in court. Of course; these Offenders were old enough that their landmark
juvenile conviction occurred generally before the Gault case;.,in ,which the U.S
Supreme Court declared tie juvenile's constitutional right tocourisel." California,
hAeveict accorded:juveniles the right to counsel some years before Gault' We
cannot sy hi:ow many of the 15 interviewees who reported-being unrepresented at
their landmark juvenile/cOnviction would recall having made a voluntary and
intelligent waiver of the right to counsel.

Lack of representatiOn by counsel dclined in this sample's latei career periods,
and use of private counsel increaaed insignificantly. But most of the interviewees,
relied on the public defender; for the expected reason, lack-of money. One offender:
gaVe as his reason the desire not to waste money: "I'm going to get, it anyway, so
why waste dollars?"

CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT

Correctional systems have tried& modify the antisocigl behavior of offenders
who come within their. jurisdiction. PiTison treatment progr\ama and determination
ofthe amount of time act ally t .e served have been geared to thi aim; Our
interviewees, by selectiim, ad been eviously exposed to correctional t atment:
On the average, they had se ed 2.2 prior terms of imprisonment (not.: in luding
returns for parple violation or e cape), ancltne first pri:son''iritsrceratip
preceded by 2.2 felony convictions Basked them about the earlier incarcerations
as well as the current one, to learn ; .ou their adjustment to penSinstitutions,
their degree of participation in rise A tre,tment programs; and their- reactions to

../-

!" In re Gault 387 USA, 87 S.Ct 1428; 18 L Ed.2d .527 (1967).t:--
14 For examp ' re Alexander, 152 C A.2d 458 (1957)=--ten years before Gault -held t

proceedingimu conform to constitutional guarantees of due process. In 1961; the Californi
added Sections 33 and 644 to the Welfare a Institutions Code, to provide for notice Of t
counsel at all stages of a juvenile proceeding d for appointment of counsel to indigent
and Parehts. ,4 . .

-
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the treatment. We were particularly interested in the differences in responses from

career-per ; to period.-

Institu Adjustment,.
A felon-,without previous prised eiiiieitiencp may have to make clrasti'c personal

adjustMents in coming into the,restrictive anI17:isalate_cl prison environment. But

many adult entrant's are already. oriented;ito.:,the prisbh,sukoulture and finalit
acceptable. It has been surmised that habitual offenders, becatiietrfAvir repeated
incarcerations; develop strong allegiances to the prison subeultUre. Thestkalle-
glances are believed to be functional in reducing the "pains of imprisonment

" According to Sykes and Messinger, "As a popillatiOn of prisoners' moves in the
.

direction of solidarity, as demanded by the inmate Code; the pains of impritionment
.become less severe."55 McCorkle and Korn advance a related thesis, that prison
solidarity in opposition to authorities enables the inmate to "reject his rejectors"
instead of himself That is, convicts are supported by their peers in la set of defini-
tions and attitudes maintaining that their criminality is the fault of societyand'not.`.
their own." Irwin and Cressey suggest that some elementS of institutional culture

are indigenous to penal fasilities, whereas others are exainples of "latent culture"
brought from the outsiailr°. In their view the first offender experierices the pains
of imprisonment and societal rejection, but the recidiVism-prone, crime-wise work-
ingslass prisoner is less likely to experience a prison sentence_ ase severe societal

rejection. If so, the deterrent effects of punishment would 'diminish with each
successiye term of imprisonment:

The majority of offenders said they had no difficulty in adjusting to prison life.

As one offender said

When I got toprison it seemed that evei.ybOdy I met in Whittier [reformato-
ry] was there. For the first month or so it was kind of like a high school
reunion for me--it was pretty neat. No, I had no trouble in adjusting to
Prison, Why should I? I'd played all the silly games 'before. -

Table 25 shims-the responses to the following interview question:

While you were institutionalized for this landmtirle offense, how much
trouble did you have adjusting? If you had difficulty, was it because of your:

behavior, the guards, other inmates, the programs, or other reasons?
ti

The differences in the sample proportions experiencing difficulty from period

to period are insignificant. As regards the source of adjustrnent digiculty, other
inmates became increasingly less a source of difficulty as more. prison 'experience

was acquired.

Institutional. Treatment Programs
. . ,

lei Some have viewed confinement as the setting for rehabilitation through the
°zN''

. " Gresham Sykes and Sheldon' Messinger, The Inmate Social. System," Theoretical Studies in
Social Organizattpn of the Prison, Social ScienCe Research Council, Pamphlet 15, New York, 1960.

" Richard Korn and Lloyd McCorkle, Criminology and Penology. Henry Holt and Company. New
York, 1959; pp. 515-530.

" John Irwin and Donald R. Cressey, "Thieves. Convicts and the Inmate Culture." Social Problems.

Vol. 10, Fall 1962, pp. 145-155.
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Table 25

DIFFICULTY IN ADJUSTING TO. PENAL INSTITUTIONS

(%)

A lot
Some
None

Juvenile Young Adult Adult '
Period Period Period

Adjustment Difficulty

(N = 32) o (N = 39)

21.9 25.6
31.2 25.6.
46.9 48.7

My behavior
Guards
Other inmates
Programs
Other'.

Source of Difficulty
(N= 16)

37.5
6.2

58.3

(N = 40)

25%0
15.0
60.0

(N = 20) (N = 16)

45.0 50.0 .,

l. 10.0 12.6
25.0 6.3'
20.0 '18.8

12.5

inmate's participation in in-d-ividual psychotherapy, group counseling, academic
education, and vocational training programs. We asked he interviewees about
their participation in programs; their assessment of the, us fulness of these activi-
ties, and,their reasons for participating. Of particular inter t to us was the degree
of participation in the third landmark incarceration relati to earlier ones.

During this (landmark) incarceration; did you participate in vocational
training, individual counseling, froup counseling, edfication'al,_drug and
alcohol, or any other treatment programs ?..:

The affirmative responses, expressed as percentages of the sample of...49, are shown
to Table

Table 26
.01(

PARTIbIPATION IN TREATMENT PROGRAMS

(%) 4-

Program
Juvenile Young Adult Adult,

Period Period Period

Vocational training 20.8
Individual counseling 4.2
Group counseling 6.2
Education 29.1
Drug and alcohol 2.1
Other 2.1
At lest one program 42.9
At least one program-all

landmark incarcerations

28.6
16.4
32.6
18.4
10.2

2.1
57.1

28.5
8.2

28.5
16.3
8.2
6.2

63.3
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The generally low degree of,participation is noteworthy, particularly'in view
of the interviewees' needs. For example, as discussed selsewhere in this report, a
large majority were defident in training and education and were users of drugs and
alcohol. A slight trend toward increased participation is shown in the proportion
participating in at least one program. Increased participation in the later periods
might reflect (1) the felon's desire td prepare for a noncriminal lifestyle, (2) the
felon's learning to act in ways that facilitate earlier release, or (3) the greater
availability of programs in recent years. The reasons for the moderately larger
participation during the third landmark incarceration are indicated below.

We asked the interviewees whether any of the programs ip the institutioh were
usefiond if so, which ones. ,The responses are shown. in Table 27.

Table 27

USEFULNESS OF TREATMENT PROGRAMS-

Usefulness

Prison programs are
useful

Useful programs
Vocational training
Individual counseling
Group counseling
Educational
Drug and alcohol

oi."4"... Other

(%)

Juvenik
Period

(II = 42) .

Voting Adtilt
Period

(N = 48)

Adult
Period,

(N = 46)

50.0 57.1 'e86.2

60.0 f 56.3 ',:40.0
25.0 4,0
18., 32.0

50.0 37.5 24.0
12.5 16M

10.0 12.5 , 4.0

N
A markedly higher proportion of th interviewees found the treatment pro-

grams useful during the third landmark' ncarceration. Among those who thovght
the program's useful generally, there was considerable variation in the proporti on
favorably assessing individual programs. Vocational training-and educational Or
grams were given substantial but declining proportions apvorable assessment,

-while group counseling received a growing amount of appr val.
Finally, we asked:

Why did you participate in institutional programs? it because partici-
pation was required, you sincerely hoped to benefit, you learned td play the
gam,e and "fake" participation,. you thought it woutd help your release, or
another ,reason?

s,

Table 28 shows the distribution of responses.
These responses strongly suggest a changing pattern of mOtivation.The third

landmark incarceration reflected not only a greater amount of overall pafticiPation
and more voluntary actions, but also a more sincere desire to benefit..

The interviewees generally believed there was no association Lletween prison
programs and postrelease adjustment. An inmate who said he "sipeerely hoped to

- 73

.4

"st ,
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Table 28

REASON FOR PARTICIPATING IN TREATMENT PROGRAMS

(%)

Juvenile Young Adult Aflu It
Period Period . Period

Reason (N = 17) (N = 27) (N .= 31)
t -4

Required 70.6 40.7 .. 3.2
Sincerely hoped to via

pgs
benefit r ' 23.5 37.3 . 67.7

Played the gaMe ; 7.4
Thought it would help

release .
11.1 22.6

,..4ther 5.9 3.7 6.5

benefit" from a vocatio program- denied that this meant he tlesired rehabili-
tation. Many offender , Ike the one quoted beloW, thought that rehabilitation came -
"from tlie heart" and had nothing to do with prison programs.

Sure I may be able to get a better job when I get out because ofthis training,
Chit that doesn't necessarily mean I will stop crime altogether. I have seen
plenty of guyS who work and &Crimes too. If you have a job it helps to
cover for youwith. friends, family, am so forth. You should know that
someone who is working isn't necessarily "rehabilitated." This is a mistake
that police, parole officers, and everyone makes; and it works to the con's
advanlgige. I don't think -I will go back into crime, but that feeling came
from`itithinit wasn't anything this prison did for me. I don't think xpu
or anyone elsejan help a potential Offender, an actqal offender, or wifat-
ever. I think it has to start from within, and thereci8ivism rate even with '
loads of counseling bears this out. I think thata 'person .. has to have .basic
intelligence; otherwise there's no way to beat crime in any way, shape, or
form. Most of-these convicts, ex- convicts; or whatever, constantly bullshit
each other. They reinforce eacbiktherther absurd opinions about ways
to go about doing thiriks. TheirTdea of getting their head straight is in their,
arm. Anfone skibscribes to an artificial or synthetic solution to reality
is a urd. There's no was' you are goingto correct it. At least I haven'tseen
it. E eryone is unique, and what works for you won't work for someone
else. don't believe rehabilitation can be injected.

9

Priority in Treatment for the Habitual Offender

We have noted that about half.the interviewees (43-63 percent) participated in
at ieast one .treatment program during eafE landmark incarceration. Someobserv-
ers might regard this proportion as low and argue that the habitual offender should
be singled out for intensive treatment. The prisons in most state; do not handle
career offenders very differently from other offenders once they are part of the
inmate population. A recent survey 2 state correctional facilities showed that
only 42 separated first offendeAfroalitpeat offenders." California's penal institu-
tions vary in type and securityglassification to fit different inmate requiremenp,

.6' U.S. Bureau-of Census, U.S State Correctional Facilities. Washington, D.C., 194: °

7 4
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The security classifications minimum, medium, and maximum denote entire facili-
ties or parts of facilities that restrict an inmate's movement in different degrees.
In most larger state correctional systems, offender's enter at reception or diagnostic
cehters and are assigned security classifiCations based on a number of factors,
including prior record, severity of current offense, age, and employment record.
Onee the inmate becomes a resident of the facility selected, his behavior governs
his custodial classification.

Giyen these facts, it is impossible to assess how many serious habitual offenders
participate and how well they fare in institutional treatment programs. In some
institutions, violent offenders are isolated in maximum security units but are the
object ofno unique rehabilitative attention. Essel§tyn, in his survey of 26 selected
correctional systems in the United States, found that only threethose in Califor-
nia and Washington and in Henhepi7 County, Minneusotwidentify the violent
offenderin order to deal specifically with his problem of violence.62.

Prison treatment is available to inmates on.a voluntary basis or by mandate
when the staff decides that ptrtiCipation in a certain program would be beneficial.
In some institutionsincludihg California Men'sColony, where our sample was
incarceratedthe inmate's background is reviewed when he enters, and then a
diagnostic program is recommended for him. The currying out of the program is,
however, subject to the availability of facilities, the inmate's custodial classifica-
tion, the institution's operational situation and other factors. In the California
system, group counseling is recommended fOr virtually all offenders; prison classifi-
cation committees also generally recommend that all inmates enroll in vocational
traii ng, aca4emic education, and recreational programs but give no assurance of
early release a result of participation.

RELEASE AND POSTRLEASE TREATMENT

Parole Treatment

Habitual offenders' may be 'subject to limitations on the granting of parole
releage. Laws vary widely among the states: some allow no release Ai parole to
prisoners with a certain number of prior felony convictions, while others require
reOat offenders to serve a stated minimum number of years before parole is
possible.63 Onceeligiblefor parole, an habitual offender is almost certain to find his
criminal record a marked disadvantage in deliberations by the parole board, which
typically has broad-discretionary powers. Moreover] an habitual offender whose
pl a bargaining has resulted in a shorter maxikum,sentence may find this gain

llified by the parole process. Research has indicted that the ratio between'the
tree served and the sentence originally imposed tends to increase as the plea-

, bargained reduction in sentence increases."
Dawson, in his study of sentencing, identified an inmate's prior record as a key

4t4 62 T. C. Esselstyn,- "The Violent Offender and Corrections," unpublished paper submitted to the
*President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967, pp. 1-6.

03 R. 0. Dawson, Sentencing: The Decision as to Type, Length, and Conditions of Sentence. Little.
. Blown and Company, Boston, 1969.

" H. Joo Shin, "Do Lesser Pleas Pay?: Accommodations in.the Sentencing and Pattie Processes."
Journal of Criminal Justice, Vol. 1, March 1973, pp. 27-42.

.
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factor in the parole board's estimate of an offender's likely adjustment to parole.
In Michigan, for example, the parole board doei not proceed with a hearing unless
a prepentence report of the inmate's actual criminal conduct is at land.65 One's

. criminal record is regarded evidence of his potential for "going straight" if
released on pahle. Dawion states: ',:Other factors being equal, it will take more
evidence of change in attitude to convince the parole board that an inmate with a
long record has, reformed,' than would be needed for an inmate-without such 'a
record.""

Release on parole is widely viewed by correction officials, legislators, judges,
and the public as a way station between 'incarceration and freedom. Idotheory,, a
parole board seeks to release an inmate when his prospects are bests for leading a
crime-free life "on the street," with aid from a community supervision program. In
California, parolelias been a frequent mode of release . Once the offender is impris-
oned under California's indetbrminate sentencing statutes (specifying rather wide-
ly separated minimum and maximum terms), 9;16-Adult Authority.determines the
actual time served, which often culminates in, parole release vim:ore the maximum
term.

We asked the interviewees whether they had been released on pakole from
their first two landmark incarcerations and whether they were to be released on
parole from the current incarceration. The distribution of responses is shown in
Table 29.

'

(
Table 29

PRIOR/EXPECTED RELEASE 'AROLE

(%

J enile Young Adult Adult
eriod Period Period

. Release on Parole? (N = 42) (N = 48) (N = 46)

Yes .70.0 77.8 97.5
No 30.0 22.2 2.5

The parole officer's role has both a supervisory aspect (embodying legal author-
ity and enforcement) and a therapeutic aspect (administering treatment). In,theory,
he must enforce parole regulations and initiate revocation proceedings I. the rules
are violated. It has been observed, howeVer, that criminal violations artle are
usually ascertained by police rather than by parole officers.

In practice, a parole officetexereises wide discretion in enforcing the it6nditions
of parole. A reasonable hypothesis is'that the more serious a paTilee'svcriminal
record, the more a parole officer emphasizes his policing functions over his treat-.
ment functions. This hypothesis prompted the following questiOn about the strin-
gency of parole supervision, asked of those who had a history of parole release,

--7°5 Dawson, p. 44.
" Ibid., p. 271.

76
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How strictly we you io red by your parole officer after release from
your'landmark incarceration? Diethe parole officer's supervision affect 1.

your involvement in crime?

The distribution Of responses is shown in Table 30: Despite theconsiderable propor-
tion (30 percent) who recalled no parole monitoring, the changes in the distribution
of responses from the first to the second landmark parole seem consistent with the
hypothesis above. Parole supervision was obviously ineffectual for this sample.

o

A

Table 30

PAROLE SUPERVISION

(%)

Juvenile Young Adult

Parole
Period Period

Supervision (N = 19) (N = 28)

17.9
35.7
17.9
28.6

Degree
Very strict; 10.5
Somewhat strict 10.5

, Not very strict 47.4
None 31.6

Effect on crime
Encouraged 10.5
No effect ° 63.2
Discouraged , 26.3

11.1
81.5

7.4

.
One offender described his experience with his p4oleofficer this way:

The only time. I saw inS, parole officer was to go in once a montWand give
a urine gam* [to test for the presence of drugs.] I would alsO.drop.off of
form which I had filled out at homeit woubigive my present address and
Whether or not I was employed/ don't think he even ,knew my name
withou looking at the form=an

employed/
supposed to keep a close eye on

us once he had the real bad guys on his caseload.,Well, he didn't bother me
and I'didn't bother him. It seemed to work out r'eal well. He was supposed
to comb to my house once in a while to check up on me, but I never saw
him there in the six months I was out.

, Another offender felt his officer wasresponsible for his engaging in burglaries'
rather than robberies:

One time I was arrested on an assault, charge and the police called my
parole officer. When he showed up, he told me to stay away from personal *I

crimes or.he, would violate me. So I started doing burglariesI thoulht it
was kind of strange, but it was like he didn't mindltnow. g I wis doing
burglaries as long as I didn't hurt anyone. °

In the parole officer's therapeutic role, he supposed to help the paiolee
develop alternatives to criminal behavior. This help may take the form ofounsel-
ing, finding the'parolee a job, referring him to.commUnity,prograncs, and the like.
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It is outside the scope of this study' to examine the performance of parOle officers.
Instead, we addressed the offenders: perceived 'needs in rejoiningsociety; their
postrelease plans and expectations; and the inception of recidivism. The following
paragraphs explore what. the habitual offender saw and did in the absence hr
ineffectual p-resenee of postreleas0 treatment.

40,

Postrelease Needs, Plans, and Actions

In a recent'study, Cohen et al. described eleven needs that to released offender
may have: olupational ' training and plaCeihent, education, financial help, counsel-
ing, social,recreational outlets, family'relationships, living arrangementi, alcohol
control, drug control; -medical attention, and legal help:" The.authors hypothesized
that uniti*needs correlate with a return td prison: if needs are met, the return rate
Will be lower. Glaser, in his stud-0ot prison systems, concluded' that the recidivisin
rate of adult male offenders varies inversely' with their postrelease employ4ient.68

The interviewees Nver'e asked:
i

When you Were (are) released from prison, what did (will) you keed most?
Of these needs; which was (is) the most important?

,

The responses are shown in Table 31,

Table 31

NEEDS AFTER RELEASE FROM PRISON

(%)

Needs

Place to hie
Job
ksYchological or family

counseling
!rugs or-alcOhol

rehabilitation
Sriminal 0:Mt

"tithe

Juvenile. r ^ Young Adult Ad
Period Period ierio
(N = 24),

,29.2 (8.3)
58.3 (37.5)

,-. A2.5 ()

NOTE: iguiefs ix p
need as most important.

8.3 (8.3)4,

(N =)38) (N = 38)..

34.2 (13.1) 39.5 (5.3)
71.0 (40.4) 6,3.2 (44.7)

10.5 (8.0). 010.5 (7.9)

13.2 (5.2) 2§.3 (10.5)
5.3 (5.2L

.-.23,7*1§;:7) (-23.7)
8.0 (8.0) 7.9 (.7.9)

'eSes sherthe iSercentage identif§lig: the-

,

4/
he epattejn of needs was similar from period4to period except for

drugs and alcohol rehabilitation and 'someone who cared. The.need most ofteii
expressed was for emplOymen...ana the majoxity-Who expressed it felt that it was
their most importanbned-The majority of those who expressed a need for someone
who cared also felt that it was their most iMpOrtant-ne6d. :

" Murray Cohen et al., A St dyo .4C614,' munity4aserl Needs irkMassuchuseits, Massachussetts
Department of Corrections, Research Repdtt, Springfield, Mass:: June 1972.

" Daniel Glaser. The Effectiveness of a Pi.ison and Parole System, Eibridg4d ed., The Bobbs Merrill
Co., Inc., Indianapolis, 1969. .,-

( .

n
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That many felons recidivate soon after release from prison is a fact. It under-
scores the question of whether this sample wanted.to pu-rsue a crime-free life after
their incarceration but felt compelled to return to criminal activities by'external

factors such as unemployment, or whether they had no intention of going straight
in the first place. The iciterviewee4 were asked to reflect realistically bout their
feelings and pans at the titne of release from their landmdrk incarcerations; as
follows:

What did yOu third; you would do when released from prison? If I had
asked yOu upon your release to tell me whereYou would be in three Naths,
what would vu have said?

The distribution of respoitses is shown in Table 32:

Table 32

EXPECTED POSTRELEASE CONDUCT

(%)

I

Expected Conduct',

pliihs before

Juvenile Young Adult
Period Period

(N =,42) (N = 48)

Release

Commit crimindi _
luck?and hope fo r

but plan m re _earefully
but less daingelous Offenses
but less frequently

Stop criminal acts
but ndt get a,job right away

. -
and get a job

Do not know-e4.

4

16.6 {'

9.5

,4.7
35.7

12.5
16.6

f
2.0

52.0

33.3 16.6

Expectation Three Months after Releasa--/
- 26.1.

. 19.0
2.4

,Still employed
'Involved in crime
In jail

, 4f°

On welfare
Could not have said 404

' Other

43.1
027.

2.0

27.0

r.

I 'I

.t.
. .

leiVe asked tire questions to reveal how soon the, sample recidivated: ,r
4 i. ,.

' ; Estirridte how many Weeks after your release it took to get involaved,in crime
again. Estimate how many weeks you were committing crimilabefore you
wav arrested again.

.V . *it _

The distribution of responses is shown'in Table 33. The sample Medians were as
.

'follows: . - .
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Juvenile Young Adult
Period Period

Median tio)e,(weeks) between release -
- and rernvolvement in crime 9-12

Median tii (weeks) between involve-

).7-20-

0 re involve-
- ment and first arrest . 11-20 1.1-2.0

These respohses suggest that whatever means might have reduced the likelihood
of recidivism'after release, they would have had to be applied promptly, for the
interviewees generally resumed criminal activity, within a few months, and their
rearrests occurred,oplY a few montbs later.

r

Table 33 0 .

INCEPTION OF RECIDIVISM

y.

Juvenile young Adult
Time .(weeks) Period - Period

Betweefi Release and Fteinvolvemerit in-Crime

1 or less

9 -12

17 -20
21-40
41-80r, 81,;ok more

(N 27) (N = 31)

11.1 12.9
8.7 ; . 19,4.

222
3.7 19.4 :
7.4

R

3.2
3.7 _

18.9 9.7 ,'
11.1 . 12.9'
11;1 22.6'

.

Between Reinvolvement and First Arrest.
(N . 28) (N 32)

1 os lesk, - ,, IV 6.3
2-5 14.3J-. fl''' 1g:7
6-16 21. 15.6'
11-0 17.9j 18;7
21-30 3.6 9:4'

- 31-4,0. : 3.6 .
41 -50 7.1 9.4'
51.60 , 17.9
61 or more 14.3 , 21.9

4

Some °Minders did have crime-free periOds after release- om prison, but they
,

Right as soon'as I got out, there was a period A felt I might:be able to go
straight. Everybody that comes out feels that way. I had beep in prison
three times,'and eacktDne I truly thought I was going to go straight. YOu

now, this is it, if POI do-this or that:Allis is it I41 Aver getarreated again
came but'and I wanted to go to' work, and I wanted to find a job.' think \_

that!' piobably wept around for about thfee months before I started-doing

were usually brief.
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any 5irimes again. I could have found a menial job, but I didn't want to work
that hard. I don't know why I started aga41, it justseernedlike the easiest
thing to do. 4. 1.`

Other offendere,siloke of committing girlie's within
days,

after releale.

I got off the bus at ihe,Yalley bus station, took a-4-17*-"incat o ;Old neighborhood;
walked do*n to,t familiar liquor store, and robbed it: Lwarited to make sure
that I still had-it in me. It's like getting bad up on a horse ifter you've been

.thrown off. I wanted to shir myself that I wasn't seared.
.

',Finally, we, asked the inte ieweett whether and how th' could hate. been

. deterred:
, , \s \

.

..

I

.Would any of the follo ro,factors have deterred you, return to crime?
..

(Factors are specified b oW.) '
-J /

_....i ..: .e dtlitilbution of the, respqn,es s shoWn in' Table 34:'
. .

Table 34:

DETERRE iTS TO RECIDIVISM

(.%)

'.1

?eterring Factors

Probability of a .loingergentence
Harsher treatment while in prison
Stricter. parole superirksion-
Certainty of being caught
Other
Nothing woulcl have clitterred.

Juvenile
Period

(N = 42)

7.1 '.

7,1
21.4

4.7
..59...7

Young Adult
Period

(N = 48)

12.5
8.3
2.0

1,6.6
8.3,.

52.3

) .
4 P 411-

The majority felt nothing would have preyented the)r return to crime. Among
those who felt they could have been deterred, the-certainty of apprehension would

-v. have been the most iliffuential: deterrent. .. . .,
Offenders were eager to eriplain why nothing would eter their criminality. A

common theme.wa4 that.crime WaS their lifestyle, the.onl thing they felt comfort -
able doink,-. , . -'. . :. -, ... _ ,

I wasn't equipPed to handle ihe 'outside world:I alway'sVitsebally uncbm-.
fortable with straight people: I' remember working its a y cleaners once -A
had nothing incornmon with those iieople, I was ankio s to get back with
rhy own kind-1 delibereitelY got myself busted,Vvhen thi *gs grittoo bad. I'd
go into the joint. Lail]; Iltnew hoW to function there. Ou ide, I...didn't know .

what my role wag; I was a hustler, robber, and-junkie. Those-things are
lifestyles,not just a .category that appears on a rap-she t. . 1"

Flpinairceration

The effect that imprisonment has .,ow the Continuation of criminal careers,.
tbough often debated, is little understood. On the one hand, imprisonment is as

81
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:severe forth of punishment that should deter offenderS from further criminal in-
yolyeineritJ.;cigically, the more severe the punishMenk-the greater-'the reduction
in crime. On the other hand, the prison; experience may increase-the offenders"!
inclination toward crime if-iffiaii fogtered closer relationships with criminals, en:-
gendered frustration; and intide it difficult Co obtairf employment. Then, imprison :',

-.:.,
ment is countefproductive to reducing crime. _ . , .

Oar :until:lined :ilea from4heresPandentS and their rap sheets enabled us to-.
examine the posiible asSociatibil of the between incarcerations with three
other factors: the length -of the iminediately preceding term, age when released

../.4from it, and the number of prior incarcerations.
Table 35 displays he data pertaisipg to thefirst of these associations. Despite, ,

tRe, indication that e- median- between- incarceration Intervals increase-as the
immediately preCed g- .term gets.,10 nger, :Pie irregular variation :in thei means

Irelated to the rel ively -large standard:deviations) suggeSts that an association- \
between these tw factori is at beSt weak. In other words; these data do net

..perSuasivelir sup ort the hypothesis that alenger.prison:term more strongly deters, ,
an Offender fro future serious crimes.

. .

Table 35

LENGTH .OF INTER4L BETWEEN INCARCERATIONS'aiONTH6)
RELATED TO IeGTH OF PRECEDING TERM

...Length oft
Immediately

Preceding Term
(montlis)

'..- Distribution Characteristics of
Time between Incarcerations

-Standard Number of
Median Mears .Dexidtion Intervals

0 -7 ' \:, - 5.0 20.7 - 39.9 39
4.12

.. 8:25 14.95 21.0 ' 41
1'a-21 10.5 19.6, t 22.85 42....
22-35' : ''' 25 14.7 10,5 41

- 36.170 : : '. 15.15 25:3 40'''Y 1 f,
kr
-II

d _Table 36 similarly explores the association between,age Olen released from, e
'immediately preceding term and the length of the intetial until reincarcer on.
The notable feature of Thble 36 is the substantiarchange from the jOenile eriod
(Which,haSlonger-iktervals between incarcerations) to later periods. But en the
results of Table 21 (p. 39) co,,cerning the change in conviction and incarceration
rates etween juvenile and adult years, we cannot infer thakTabN 36 implies lesser ,
levels oferiininality in the earlier years.

fltFinally; Table 37 addresseS the association between the number of prior incarc-,
, era tions and the length of the interval between_incarcerationsiAt most; Table 37

indicates a bilevel association betweeh the two,factors. That is, the intervals .be
tween incarcerations tended to be longer with three orfewer prior incarcerations-,
With more than threepnors, street' time Was consistently short..,

.' 1 ;
Y.
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LE/Gill OF INTERVAL BETWEEN INCARCERATIONS (MONTHS)

RELATED:Fa AGE AT RELEASE FROM

PRECEDING TERM

57

Table 36

Distribution Characteristics of
Time between Incarcerations

Age (years) Median. Mean

18 and under 13.0 30.6 42.2 - 41
19-22 9.25 13.2 14.0 4 41
23-25 6.0 11.0 17.0. 39 -

4 26-31 7.0 14.2 19.1 42
32 and over 7.5 15.65 25.0 40

Table 31,

,LENGTH OF INTERVAL BETWEEN INCARCERATIONS (MONTHS)

RELATED TO NUMBER OF PRIOR. INCARCERATIONS

Number of Prior

Distribution Characteristics of
Time between Incarcerations

Standard. Number of
Incarcerations Sedian Mean Deviation 'Intervalt

0 :
1

2

4 ,

5e

11.75
:9.25
9.0

13:5
3.7 .
3.1

'7.25

26.7
14.2
15.6
24.7

5.2
4.7
9.3

0-

39A
17.0
21.9
28.7

5.7
19
6.2
4.2

'

.

'

_4u
45
39 *.'..4-4.

26
18
15. *..,

1.0 - ' 1-

;Insumikaty, data from official Criminal r:ecsards artdTrOm the interviewees
..thefilselves enabled us to estimate the arrest, ! incarceration rates
of theseoffenders. as %group., These rates for in of types and groups
of offense differed subStantially from those of much broader Popula-
tions of offenders. Explanations for the differences included the underreporting of
crimes in national.data, the: underreporting ofjuvenile arrests on our interviewees'
rap sheets, and the rarity of nonjudicial dispOsitions after arrest foi.:this sample
compared with offenders in general .

4n examining the rates calculated for our sample, we*.obsetved the folthwind.

Whether the average- number of arrests per unit of time 'increased or
,_,:lecreased as criminal, careers adVanced depended on whether calendar-

8 `'
e.
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time or street-time units were used settle, this observation isperti-
dent to theiconclusions of earlier researchers that frequency of arrest
&creased with advancing age. - .. ..,./-
For- this SamPle, the likelihood of being arrested, convicted, and incar-
cerated teed to increase in thilater stages of the career, a trend that

-" was not SII!result only of changes in the types of cgime committed,

Our examination of the length of-periods betw en .successive incarcerations
revealed only limited associations with factors such a the lengtit of the immedi
ately. preceding- term, -age when released from ft, and the number of, previous
incarcerations. We observed weak indications that a.longer incarceration was fol
lowed by more' street time before reincarceration; -that incarcerations early in a'
career were more widely se_ parated than those later;.and that intervals of street
time were longer for offen s with a smaller number of Priors than for`those with
a larger number. a

Overall, thehroa impress on conveyed by these data is that this sample of
habitual offenders bec me less as their "ctimi 1 careers progressed..if
success is measured by avoidin nvolvement with thecn nal justice system.. .. 4'.



V. CRIMINAL. SOPHISTICATION

411 44

In Nsthis study; criminal sophistication refers (I) the extent and nature of
planning and preparation for-property crimes (including robbery), and (2).skill in
executing them and in avoidifig-arrest prosecution. The development of Crirri-
nal sophistication aid be interpreted as an offender's reaction to the risk of appre-.
hension and punishment. - 7 -

The literature suggests the follOwingliypbtheses about criminal sophistication:

.s Repeated 'contacts with the crithirtaffusticesystem impel habitual offend-
ers to deirelop sophistication. 4,
Planning and preparation for a crime become and tfidrough--

4.

as-critoinal careers progress. s

a

The more skilled the offender, the greater his illicit prott will be.
The more experienced the offender; the more skillet! re -is in avoiding
arrest and conviction.

-
Our interest in the validity of these propositions genera a nuinber of interiiew,
.cmastions---for example, about the amount and tyPes, crirrie-planning in the

.

different career periods; the roles played:by crithinal:partriers,'fences, and other
helpers"in the different career periods; the willingness of-114e offender to commit
different types of crime as his career advanced; techiiiques,of avoiding arrest;
geographical range of criminal activity; and monetary gains.fr-Cim criines.

The extent af Criminal sophistication says a good deal about the performance
of the criminal justice system. For example, ifOe'offenders. are much more
proficient than others in avoiding aPprehensibn, piisqnssliOlrld contain a.dispropor-
tionate number of the less skilledtriminals. And ifkkill in avoidiqkrest increases
with age,,the'esproportionate number of young offendiaarrested would reflect
this lack of skill as well as a greater incidence cifcrime among the young.

This section analyzes the interviewees' responses to the questions about sophis-
tication, touching on the association of cr. linal sophistication with other aspect's'
of criminal careers.

OPHISTIC:ATION IN PLANNING CRIMES

Crimlo-Planning Sophistication" Score

We initially
9

asked the inteiviewees the folloWing question:
s9 .

t
What kind ofplanning-did-yaa-usdally do-before codunitting yo ur*opert,_
cirinies (Indicate all the responses that apply.)

1. 'Staked out the location; learned when it was most crowded.
2: ited the location several times.
3. 4D <vet a new identity (checking. account, etc.).

. Got a 'ear; switched lkcense plates.

-;"
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5. Obtained a disguise (e.g., fake mustache).
6. Found out if the place had a burglar alarin installed.
7. Found out how much money was likely to be in the store at different

times of the day.
8. Read books about how different types of crimes are committed.
9. Planned an escape route.

10. Rekeirsed the crime before actuali1y committing it.
11. Found out when police were likely to be in that area
12. Other (describe)."-.--

a.

For analytical purposes, a simple measure of planning sophistication was de-
. -Visedby,weighti-ng the responses to this question. Judging by the relative complexi-

ty of th.ctivities involved" we assiffnet a weight el to responses 1, 2, 6,7, 8, and,
9; and a Weight of 2 to responses 34 4, 5, 10, and an interviewee who was
active in burgliiii or robbery during a period, the sum °like weights of the

' affirmative responses was his sophistication score for that-period. As a-iingle mea-' sure of a'respondent's Planning sophilitication over his entire career, we calculated
the arithmetic mean of the sophiatieationsporeeof the relevant-periods:66

-..

PrordivTof Planning Sophistication

Judging from the reeponses.to the qilyfiliotti:ibove;,crirtie planniisafas weak
in the sample as a whole. Approximately prfe:quarter did no'Plari41,pgiir-nreparaz
tion whatsoever for burglaries and robberies (sophistication score Oekonly); about
half did none or very little (mean score less then 2); and only about one-quarter did
a moderate amount or more of planning (rhean score of 4 or more). For the typiCal
°Wender, pre-crime planning involved only visiting the; location before the crime

-and, less staking out the target.
%Averaged over all interviewees who cominitte robberies Or burglaries in a

.
;specified career period, the aophistication scot ew ari as follows: juvOileveriod,
1:6; young adult period, 3:0; and Adult ,0a, 3a.1: This suggests that whatever

I %

increase in sophistication takes place oc&rs at a 'relatively young age.7°
'the picture of scant crime planning and prepaiation is not inconsistent with the

data from several-earlier studies. For eXaMple, Wojtott reported that, of a samt
of 81 convicted robbers,,65 percent had committed the offense for which they were.,
incarcerated (none werebank rojibe'ries) as spur-of-the-mornent acts." Camp exam-
ined the crimes of 150 bank*X0)3boaend concluded that they did not often make
-extensive preparations'orifiesatkiAlcatdelOpes," Although our sample was not
chaiacteiized by actu 15-1.0.0alt'atiop3fy.e).91 offenders lee noble distinction

- -

" Both the penOd ancignean sophAtrOltiOh'scores e scale from 0 to16. No
sophistication score is telaihated fa.cifesitPeriods in ;3flicli the-interviewee committed neither buigkr
les nor robtteriqi.-

" Amorigthe12.3 reipondents Wh -had a sciphiitication score f?r all three nods, only 5 had scores
that increased twice in successi*Aniong thq 25 who Iliad scores in both of these periods, only 13 had.,
scores that increased from tlidOyinile period to the young adult. And among the 33 who hadwores
in both of these periods, and Y T5 had scores that increased from the yoUng adult period to the Adult.

" G D. Wolcott, "A Ty-polof Armed FlobbArsatti.Aethesis, SacnanientO §tate'r. ege, 1168.°
,

",G Camp, "Nothing to. I kBeudy of Bank Robbery in*Afrierica," Pia). dissertation, Yale
University, 1968: .,

-
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between planning, of which they did little, -and Premeditation, which most seemed
to engage in:

. ,
I never really did any planning, as you see it. I pulled robberies at random

. without disguibes or anything. TWas skillful at crime, but other guys got
away with just as much." You could usually do eight or ten robberies and
get caught for one: I had no M0.1 wbuldthange the way I did things from
one time'to another. But You must understand one thing; just because .I
didn't do "planning" as you describe it doeSn't mean I didn't think about
.crime a lot: I had to get myself mentally ready to do crimes. This does'n't
mean I planned a particular escape route for a particular crime, but I often
thought through various-ways of escaping if ever I was caught in particular
situations. So I was thinking and preparing for crime constantly; .I simply...
waited for the right circumstances to occur. When I saw the time was right;
I would: pull the job. This may look like .a "spur of the mom " job to you,-
but actually it isn't. A.

While our sample was not marked by the consistent use of crime plarining,:We':
did uncover contrary instances in the course of the study. In the phase of testing 5

our interview instrument we met an extremely sophisticated habiiital offender who
had been a Professional bank robber. He had made a conscious decision to rob banks
after weighing the risks and the gains. In preparationi he read books on bank-

. robbery; ihveStigated targets, prepared disgUises, laid out escape routes, planned
the disposal of the lootill to increase . his proficiency and reduce the risk or
apprehension. He even looked up the statutory penalties he was likely to face. To
convey the extensiveness of planning done by a few of the interviewees, we quote
this person at some length. .

;4'.
Intide tally, y the reason I was-never apprehended in five years was because
I never had any partners, I workedalone, kept my own counsel; I wasn't
on an ego tripI wasn't shooting;my mouth off to the girls I went around
with, I changed My name like I changed my socks., I had. four different
aliases during that periodlegitimate aliases where I would go down and
ket.a California's drivei's. license in a different.name and tell them that P

'was retired military or had just gotte :discharged after 0 years and didn't
have a current license and the onl nse I had was a military license.
Witb the driver's license; I opened uP. "ngsaccounts, checking accounts,
end so forth. As far a&ihe friends r he at the time I. never knew a thief
in rriy life'. Not even when I was robbing hariks. I never knew a thief until

went to prison.
I would go into the bank well sire Ulf and so forth; dyed hair and

mustache, a couple of sweatshirts -u e'§uit tamake me look heavier,
a hat to make you look taller, and riev glasses Never wear sunglasses.
Aild the attathe case and so fbrth. Ari uld go into the manager's outer
office where his secretary was by saying I hadan appointment or something
like this. Tomak'e an impression ort.'the perSon, I would take that 38 Colt

4,t 'Cobra. I wantitforhim to, call his chief teller *whoever he considered the
most reliable and tell him, tO. take myattache case into the Vault and'come

- r out with all the larger billsrio ones, fi4 tenswhich,or tenswhh, incidenddly:led
to my downfall, that little'old line, because I may jUst.a64yel ve signed

omy name to every bank J ever robbed.. So the guy Would go 0, and bring
the money back and then I would have him open the attache cos in front
of file to.rtake sure that there wasn't a bug or little homing rf which:
would trace me or whatever, and I would get an idea of ctoney
was Ifit looked considerable sum of Money; then I nstict-
ed.rhy liusiness. Very rarely was anyone in the bank aware of what was

4t.
,- 4.

=:
wo 941-
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wanted
i.

going on -to be in and out of there in three minutes flat- Sothe
first bank was $41,000, and it made a tremendous impression on me. It was
more money than I had ever seen before!

The way I left *e bank is=1 neVer stole a car in rnylife--but Ibought
a chmker for $150 Pio weefibeforeIrobbed that bank.Thia guy aclvertiaid -

in the paper, and you go; give him thamoney, sign the pink slip, and that's
alIphere is to it. You never reregister it; you ti§e it two-If:Inesdriving it
from where you bought it and the next time you rob :the bank. Then you
Sphpiitn wig cetiiinteorn:itt nnuate, hoewoervwer fatLyeoruocfatriieget..I used,andtot)ick another..

my other car, and I'd switch cars. And I would be wearing these dishWash-
ing type gloves so there would be no fingerprints. Sometimes I'd let the car

. be running with the key in it, hoping some kid would steal it.12d be tic
to death-if he'd run off with it And then of-course I would change do
and sometinves take the old clothes and throw them in a convenient garbage
can, Goodwill boic; or whatever. Then I'd take cover, more or less, whether
it be a local hotel, motel, crowded part of town, and I'd just stay inside.
Between 1963 and 1968 there were nine banks I robbed,. most of them in
California; four of them here in San Diego, two in San Francisco, two in Los
Angeles; and the only one out of state was the first one. And after severpl
bank robberies, money meant nothing! I would go down to another bank
and I think the lowest I ever got was $14,000-Nso I would always go out ind
get 10 or:20 grandit was nothing! And it was kind of fun.

-Weattethp`ted to find associations between sophistication scores And a number
of other offender attributes, e.g., number of crimes committed and Involisient
with drugs and alcohol, but without success. The' pervasively low level of crime
planning among theSe offenders probably accounts for absence of an association .
with other factors.

1.
.:

, le
Preferences among Crime-Planning Measures

a
7 :;-&... ;

Table 38 ShoWs,'for each career period, the percentage of interviewees who
committed burglaries and robberies in a specified period who reported using one
of the twelve planning measures specified.-These percenta.ges-thus indicate relative.

,
;preference. .

Table 38 suggests ihe following observations about thr sample as a whole:
,

tJ

7.

-.

The most common planning measures were a 'stakeout of the target and
an actual visit to the premises. .

Interviewees who planne,dtheir crimes used fewer measures in the juve-
nile period tiOn in later periods. , a ,...

Concern with escape (measures 4 and 9) increased markedly from the
juvenile to the laterTeriods:
Other preferences in measures were,

..
le

fairly similar among the three career
..periods. However,_a :significant-difference occurred' between the young I

adult and adult periods-in ascertaining the presence of a hatreglar alarm: :`,,. 4"!!

The difference might be ekplained by the fact that only 2 interviewees ..

reported committing burglariesiinthe adult period compared with 25 in, '.0.,.
the young adidt, assuming that this measure was of considevb1V more

. . t"concern' to i*burglirsllign to robbe - t ir v
'' 4'

.

. ti' .
.

.18.
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TapleM

PREIIRENCES AMONG MEASURES TOR PLANNING
BURGLARIES AND ROBBERIES

1

Juvenile Young Adult Adult
Period Period Period

Planning Measure (N = 30) -° =`40) 7 (N 2. 45)

Staked out location
Z. Visited location
3. DevelopecLnew identity
4.
5..
6.

7.

8.

23.3 (1) 30.0 (3,4) 37.8 (2) .

20.0 (2) 47.5 (1) 40.0 (1)
0 (11;12) 1.5 (9,10,11) 8.9 (10,11)

Got car
Provided disguise
AsCertained presence of burglar

Ascertained tinier when Money
present

!lead relevant books
Plannedescape route

-Rehasirsed crime -

A4rtained times of police
..-presence' ..

Other

10.0
3.3

16,7

13.3
0

13.3
6.6

16,7
3.3

(7) 22.5
(9,10) 10.0

(3,4) 30.0

(5,6) 22.5
(11,12) 0 _

(5,6) 35.0
(8) 7:5

a.
(3A) : 20:0
(9,19) 7.5

(5,6)
18)

(3;11-

(5,6)
(12)
(2)
(9,10,11)

"(7)
(9,10,11)

20.0 (6,7)
-20.0 (6,7)

311,1 0,ey--

2t.7 r (4 -)

0, - (12)
31.1 , (3) _.;"

11.1 (8,9)
.

22.2_ (5) -.
8.9 --T141,11P.:,7---

NOTE: Figures'in parentheses are the ranks of the measures in thetiven period.-

Preference smote `rimes

A facet of criminal activity .that seems closely related' to crime planning'and -`..,

preparation is the partiality for or *angst certain Offenses, perhaps as a result of
personal experiences orthe influence gf other criniipals./tmay be true that as an
offender's criminal cai.ter develops, he narrows his choice of targets, becoming
moraware of the riSksinvolved and the potential take. The result may be a tren
toward greater specialization at later stages.of the career. Oneway of assessing this
tl,end is to analyze by offense type the frequeneyof crimes committed; thiS is d6ne

NR,Sec. III. Another way is re pose hypothetieat crimes to interviewees and aseertain
their willingness to commit them in different career periods, and the reason. The
reasons afford insight into the degree to .whiCh the law-enfOrcement system discour-
.
ages potential Offenders as a result of the high riSks associatst with paitictilar
offenses -a measure of deterrence.

Which of these offensesishown below] would you have been willing to
commit, considering what you perceive to be the, risks and ,"take"? This
does not mean you did commit these offenses but that you would hapebeep
willing to mmit* them during the peripd if given, the opportunity. Why?

! I - -1r .- 1 ' i `,

Table 39 presents die distribution, of responses. The results are notable ieseveral,
-respects, including the following 2 -, .

-

,,,,,,

of
..

As juveniles, these offenders tended to preTer commi g burglar andnd ..
i.:

cpnsistently avoided all specified tyties:ofgobizery;' as young all ul tsi they-,.
Were less inclined toward )30

_4 4" . ._ . 1416.'"' 'N;.'
.

rY (and fez:kern to g slight degrle),.



- Most Frequently: CR4i-:
Reason

Periods Coininitting:0::: .1
For Lime take

,

Against: Possitple
presence of armed
victim or stoie alarm -

For: Easy.. target
Against: Sniall

possible "presence
of.victim

Store robbery- 22 47

For: Large take -it .

Against: Too risky :

For: Easy. Ad tuilithitea
targets
ainst : The personal,
small take -

For: Easy 'target, iow
risk of arrest

Against: Requires fence,
small take

Forgery/NSF.,),

Drtirsa les

43 39 32 For: No victim contact,
light punishmeit_

Againat:" Iteciaieas_______
special knowledge

32 25 . 30 For: No risk, large take
Against:

of
contacts,

risk of informants

.)

adults they favored burglary even less, while increasingly favoring store
robberies and street robberies. (This inclination is affected by our sample-
selection criterion.)
The sample.was fairly constant from peri period in its willingness to '
sell drugs and-Agage in forgery, Offend rs who were not willing to'sell
drugs as jUveniles-were not usually will ng to do sib as adults.
Offenders were conscious of varying fre ees of risk associated with differ-

, ent o enses; kftigh risk was an irnpo t reason for the nwillingness to
rob ank, do the one hand, and low risk moist often ac Nonted for the
willingness to sell drugs, on the other hand. However, for the; majority of
offenders, the tale primarily governed whether they:were willing to com-.
mit a crime, and risk was secondary. For instance; in the.a.dult periode70
percent were willing to engage iwstore robberies; mantle, because of the

o. large potential take. The need for special knowledge wa§ cited only
primarily withreapect to bi.ealiing into safeA : .

it,. 9 0 ,



:fie attractiveness of robbery for this sample ,the ease with which.,
,--, -

- - it could- be comb:witted. A majority said they ow 9o1 to robbery from
other offenses because it gequirecl little-preparation and few tools, and . _.

--_-- l' :offered -unlimit.ed-potelitial tf!rgets: Al po, robberfcon_ld-_keicohnnit*,&.Tr '. -i''-.''- -1!
alone; e0Minating riskzebeinkirnpficatedby,

lbittor commit" teitonaff were amiffeciillfurthertoe 'Ono.
crrMeseeciarization. We noticedfor example, that-imp:le respondentswere

vl ling tor.comMit. Only a single typeg crime in a specified. Career= in the
Juvenileperind; of33 respoitnts._(2r.peiven4simild conlutntonly bur If we i.
arbitraribellefiiie a epecjializeil offender-awime-whtrAvaa_willingto-eominit ncr more
than two erthe ten given offenses -in two or more career= periods,_only 7 .9f 46

:rebroondenat(15 percent) nieet this defmition. The sample thus did not generally seie-
themee.fiii4esPecialists'in--crime. They could be "players" because. they
were willing Okengage in many_ ypes ofcrirbe. NeverspedtNeless, a number of
did apply a prace of elimitnationin -decidirlikte..coVrnit partieular crime. One
offender explained itthis way:

*-."*;
ht-cWhen I.plas at Soleckd I thought of bigger and bettet -crimes to commit as

soon as F was back dhthe street. My crimes weren't as big as some of the
others that were in there. I felt criminally hiferior! On the other hand, they
were doing more time, too. So I began to learn to keep away from theSe
crimes of person if you can. But then you get involved with fencing, with
yarcotics.Narcotics never appealed to me for personal use. I didn't believe
in carting-around a bunch of stolen goods. So the only thing that was easy

, wasarmed robberyfYou just go in ancl,You take care of usiness. It's a quick-
crime and its an easy thing. If you handle it right obody gdts hurt.

SOPHISTICATION IN EXECUTING CRIMES Al4D AVOIDING
ARREST

Three interview questions asked the reSpondents about the use of partners in
committing crimes. Another query asked whether persons other than crime part-
ners helped the offehdei in his criminal activities. Still another set of questions
focused on the circumstances and timing of arrests, particularly those that led to
the landmark incarcerations. The respondents were and .1Mt they
took steps to avoid arrest and conviction. Finally, an inquiry was made about tbe
geographical distribution of crimes committed as a further indication of criminal
sophistication.

"t

Use of Partners

A popular criminological notion is that experienced offenders tend to operate
in ."networks," facilitating the illegal activities by the useofpartners, fences, or
informants.

The following questions' were posed to the interviewees:

Did you usually plan the crimes alone, with one partner, or with more
than one eartner? -Did you usually commit crime alone, with one
partner, qr with more than one partner? Did yoU usually commit the crime

'ththe same partner or partnere-
'Cy

4



distributidn of responses is presented iJILTable 40. The most noticeable patterii
a-degrease in the use of multiple partners over time. Few intenleweei-described

MOs -needing itcdt,partners after the juirenilePeriad. The exceptiOn=l6s
Inertial burglaries, -where *o -people were -.the buildnian- diiine stayed (Int:sit...le
as a lookatiLEVen complicated rolteties, "for example;°Whefe. a hostage batik
manager was forced, Co order a- safe opened, . were often ?)erforthed alone by a
sophisticated offender. In fact, the mere sophistiCated the offender, the likely
he was to operate alone. Offenders who judged thernielveS competent-ill crime were _

not willing to share the profits or risk the Chance that a partner -night implicate
them later.

from fences and next from drug suppliers., Period -to- period changes in this respect
were not significant.

. Table 40

USE OF PARTNERS IN PLANNING AND COMMITTING CRIMES
(%)

2

: Juvenile
Period

Young Adult -
Period'

_Adult,
Period

Now Done

,(N

Pliannirig

= 3,6)

Execution

(N = 41)

Planning

(N = 43)

Execution

(N = 44)

Planning

(N = 43)

Execution

(N = 44)

Alone. XV', - 31.7 51.2 40.9 58.1 56.8
With dine partner 27.8 24.4 37.2 45.5 326 -. 29.5
With more than

one partner 41.7 43.9 11.6 13.6 9.3 13.6

-
(N = 33) (N = 26) ,... (N = 20)

If with partner(s),
wit) same part-Wells) 81.8- 80.7 55.0

Sources of Help Other Than Partners

The interviewees were asked:

czt Minds pf people helpid ylni in your illegal activities during this time?
6:-onerAnce [receiver and concealer,] lawyer, "square" (as a buyer or

informer), drug supplier, other?
, .

The distributioepf responses is given in Table 41.
Thus, the samplenot only relied lesS on -crime partners as time passed but also

tended to rely less on help from others. When aiffwas given, it caniq most often

Circumstancesiof Arrest .

If the_offender was befoming more, sophisticated as his career developed,, the
circumstances of his-landmark arrests mightEchangs. For instance, we, would expect

.- the percentage .`,`caught. ercit" to decline any the percentage arrested

ao
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. Table 41 :7

rimptiti OTHER THAN CRIlitt,PARTNERS:-.
'

Juvenile . YoungAdult Adult
, Period . ctsPesiod 4 Period

Helper, (N I. 42) '(N 7 481 (N '1. 38)

No oneQ
Fence.

Lawyer - - _

"Square" buyer °1 imfannqi
- Drug supplier,-

Other

35.1i. 48
23:2 18.8

- a i 4.2
42:3 8.3
16.2

_...
q4/16.7

_, 2.3 6.3
,
..- _

. 73.7
10.5
3' 3
2.6
5.3 ' ,

`through_ the investigative efforts of a detective to incr e following question'
was-asked in the interviews:

.

How were you caught for your landmark offense? At_or fleeing .the seene+
or* crime, :by a.deteciive, with the loot, by surrendering, thirough arrest'
foratollier creme, throitgh an idformant, other {mutually exchisive Iter-
natives)? How long after the crime were you arrested?'

Table d2 presents the distribution of responses. We see atieast weak indications'
that the circumstances of landrprk arrests were less immediate and simple in the
young addlt and adult periods than iri the juvenile period. FOr example,fewer than
10 Percent escaped arrest for maethanene week in the juvenile periodas against
20-30 percent later, and a detective (presumably lifter inveatigatioRt ) made theft.
arrest in less than -10 percent of the eases.in the juvenile period -ask pared witb
approximately 20 percent later. This suggests a growth Orsophisticatien in avoid-
ing arrest: Yet the percentage arrested near the scene ofthe crime retrained about
40 percent alcareersr.Progressed, contradiqing ah inference of incteased sOphistica-
lion over time.

Explanations for Escaping Arrest
0

The interviewees wereosked:

What do yoii think is the main'reason you were not arrested? Not applica
ble because always arrested, police ineffective, yoitr skill, changedMO/use
of your imagination, offenses unknown to polite ;-° victinkwould not iooper-
ate with police in' the investigations victim intimidated, your mobility
legal maneuvering?

The distribution of responses is sbown in Table 43.
>

,

Table 43 indicates two plausible trends in this sample: an increasing belief in
,one's proficiency in avoiding the police; and increasing reliance on mobility as a
Protective means.

)



Table 42

ClitcumFrAigsts_ or Amin. Lso4riaG. To
LOINDIKARK 1,16ARCERATION

N -

Circi mstance
-

Period

34)

How;

Csuight at or fleeing
scene of crime -

Arrested by detective
Caught with loot
Surrendered -

Arrested for another-
crime

informant
_. Other .

... -

45.3
s.8
11.8

2.9_
; -

2.9
_

35.3
_ 2.6

Young Adult -.7"-Ad5ilj
Piriod' -.Period

(N at41)...

37:2 - 43.9_
23.2 . - 19:5
. 9.3- ' 2;4'
113 0

...9.3 7.3
18.6 26.8 4

lir ' 0 0 - ''

Time (*erica) between Conimittirig Chita *id Arrest

-Less than 1
1

76
17

2

3 0

4 .' _ A

u
More than 4 5

44 . 51
27
6 7

lir 2
4
8

I

Table .43
a

MAIN EXPLANATION FOR ESCAPI2h1F4tREST

V
J

Juvenile -Young Adult Adult
Peiiod Period ` Period *

' Explanation ° (NV= 35), (N = 393 (N o 33)

NA: always arrested 20.0 12.'8 '27.3 "NI; ..,

Police ineffective 114 9.1,;- 1
.,

.: 17.9

Skill 11.4 28.2 ; 30.3 =
Changed MQ/use of -

Imagination
, 0 ..,.' . 0 3.0.,---,

Ciffetiges unknown to - ,5"`3i':

police / 22.9, 5.1.
Uncooperative victim ' 2.9 >2.6 ,

Intimidated InCqm d 0. ) 0 0
-5- Mobility . . `7------'"-- __2-9:--;' 10.3 21.2

Legal maneuvering -.4 0 s ''' 0: 0
Others -..

,
28.6 , ;23.1.. , ;9.1 .

- Y;

4
,

all mentioned this category..
4.-

07.

s;t



*lc CA* AstiFitY .47

kwide geogitiphicirge of criminki activity suggests itself as a sigp ofsophisti;
vatiOn...We asked the interirieiieeS the follOwing-glie.stioils:

--. .*?':-.... :' --- 'If:hire iverainost of yOur ciimiria14ctivitigeoniina. In your imniedi,-
: r":-:: Ole .rieilfriboilitiod, iittlize city 4n zU,iipoiiiitt. eitieil,liitougho t the state.

`: _. -... '''.....- cal 0 the thuntrylhow rnanystatesP.::..,..
,... .

ifec-, : Table 44 $ s S.he tlistrifiution offesponsek. ;
N

;;;. table 44 shows thirtheise off-eat:16s 'extended- beyOnd their irninediite heigh
= .,...-.. -borhootipSfrime--iii.a4,1zut rifitvery fa. most fld not_range tarther-thiai Oeikhbo-r-

-' ini-ci*. A-min-may, 20:25.-ece'61,.eventually,pperated .tlirougliclui California
-,_ anti-m p few bther states. If geOgraphic range is a sign of sophistication 'in criminal.
a: ''''activity, --- iiitb indications- tbese results are arsistent the other that our samPte, was '

of
< efalty low in crjmins) sophisticatipn and showed little-tendency trbecome More .

otei).-diver time; , 1; .
'it.:. .. ..

, .
> .

,-,, ...Table 44
°

1.GEOGRAPHIC RANGE Of CRIMINAL ACTIITITY
(Fticent of 4 :respond at.)

Ju:enil ,
Period Period

41.5 \ '14.6
24.4.
36:6

Ia imm g.
ediate .neighborhodd

an one-city;

.
Throug out Ike ttate

.;
/411,Ovellie`!"Coiwitry:

Two
r

itates -oastats ,
Four sta

1 Five state
More.Itan\ five states..

-1.-

2.4 lit i4.e. : 12.,

1

Q -."

..,.

' 1, . 33.3 . 20.0 .
'/1 90.0 ,. 33.3' 20.0

<
'0 ; 0 20.6 -'-',.... ,

u 0 , 20.0 ,.4 . '
q3.3 20.0 ',. . 'L

?-

>Adult
, Period

a

23.0'

;29.3
4 AB' 7.3

-^' . . . .. F.' 4 .3iZ '',,,: ..
i Fear of Attest. , - .

.7

The intervieWees",ivere asked:
4 .

.4

.,,
'Before euteanitni.t4d Aar landrri ark offerSe, houtconcernednvere.)iQU that ,
yoU,/74ht,get-augijt? Very .cohcerned, somewhat concerned' little -con:. ;',.°11

cerned,-not eancerrieer-E4didn't.car,e? If not gbncerned, Uilty? Because fyciti ,? '-'
had no alternative, 4.44E241 afraid of 'prison, were not thinking .(41 toa iuf -A-

?alcoh0Vor drugs), another reason? . ...4:

, Table 45 showithedistributicripfies)?onbes to These. clueStions. A tqh but&chning
..

''' prOiortionlit the sarnpie (/5 percent inthe jilyenile period to abOut 50 ,percnt in
#fhe:adult) were little conce or unconcerned bOut beinecaught. Of those who. irePOrted that ley had beeirSitiConcernedat ti e Of the ibffenfie, a large minority. 4 r.7,'
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ttributed their,indifference to the clouding of their thinking by dr-tgs or alcohol.
d

ithe7Other"respObees were several indicating that the desire toreommit thi
offense overwhelthed concern about apprehension. .

MIM4=attSZVVOMP30^.24.

Table 45

FEAR -Or. ARREST

(%)

Juvenile Young Adult Adult
Period Period Period

Degreeiif. Concejit (N ) -(N.* 44)

Very cioncerned 9.1
Somenthat concerned t5.0
Little concerned

"
24. .31.8

Not. concerned: . . 51.2 36.1
Had no alternative . 4.1 23.1
Not afraid of prison 20.8 7.7
Not thinking (drugs,

alcohol) 33.3 34.6
Otiker 41.7 34.6 ,

c

MONETARY GAIN

19.0
28.6
9.5

42.9
22.7
13.6

45.4
18.2

Given the low level of Planning sophistication amopg our respondents, their
Monetary gain from committing primes is not as indicative of sophistication as it
might be otherwise.-Nevertheless, monetary gain does reflect deliberation in the
choice of targets, and this relationship accords with our concep.pion of criminal
sophistication. The interviewees were asked to estimate their usual take per job for
six types of propetty offenses. If the offender had taken property rather than
money, he was asked to estimate its value at what received in fencing it
rather than its legitimate market value. In the case of drug sales, the offender was
asked to estimate his usual profit rather than to give the, gross sales value. We
wanted to learn, first, whether crime was a lucrative way of life for these offenders
and secondwhether the illegal proflts increased during their-careers.

TalOe 46 summarises the respondents' reports of monetary gain from their
--offenses.

Generalizations do not readily emerge from these data. The offenses didtnOt
usually involve a large amount of money, but a small minority, were, repOrted to
have been very remunerative. Fdr example, about 10 percent oft& robberies in .
the adult.period were estimated to have produced $5000 or more id:illicit gain; and I.

10 percent of the robberies and burglaries in the young adult periOd resulted in
$1000 or more. The gain per crime in_the jugenile period tended to be less than in
later periods, as might be expected, but other trends pertaining to monetary gain
over time are not apparent.

Using the medians of the usual take by offense type, together with the self-
reported crime frequencies shown in Table 46, we .calculate that our interviewees
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Table 46
-

USUAI.:MONETARY GAD' PER OFFT,Nss-=BAmme'MzprAist

Juvenile Young,Adult Adult Entire
Period Period Period Career.

.
Usual Number of Usual Number of Usual Number of Usual

Take (S) Offenses Take ($) Offenses ., Take ($), Offenses Take ($)
=

20 19 37 4 23 ,
90 433 200 417 200. 142 116

100 . 1453 200 790 . 300% 81 141
500 8 300 374 400 512 359
300 333 ZOO 486 100 - .122 37J

10 263 150 1754 1000 529 312

. it

averaged, overall, about $250 in profit per offense." We median take from a purse'
',snatch was $30; grand theft, $116; burglary, $141; robbery, $359, forgery, $377, and

g sale, $312. Thus, the 10,500 offenses repOrtecl by the's*ple probably involved
several million dollars in illicit income. But the average illicit income for these 49
Offenders, over careers averaging about 20 years in lengthwais only a feW thousand
dollars per year. I

REVIEW

In line with the hypotheses listed at the beginning of. this section, we expected
a-

to find a growth in criminal iophisticatiob as the.crimibal career progressed. Over
all, howevet, the evidence given by the sample only weakly suppOrts this widely
held notion. These offenders employed few deliberate measures-in planning and
committing pro rty crimes. Approximately half used none or little planning; only
one-2uarter u a significant amount.

. %Judging by our simple planning sophistication score, the sample as a whole
slightly increa d in sophistication over -time. But the increase was not shown in
a clear majorit f individual offenders. Asociations between planning sophistica-
tion and other offender attributbs were not apparent. Far instance, an offender who ..

Palmed his crime did not necessarily commit a greater number of crimes (a finding .,

that might be expected, given the generally low level Of crime planning). It is also
interesting that tip average annual illicit income did not increase signifidantly as
the criminal career developed. The average monetary gain from property crimes
remained quite low throughout all career-periods, $250 in profit per offense.

It might be argued that by interviewing offenders currently incarcerated,: we
were seeing only the losers"Hthe incoinktents who are frequently arrested. Yet
thereisnothing in the data to suggest that this proposition is true, and several clues ,
.suggest that it is not. In intelligence and school attendance, the member" of this
sample fall well within the expected rige for individuals of similar socioeconomic
status.74 Their success in avoiding arrest appears at least as good as therverage
.

" 3 They 1975 FBI Uniform Ciime Reports estimate an Overage loss to the victim of $331 per robbery
and $422 per burglary. ,

is
" See Sec. VI for a fuller discussion of aociorconomic factors. 9 7



offender, certainly no worse' The types of crime and MOs pursued by our sample
were also "representative of the range of criminal activity thdt is reported to the

--1101ice:41,1e'lliaimeritrwhich4hey were caughtpatrol-arrest or Nictimidenrafica,
tionwas also typical'"

There may be a few professional crimi innals who never come contact with
criminal justice agencies. Weiiin only speculate that they exist, and since they are,

there is little the system can do to reduce their crimes; As fOrithe
tual offenderi who do come in contact with the system, judging by Oita sample;

they have typically developed little sophistication. What criminal skills they have
were learned early in their career Rather than pursuing crime as a strategy for
increasing income, these offenders engaged in crime opportunistically.and with a
surprisingly low monetary gain.

I* Average arrest probabilities can inferred from the FBI's Uniform_Crime Reporti by. Caletilating-.-
the i-titiO..Of arrests to reported offenses and then adjusting this figure for-multiple offenders and
underreporting. For instance; data froth 300 city and county police agencies reveal a ratio of robbery
atrests to reported robbery offenses-of 0.39. See Peter W. Greenwood,JatiCliailten,.and jOtinTetersifia.
The Criminal Investigation Process; D. C. Heath, Lexington, Maas., 1977. A 50 percent reporting rate,
as in recent victimization'sutveys, would caua'e us to reduce.thie; fAtirebY a filetor-ort,79-48-

rvation that robberies.are typically conunittedl# two -people: UsingtOtlithiseaditiattnetit
the likelihood of arrest for an offender in anyone would be abotie0,10.'Thit ft rnilte

close to our sample average of 0.13.
" Greenwood, Chaiken, and Peteriilia, The Criminal Investigation Process, p. 141..

3
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ignitions have descrtledthis felon se
contacts With die criminal justice.'z.
iittidetiersistent criminal 'Or

ibout Yeats on the average. The preceding
lahitizal felons contribute to the

a toll they 'enact on: their communities, Why did
&en .the low financial gain and the 'rot-mated

Ada the internal impulses and secibeconoii*
era to ttiis question.

Apart frimisolating offenders from the conjinuinty,, Meann
criminal justice agencies attempt to alter the.critninalbeh"aVot
by deteTrene and In sinpieet ter#1;,#/
decrease the attractiveness of criminal acts by.the,Denahaealhaffo

-the penalties*, severe enough; they are _-0101004

crime. The'aim of ivhabilitation; oktliebt144, more'
ctive courses of action to the offender and to change hit Vialnekso that crime

is less desirable.
_Recent empirical studies have not fOund evidence in the behavior of offende

'that deterrence mid rehabilitation efforts have been effectiie.:Aa the offenders
studied were heterogeneous groups, hoWever, it has -been urged that- the effects of ;
.deteirence and rehabilitation efforts be more el6sely)stitched indivithialpffend-
ere. It is believed that a key to the evaluation of deterrence and rehihilitation is
a better understanding of the individual offender's clecisioninakinglirocesa.4ow,
he assesses his alternative courses of action and decides to continue in crime.

Such research could be puisued by a variety of teChniques, inchiding OsYcholog-'
ical testing, controlled experiMentation, and Eeld obseryation. In our study we ueed
a structured interview to elicit the offender's own petteptiiini of hiarnotivations
for crime an he pattern of criminal activity_that eniqed.. In this itection. we
analyze intern w responses for ttie relevanceOlfactors'auch as the Offender's
family background and education, his early delin eticy;peer influences, drugs and
alcohol inVolvement, and employment perfo ce to the initi tion and .Continu
ance of his criminal activity. The criminology literature ma clear' that" such
factors are generally linked to juvenile and dult crime ahke. or einmple, it has
been repeatedly shnivn empirically that c e is more prevalentin theeeibity
andamong people with lower incomes, fro broken homes, and from gebgraphicat=
ly mobile groups. And delinquency is m e likely to occur in neighborhOodswhere
there is unsupervised gang or other r-group activity.:.

:SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

Family Background and Education

The effects of a broken ,4me have been widely iitudied by sociologists and

73,
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iiiiiinai;ittas. researchers have fat* a high_ ncidence of broken Mimes
, -.--.,- -

, , --,,,-. inadiek-bgive ...iw luied that a broken-home is eiiimpotteOr
-"TileVritalliiiit vi'. '.'" ri--(=licaaiiirlifrMlitat1014t.: ...", , . _.,

!:le.4#T,inct nondelnewents, discovered thatii0A liercent of-
of tlielatter Mme fronvbreken homes." In Or Smp

'they came from a broken 'bOrne'and

i nfa'' joilty of offenders Doane frcen low.
percent considered their be.-famBit*e

serstilisivent.tbaracterized their families-as having middle-dass
- ,

(li he darn iial 1 hr 91 exit Of (Abet:family

intervialies repo t hada felony cOnvietion, of
,1

Monts with ilat a siblng ladl en nViited Of aiadnt
elniy. Ffrileigo w425-pereent of the rescnndents said that a

frimily nieinbei. 'ineareeffited during the respondent adolescence.
iimily Changes of piovide an ,,,ixIiipw

naitions. 'Lege. thad half the samtile`liad
I. '1

juvenile period. The mean number of family moyea.vies 2.9; and 20 perCent of the
interviewees catride from families who had moved fipfLor'xnorii times before the --

.offender reached the age of 18.
. ,

Prior studies have dilelosed a correlation betweelii. iierev,,etotfonnalf educatioa':
, .

4 ;..mleattained andihe propensity to commit serious crime. Se* .kitx, p,t o our sample
had,completed at least eight years of sehooling, but on ns percent}. il -_,, :. .. 6

. were' higliechool griduates. By comparison, the 1970 tf.BWlosiOhoiVed that 74
percent of state- Prison inmates nationwide had completed* eight yeais of
Schooling and that 24 percent were bigh-school graduates:

Students who break school rules, especially those periaining, ttendance, are
r considered more likely.to become delinquents than others."' When our:eample was

queried "about school attendance, only 5 percent, classified theifise. Ives as habitual:
truants, 'with half of the remainder reporting occasional abseices and halt go6d
attendance. Yet those who reported good attendance were not distinctive in other.
characteristics, eve]; though good school attendance is usually, regarded as a sigh
of nondelinqtiencyFor example, half cam rom broken homes, half did not; family
financial status was distributed as in the ple as a whole; their families moved
about as much as did those of the entire sample; anil, on the average, they left home
at about-the nine age as the full sample. The one notable;respect in which the good
attenders differed was the average age at which they committed their first serious
offense, 17.4, compardd with 14.5 for the sample as a whole.

Early Delinquency .

k

,

By their own reports, the sample began engaging in Significant crime quite
early: 29 percent by the age of 12, 75 perc4nt by the age of 15, and over 90,percent

, ,i? Sheldo Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, Unravelling Jiivenile Delinquency, Commonwealth Fund,
New York, 1' Chap. 14.

is see ally William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment
ale Universi y Press, New Havers, Conn., (936, p. 162. t

.o,
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by the age of 18. The mean (and' median) age.* which they 'reported their first
seriotis offense was 14. The mean age ivilich they werekst arrested, according
to the crap sheets, was 15. Of the 41 reaporOints in crime before they
were 18, 32 had served a juvenile incarceragon. Thefirst Serious offense committed
was preponderantly auto theft (48 Nivea of the reported crimes), followed by
burglary (30 percent), theft over $50 (13.5;percent), and drug sales (2.7 percent).

By Means -ofcross-tabulation, we attempted to:relate differences in family,
backgreand,,intelligence-test scores, school attendance, and other factors'Odiffer-.
ences in the intensity and type of self-reported criminal activity_ Significant associa-
tions were -not appareit. And intomparing the development-Of these 'offenders- and
the general criminal population with pegar to the factors above, we, observed no
striking; contrasts, except possibly- in the ge at which serious criminal behavior
befan. !.

There may have -been other/facto preset* in the early development of our
sample that would- help explain the tersistence of their criminal activity later. If
so, our interviews failed to reveal them. We must therefore turn tea consideration,
of factors in their social development and lifestyle.

o

IYIOTIVATION FOR CRIME

The offenders in our sample were asked to single out from a list of reasons their
main reason for committing crimes, and to indicate other contribtiting factors, in
each of the three career periods. Their responses are summarized, in Tfble 47.

In both parts of Table 47, the expressive needs show a sharp decline between
the juvenile and adult periods, as the literature about social development leads one
to expect. Whether this self-reported decline actually reflects personal development
or is simply a playback of what the offender learned in counseling sessions, we are
unable Co ascertain. To the extent that the former is true, the results- suggest. that
juvenile,and adult offenders have different treatmenttneeds.

By contrast, financial needs grew in importance as these offenders matured.
This result suggests the need to consider economic assistance as a way of truncating
criminal careers..

Table 47 confirms the widely held view that commitment to a hedonistic life-
style prompts a substantial proportion of adult crimes. Whereas in the juvenile
period; money for drugs and alcohol, was not often cited as the-main reason for
committing crimes, in the later two pert s about one-third of the respondents so
cited it.
r The response that being under the influence of,-drugs or alcohol contributed to
one's crimes can .be interpreted several Ways. In some .cases, that influence may
have lowered the th)eshold for deciding to commit a-crime; in others, it may have
been a means of gaining courage or emotional control to' execute crimes already
decided on; in still others, being under the influence may have been a.commonplace
condition, and rib special significance should be attached to its presence during the
criminal act.

The crucial role that friends and gang activities play in early delinquency is
underscored in these results. Twenty-one percent said peer influence was the main
reason for their juvenile crimes, hnd 78 percent said it was a contributing factor.

1 iii
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Main Wasson tOr Crimes

i (1Q .. 42j) (N =. 43) 'IN .. 41)

-41P.stal#F,ifeengi 9.5 ,- - 9.3 9.3
Thrills, attiiitioNstatini 33.1 -- .; 7-ii
far influence 21.4 4:6 /- i . 2.4, - ,
: Efpressive needs 69.0 13.9 19.5

t.L.

M980.,foe sent, self-support 19.0 27.9 22.0
Wisely fc9liunily_support : 11.6 9.8

Financial needs .. 19.0 39.5, 31.8
..7

Money.fot-ndriksialathol §.5 30.2 29.3
. Money fo,,Oromen 2.4 9.3 ' 7.3,

,168.1211,h2111 11.9 39.5 364
No idternethre/dOn't know 6.9 12.2

Contributing Factors'

(N = 42)- . (N = 48) (N = 45)

Influence of friends 50.0 . 20.8, 17.8
Gang activities 28.6 2.1

Expressive needs 78.6 22.9 17.8
a . .

Loss of employment 4.8 -16h . 15.8
Heavy,debti '8.3 11.1.

Financild needs ,_ 4.8 23:0 26.9

,,Under the influence of alcohol
or drugs 22°,3 25.0 31.1

Marital or family difficulties 31.3 46.9- 17.8
Other or not applicable 7.2a 20.9a 22.2a

. -
aColumn totals will exceed 100 pircent since more than one

factor could be chosen in each response.
. /, . .

The declining-importance of marital or family diffictilties as a contributing
factor in the later career periods is noteworthy. It suggests that adults have better
personal adjustment than young people, a.finding that does not conflict with theory.

As another way of examining motivations for crime,.we asked the interviewees
how they used their illegally obtained mooey. The, repponses.are sho*n in Table

If we presume that the offenders who were motivated by expressive needs
(hostility revenge, thrills, status, peer influence), as well as those directly moti-
vated by a craving for the high life, spent their crime gains on high living -we find
a rough correspondence between Tables 47 and Table 4fl. Only a minority were
moved by basic financial needs, particularly in the juvenile period.

Expressive needs appear to have been important in shaping the sample's crimi-
nal behisvior. To illuminate their role further, we asked severe] related questions.

1n2
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Table 48.

sew -GAINED Fitem_Ciumics

Use

_telt living
Drugs and drinking

High nr!nif (exiressile
needs)

Self's_liFixort
ninny Support
Debts

Financial needs

Other

Juvenile
Period

Young Adult
s Period t

Adult
Period

34) (N =I 43) (N 42)
_ 58.8 37a ' 33.3

11.8 30.2 23.8

70.6 67.4 < 57.1

16.3- 21:4
9.3 16.7

2 2.3 - 2.4
27.9 40.5

11.8 4.6 .2.4

11.8 .
2.9
2.9

17.6

AS it has been repeatedly shown thitt crimes often occur as a result of peer-groutt
or gang pressures, we asked:

Was your criminal behapior mostly influenced by yOur friends or the
people you were'going around 'with; or ins it mostly just what you felt like
doing?

J

The distribution of responses is phown in Table 49.

.

Table 49

TENT OF PEER INFLUENCE

(%)

Primal),
Influence on

Behavior

Self t
Peer
Don't know

Juvenile Young Adult
Period . Period'

(N = 42) (N =,46)

54.8 80.0
42.9 20.0
.2.4

Adult
Period

(N = 41)

87.8
12.2

, If self-reliance is a chaiacteristic emotiorial maturity, Table 119 clearly ndi
cates that Maturation was occurring in our sample. of offenders. Moreover, as
sug ted by the high proportion of interviewees who said that VI" were self- -

El' ected in the two adult periods, this sample was riot inclined tb** scapegoats
r their criminal acts. When we examined the period -to- period responses of the 35
rsons who replied for all three periods, we observed that only 1 changed his

response from self-directed to peer-disrecteiti between the juvenile ancrthe two adult
periods,,while 14 shined in the othei direction.

The ndents were also asked to raii.the im ce to them of each of a
list of lif yle elements. Some ofthe elements reflect expressive or "high-timeer .

ti; re .
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-needs having looney to end; feeling excitement-and kicks, hiving good-looking
nded to morkresponsible concerns,-and

having
good

time.
Others

co7esP? fender mfi3dreadi Yis not_ "
vmnien?

in The-
import:na t, somewhat uninvoitanti somewhat important, or vtj*important. For
analytical ainve.nience, we assigned the responses scores of 1, 2,1, and 4orsOective-
ly. Tabli.50 shows the-average percentage who rated the high-times elements and
the steady-job and family elements. It also gives the mean scpre of all r;spondents
for the high-times elements andcfor the steady-job/farnili'elements.

TableL50

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF HGH-TIMES AND

JOB/FAMILY ItIFESTYLE. ELEMENTS

Rating

Juvenile young Adult. Adult
Period .Period Period

(N a 36) (N a 30) , (N' 24)
High -times elemen'tsa; i
- Not important . 11 IT 21

SOmewhat unimportant 5 13 10
Sdmewhat important - 32 ' 28 22
Very important - 51 47 I 47 -

Mean importance scoreb i 3.2 3.1 3.0

' Steady job/family elements c:
. Not important 42 28 21

Somewhat unimportant . 8 25 10
Somewhat important 12 30, 22 -
Very imporiant a 28 16 47'

Mean importance score° 2.1 1 2.3 3.0

aEntries are-average percentage specifying the-ratings shown, for
the following elements: having money to spend, feeling excitement
and kicks, having good-looking women, and having a good time.

bTo calculate this score, the responses were assigned the follow-;

ing Values: not important, 1 ; somewhat unimportant, t;somewhat
important, 3; and very important, 4.

cEntries are average percentage specifying the ratings shown, for
the two elementi listed.

A t

-
mr

Again we see evidence that expressive or high-times nee& considerably in-
' &fenced these offenders., though they tended to diminish in the adult period, Note

that in the first two periods the mean 'importance score for high-times elements
'exceeded a value of 3 (iomewhat important);-comparediwith a score of about 2
(somewhat unimportant) for the job/family elements. Even in the adult period a
substantial minority of these offenders did not attach much importance to the
job /family elements.

A centraLquestion is, of course, whethei the degree of criminality is related to
aspects ofcriminal motivation. To consider this issue.in simplestterms, we return
tot e grouping of offenders shown in Table 47 and tabulate the overall offense rates
for ch greup as a whole in each career period (see Table 51).

salient pattern in Table 51 is the stop reduction in the offense rate of the
Anoxic ,needi group-over time, compared with the felativelystable rates of the
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Table 51
-

01171INSE RATE itlaATED TO CiuME MOTIVATION

Juvenile YountAdult Adultt
Motivational Group' Period Period Period

f4

Expressive needs 3.5 5.2
Finaneialneed. i 19.5 - 5.0 0.6With living'2.5L 4.0 1.0

NOTE: Thentries are -the number of offensel committed
by that ds.0,bg the specified period divided by the total
number of mon= of street time for all individuals in that
group in'the period:

aAccording to main reason for crimes given in. Table 47.

other two groups. (Ifa similar comparison is made of median offense rates; which
dampen the influence of a few extreme individuals, the rates of both the financial-
needs and thexikessive-needs groups diMinish over ti .TheThe julienne rate for
the financial-needs group is strikingly high, -but fibis 4ip contains- 0*Y eight
individuals (see- Table 47), so its offense rate_ should be revved with caution.

We now move from crime motivation per tie to two related matters, drugs and
alcohol involvement and employment performance..

DRUGS ANTS ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT

It has long been pointed out th'at involvement with drtike.r and alcohol signifi-
cantly affects crithinal activity. However, specialists disagree about the extent and ,

importlince of the criminal roles of drugs and alcohol, argely becaiise of the
inadequacyof data on the causal relationship between street crime and the use of
these substances.

Drugs and alcohol can'be -viewed -as causes of crime, both in a !toad and ai
narrow sense..Undoubtedly some crimes would not be committed in the-absence of
drug and alcohol use. More narrowly, various acts cohnected with the production;
distribution; and use of drugs are unlawful in themielves.

Drugs and alcohol can be viewed as motivations for crime. There is substantial.
'empirical eVidence that many crimes, especially burglaries a Old theits, result from
the need to 'Import an addiction. "The image of the .'dope filnd' who was driveri
to Commit any ty of crime so that he could purchase the drug in order to stave
off the horrors of withdrawal developed into a .fixed part of our cultdre.'"

Drtigs and alcohol can also be viewed as triggering factors or stimuli for cline.
They may help one overcome the me/ Its! barriers to Imlay/Ad conduct; they also
override the physical stress that might otherwise deter-criminal acts: They allay
lower the threihold- of violence (although some drug types raise it) a'

" For simplicity, we use the term "drugs" to encompass narcotics, dangerous drugs, and controlled
substances id generfil.

1" S. W. Grcknberg and F. Adler, "Crime and Addiction: An Empirical Analysis of Pie Literature,
.1920-1973," contemporary Drug Problems, Vol. 3, Slimmer 191I, p.221.

Aggravated assaults, for example, are often precipitated by the intoxication of both the assaulter
and the victim. See L A. Cusstis, Violence, Race and Culture,. D. C. Heath and Co., Lexiagton, Maio,
1975, 65: - w'
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ed es elementi of a crimeculture iir,
w or _.;,,, -...,

disagree on role of.drugss: -it -
nkoLan ,:.,

different emphases amongthesevie.ws. In any caseSkstateef
hrole is inconclusive _

Data -
-4

In the interview instrument we posed 4arioutqueitians.to reveal thi use,of
Amp and idcOhol as-a' correlate of criminal activity and as a condition Within
criminal deers, We-refer to this as litvolvement with dmplind, alcohol." The
term `involvement" does not distinguish 'among , .- -- c. dependence; r=umors
voluntary and irregularIlse. And while our intervi : - . " aced infOnntition.about
the incidence of drug selling in this sample rendets, we "were not concerned -with

',theillegaltsupply and possession of drugs Cohoi.pef se.-We were interested
in e nature and extent ofdrbgs and alcohol in 1lvement in the chive's ofthe

.
is De nt.ogr.orrections records 4Tertent- ofeinsam.

pie as addi to or users of narcotics or dangerous drugs. rl able 47 we saw that
30 percent of tiample reported that the main reason for the dolt crime was
to obtain money fo gs, and alcohol (but only 10 percent in the juvenile period).-
And approximately one-quarter said that being under the Influence of drugs or
alcohol contributed to their committing crimes. Table a moderate
number (12,perCent in the juvenile period, 30 percent iti the young adulti, and 24
percent in the -adUlt) spent their criminal profit primarily on drugs and alcohol..

We asked the interviewees 'whether:they had been wider_ theinfluence of
alcohol or drugs when committing crimes. Table 52 presents_ the responses.

In observing that 40 to 60 percent of the respondents said that hey were,Under
the influence of alcohol or drugs Or both while conunittiriCrimes, we should recall
that 24 to 31 percent thought that being under the influence contributed toll it
crimes (Table 47). Thus, about half of those under the influence dding their crimi-
nal acts apparently believed that this condition *Was simply incidental rather, than
contributive.

h it unusual that 40 to 60, percent of this sample were under the influence of
driigs,or alcohol? In a recent sample survey of 191,400 inmates in state correctional
institutions, it was estimated that at the time of their current offense 43 percent,
had beep drinking (30 percent moderately or heavily), and that 26 percent were
under the influence of drugs." Earliestudies varied widely in their estimates of
drugs/alcohol involvement during criminal acts. More often than not, these studies
.did not estimate the proportion of drug-influenced crimes but rather the likelihood
that the offender .was an addict, or user. For example, the Violence Commission's

r See the U.S. Congressional Record. September 39, 1976, pp. 517321-2A, for testimony4bout
review cdnducted by the'Penel on Drug Use and Criminal Behavior convened by the National Institute
on Dryg Abuse. The review has been published in Research Trianglelnititute, "Drug Use and Crime,"
Report of the Panel on Drug Use and Criminal Behavior, prepared for the National Institute on-Drug
Abuse, September 1976. .

" U.S. Department of Justice, Law .EnfOrcement Assistance Administration, National Criminal
Justice Information and Statistics Service, Survey of Inmates of State Correctional Facilities. 11174.
Advance Report, National Prisoner Statistics Special Report, SD-NPSSR2, March 1976; hefeinaRer
cited. as LEtA, Survey of Inmates.
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,Table 52

IroPt.mentsruiP4Ntuais ost Aicottot, Dultiric
.CRIMINAL Acts_

Young Adult Adult'
Period Period -

(N 44) (N 42)

. 4 29.6. 26i
'20.5 - 23.8

- 9.1 9.5
40.9 40.5

.

:=, Tisk :Force:on Indiiidual Ads of Violenkcited the findings of d 1967 New York`
City siudy. that "41% of those arrested for burglary were admitted users" and that
the ratelwerellimilitAy high forOther-property oftehsee." Wolcott ctmcluciell thft
drugs -afittaliohol provided a stimulus or playecilt significant role for 71=pereent-?::
of the offenderk Studied who cOlmnittell spur-of-Npmonlent _robberies. Of thaw .

who plaimid their robberies, he fdund i14 percent to hat" been -under the influence
, ..

of drugs or alcohol." , --. _ . . . *
.- Finally, we asked the interviewees 143 assess the importance of drugs ancal- . -

cohol in-their ciiinfnal careers:
_. . . t

. IP'
Do you think that theiruse had anything. to'do with your cothmittikg these
crimes or rtot

4

,The responses are shown in Table
We observe that neally half answeTedz7some"br."Er lot" in the juvenile period,

and nearly two-thirds responded similarly- in the two adult peiiods.'

ClaSsification of the Saniple by career-long Drugs and _Alcohol
1nvorvement 4, ,

After exam ining each interviewee's responses to thgforegoing questions, plus
- the iiarcotics-hisiOry designation" on'his rap sheet, weclassified the 4-ample into

:four groups, as rollows: d ,

.

.

...

Drugs-involved
Alcohol-involved
Involve& with both
Invol4e4 with neither

Number
(% of Sample)

12 (24.5).'
14 (28.6)
9 (18.4)

14 (28.6)
4:

.4 Reported in A. Sagalyn; The Crime of Robbery in the United States: An Assess ent of dies and
Related Datafrom 19654970. Background Paper ICR 71 -1, Arthur D. Little, Inc., anuary 19 1, p. 15.

. -" G. D. Wolcott.,."A Typology of Armed Rpbbers," cited in Sagalyn, The-Crimeof Robbery, p. 16. :

Iwthe'narcotics-histOry designatiop W88. 'op) of the followirfk: no narcotics histpry, heroin addict,
yeer, other opiate addict. other opiate user, marijuana user, or dangerpus drug user.. Several

offende* in The ample who-were designated Os having nonatcotics history gaveresponses indicative
of drug Invollisment in our interviews.
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Table 53

INFLUENCE" OF. DkUGS AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT

ON CitIMINAL CAREER
.0".(%) A

Juvenitp Young Adult tdult
Period' . Peribd , Period.

- . Influence (N 24) ' (N a 34) f4i (,N 31)
. ...,

None . \-- ' 50.0 32.4,' 29.1
A l

. )
ittle- : .4.2 ' 2.9 3.0 '

.$ (57).- , (43) 4 )
.'.Some ., 33.3 . 28:5 9.7
'A lot '' .12.5 41.2 58.1

.(43) (57) (69)

`NOTE: .Pigures in paienthesel are totals adjusted for the cow:,
aiderahle nonresponse rate; usipg the career-long lassification
scheme shOwn .

The first three classes denote significant involvement at some stage of the
criminal 'career Which we term career involvement: We attempted' to make a
period-by-periocr classification, but the results were unsatisfactory because too
many responses were missing or inconsistent. The assignment of individual offend-
ers to one of these clasSes on the basis of the information available. wad quite clear
in^ most cases. ,jy,

We shall use this.clastafication primarily in examining the 103ociations of drugs
and alcohol involveniefit with other aspects of criminal careers.

Drugs and Alcohol Involvement, Related to Other Aspects of
Cfinainal Career's

Does the Drug/Alcohol User COnuniKertain Typeiof CrimesMore Than
Other ^Offenders? Table '54 displays the frequency distributions of 'reported
crimei by. offenders the various drugs/alcohol inv*ement classes. Ov$rall, the
data fail to suggest a simple association between drugs and alcohol involvement
and, preferences among offenses. The strongest association shown is a tendency for
the alcohol-involved Offenders, to commit a Smaller percentage id*robberies and a
higher pereentage of fries

Does the Drug/AlcOcityser..Comiiit CrimeC More Often .Than Other
Offenders? We cross -tabUlWiltatistics Pertaining to respondents' offense'rates
(number of crimes committed' per' month of street tiine).against tlie,four classes'of
drugs and alcOhel involvement, period by period (see Table 55). The purpose was
to examine the association of the sample's rate of criminal activity with the involve-

,ment factor. ;.--/
We see that the offense-rate .Medians had a consistent relationship over the

'45three. career periods (with one Exception)~ the alcohol-involved had the lowest
offense rate, and those involved wkh,both alcohol and drugs had the highest offense
rate. The full lelationship may be depicted as follows

Alcohol-involved <peither < drugs-involved < both.

J
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lb

DRUGS/ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT RELATED TO` TYPE OF OFFENSE

-Offense

Neithe;
. Drugs- and Drugs-^nor

Drugs- Alcohol- - Alcohol- Alcohol-
Involved Involved _Involved Involved

(N 12-) ,,(N = 14) . (N = 9) (14 =

Auto theft
.... Purse snatching

Theft over $56 .
Burglary ,,
Robbery
Alipsayitted tiastiult
Fo ery/NBr :',... .

rug sales :
Rape

Juvenile Period

30
=

42 32
1

10 . 2 --5 11

33 30 33
'-'- 1 1

- 1 16 2
16 10
11 - 21 \

Young Adult Period

Auto theft
.

,3 2 . 24
1

Purse snatching.
Theft over $50 25 1 4 2

:Burglary 19 60 24
Robbery , 14 6 , 12 6-,
Aggravated assault
Forgery/NSF 11 31 . 9 8
Drug sales 27 36 53
Rape

Adult Period

Auto theft 4
Purse snatching
Theft over $50 26
Burglary 1

Robbery 33
Aggravated assault 14
Forgery/NSF 14
Drug sales 9
Rape

1

20
9

38
32

7
8

31

4
10
29

1

53 53

At the same time, the rate statistics varied widely within each involvement class,
with the result that the means do not possess the regularity shown by the medians.

We conclude as follows:

. . An individual offender's dugs /alcohol- involvement class
was poorly predictive of his offense rate.
Offenders involved with botl, drugs and iticopol tendedlo be
the most active in crime overall, and offendeh
involved with alcohol alone tended to be the least
active, irrespective of career period.
Thejuvenile period was generally the most active for
all involvement classes.

1 OS
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DRUGS/ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT NELATED TO OFFENSE RATE. .

o Involved . Involved
. Offense Rate Drugs- Alcohol with with

Steistics Involved Involved. Both Neither

(N 11) (N 10) 4N 8 (N 10)-

Median , 1.33 0.76 1.75 0.92
Meim 3.05 .2.51 2.65 12.40-
Max ifii4fri, 10.71 16.67. 7.64 76.87.

Ybung Adult Period'

(N 12) (N 4) ,(N IA 9) '(N 13)

Median 0.90 0.32 1.521
Mean 3.94
Maximum 30.60 1. 40.20. 23.53

Adtilt

(N 12). (N we (N gm 9) (N ii..12)

0.62 0.22
1.39 4.32
6.50 5.43

Median
Mean
Maximum

0.83 ', r
1.36'°
4.55 16.67

,
'

NOTE: Entries are the number of crimes of all types committed
per month of street time in the period shown..

.

Does the Drug/Alcohol User Commit More Cringes against Persons Than
Other Offenders? The number of crimes against persons an offender commits in
hislyoung adult and adult periods can be regarded as a simple measure of his
dangerousness to the community. We examined the distribution of this measure for
each of the four drugs/alcohol involvement classes. For brevity, only the medians
are shown below:

Median Number of
Crimea against Persons,

YoUng Adult and
Adult Periods

Alcohol-involved 3.5
Involved with neither 9.0
Drugs-involved 12.5
Involved4ith both . . .. ......... 20.0

Not.surprisinglY,- the relative magnitudes of these medians- correspond tq those
shown for the offense rates in Table 55. Those involved with; drugs alone and thOse
involved with both alcohol and drugs committed more crimes'against persons that
did those in the other involvement classes.

Is the Drug/Alcohol User. Moi.'dLikely to Be Arrested, Convicted, and
Incarcerated Than Other Offenders? The effect of- drugs and alcohol on an
offender's contacts with the criminal-justice system has, been debated in the litera-
ture." A reasonable hypothesis is that the offender who is involved with drugs or

" See the Congressional Record: September 30, 1976.
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alcohol may be more careless-and desperate,' thus exPosing himself more than S
nonuser to arrest, conitiition, and incarceration."Wemarnined interview responses
and the respondents'. rap sheets for evidence on Illikissue. Table 56 'shows the
justice-system contacts, relative to the amount of criminal activity, of the four
drugs/alcohol involvement clastes..

These data do not generally support a view that drugs and alcohol involkement
decisively affects the likelihood of arrest, conviction, and incarceration. N,everthe-
less, for our sample tlere is once again an indication that theoffenders who were
alcohol- involved but not drugs- involved were different front the other three clasies.
Here it is shown in their higher propensity for being' arrested (and to a lesser
degrie; convicted) relative to the number of1/4crimes committed.

Tallb 66 ('PO

biuos/ALcOnot..iNVOLVEM4NT RELATED TO CONTACTS-
?

WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Percent of
Number of Offenses 7
Offenses Resulting Convictions Incarcerations

Committeda in Arrest per Arrest per Conviction

Drugs-involved (1C.. 11)
Alcohol-involved (N 14)
Involved with both (N N. 9)
Involved with neither'(N ..

AU (N 47)

s 2,922 2.9 0.69 . 0.88
999 12.1 0.74 0.86

1,899 3.3 0.61 0.68
13) 4,210 2.1 0.69 0.87

10,030 3.5 0.69 0.84

10f the nine offense types.: rape, aggravated assault, robbery, purse snatching, burglary,
auto theft, theft over $50, forgery/NSF, drug sales.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

It is widely belieVed that unemployment and criminal ectivityare associated.
One study f nd that "aver` 90 percent of the,men*i.eleased from prison initially
seek legiti to employment and try to achieve self-sufficiency without engaging in
crime. Th who later revert to crime apparently do so largely because they have
difficulty in ocuring adequate noncriminal employMent, because they'heVe inade-
quate economic resources at release, and because they continue social contacts with
persons fgcriminal background."! Another study concluded that the "recidivism
of adult male Offenders ... varies inversely with their postrelease employment. The
chief barrier to employMent is not th'e inmate's criinkil record, but rather his lack
of extensive or skilled work experience."!"

Our study sought to reveal patterns of employment in the cereers of this sample
of habitilal offenders and to disclose the relationships betWeen their employment
and criminal activity.

Daniel, Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System. The Bobbs-Merrill 'Co.. Inc.,
Indianapolis, Ind., 1969, p. 332:

" R. Knudten; Crime in a Complex Society The Dorsey Press, Homewood,.. 1970, p. 679.
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A set o uestions was asked to outline the i picture of employment
'performance among our'sample of offenders. The five parts df Table, 57 Imeserit the
distribution of resvonses.

These data reveal that the employment performance of the interviewees was
uneven and generally weak. About half claimed. that legitimate employment had
been their usual source of income.`13lue.collar-work and odd jobs predominkted;
lack of. job skills was a notable difficulty in the juvenile.period. Most who worked

,

ASPECTS OF EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

(%)
)

ResponsA

a-

Juvenile -Young Adult Adult
Period . Period Period ;

TN as 49) ' (,N 46) (NI. 46)
Usual Source of Income

A job
Welfare
Spouse's, relative's, or

friend's income
Illegal activities
Workmen's compensation,

rsocjal sectirity, or , Idisability benefits . 2.2 6.5

; 46.9 48.:0 60.0
2.0 ; -- 6.5

38.8 ' 8.9 2.2
12.2 28.9 34,8

Type of Job Held
Odd jobs
Business
Trade ,
Factory
Best:wrong*.
Sales
Construction , -
Military
Self-employed.
Other'

56.3
9.4
3.1
6.2.
3.1

6.3
9.4.

3.1

14.7
29.4
17.7

8.8
2.9
5.9
2.9

18.8
15.6
37.5

9.4
3.1
3.1
3.3

6.3
3.1

6.1
75.8
18.2

. Earnings per Week While Working ($)

%50 40.9 14.8 -,, ,
50.0 29.6 174 . e''',.

9.1 40.1 34.8 ';''.- 11.1 304.
300 - -.- 3.7 17.4

Percent of Period EinPloyed at Job
Less than 25' 30.0 6.5 6.7
25-49 23.3 16.1 6.7
,§0-74 13.3 12.9 10.0
75-100 33.3 61.3 76.7
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were empldyed over most of a career period, and, when working, a large majority
devo ed full time to their legitimate jobs. On the other "hand, compensation for
legiti ate work tended to be relatively low. Of the juvenile workers, nearly half
earne lesthan $50'per,i,veek, and most of the rest earned under $100 per week;
in the y ung adiilt period only about 15 percent of the employed earned over$200
per Week and nearly.half earned less' than $100 per-week; and in the adult period
about hal arned less than $200 per week. So, even among the half of oursample
who showe a fairly sustained commitment to' legitimate employment, most had
earnings ,tjit were not much above a pO.verty level.

PerlisPi:10 percent of the sample might be characterized as having an antiem-
-ployment history; that is, their respentes contained no clear indication that they
had ever had an,iRterest in legitimate employment, Another 30 to 40 percent had-
poor emploxinent performance, for reasons that are unclear; .a Tack of skills, the,"
absence of opportunities, and ,weak Motivation' may have been responsible."

For analytical 'purposes', we applied arbitrary criteria td distinguish "better'
performers on job., An offender who had worked at least 75 perCent of his street \
time at a legiti ate, job. and who earned more than $50 peweek in the juvenile
period or more han $100 per week inthe.youngadult or adult period was classified
as being better-employed in the specified period: In the juvenile period; 7 offenderi
(16.7percent) met these criteria of better employment.performance; it the young
adult period, 13 (27:0 Percent); and in the adult period,. 20 (43.5 percent). Those who
failed to meet these-criteria (as well'as some who did meet thein) cord be said to
hive had strong. economic pressurt to obtain income by illegitimate_Means.

. .
Postrelease Reemployment ..,

There is a basic conflict between those, especially correctional administrators,
who believe that incarceration, with its deterrent and rehabilitative effects,

s and, encourages an inmate to fin employment after -rle ease, and thoSe who
' believe that incarceration has a net negative effect on reemployment, both because

a criminal record itself severely handicaps the releagee and because his criminal
skills and associations are reinforced in prison. Bilt there is no disagreement that
postreleasejeemployment is an important factor in the crime problem. ..

, Ourlinterest in the °lender's employment after prison release encompassed not
only his ability to find employment but, alio his desire to rely on legitimate employ-
ment as his source Of income: This desire can be regarded as an indicator of file

, . offender's long-term commitment to a criminal lifestyle.
Table 58 displays the frequency distribution of responses to the two questions .

we asked about employment search after elease from the two earlier landmark
incarcerations,

The responses show an expeCted cop is Or: the proportion of offenders in
each period who required 4 months or More t find work numbered about the same
as the proportion who said, they were not at 1 seriousibout looking for work. On
the face of. it, these results suggest that ex onvicts can find employment if they

2° Grossly, this employment profile resem es emne reported in the, recent LEAA-funded survey
of inmates of state correctional facilities. It estpna* that, of the 31 percent of the inmates who had
been unemployed,immediately before their present incarceration, 14 percent had not wanted to work;
and nearly all of the 69 percent who had been employed had worked full-time. Survey of Inmates, Table
1, p. 24.
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Table 58

P7STRELEASE EMPLOYMENT - SEARCH

" .(%)

' Response

Juvenile.
Period

MI 42)

Young Adult
Period

(N 48)

Seriousneas of Job Search

Very serious v, 40.0 38.2
Someirhat serious 8.0' 23.5
Not veiny serious 16.0 17.7

glIklbt at all serious, 36.0 , 20.6a-
Time Requirll to Find WorkAweeks)
) /'

Less than 1 10 33
1.4 10 t'
5-1131 50 42
More than 1,6 - 12 8
Failed to find work 18 13

.
:.seriously look for it; but it may.take. s veral months. The data ito not supPort the

notion that as offenders advance in criminal, careers they lose interest in. obtaining
legitimate employMent. The second part of Tal:let58, corhparing the juvenile with
the young adult data, shpws that a heavier record did not seem to lengthen thetime
needed to obtain a postretease job.

Loss of DOployment ,

The plausible assumption that loss of employment causes some people totAiiii._
to crime prompted 'us to ask the interviewees whether loss of emplo
uted to the crimes they committed during the, six months befr
incarcerations. Ormative responses came froni 4.8 percent oft' for
the juvenile perigl, 16.7 percent for. the young acititt, and 1.6.6 percentror the adult.
In one, sense, these relatively loW percentages seem reasonable: given that good
employment was uncommon among the interviewees, loai of employment would
not be expected to be an imPortant stimultis to crime. Some exceptions were found,
however. In the words of one. offender:

.
I went broke when I was 32. I was making $4000-5000 a yeara bare living,
nothing spectacular. Up to that time, there was something inside me that
was growing... . At the age of32 it came of and I was angry. After I. went
broke, I started to look for another job, and I couldn't get anything. Any-
thing! I started to get6iingry, and I happened to be over in Yuma, Arizona,
where they have a nice collection of guns, and it doesn't require anything
to buy one: You can just sign Joe Blow in a little book and,buy anything
you want. So, I bought the gun. At the time that I bought it, I was thinking
that if things didn't impr ve pretty damn quick, I'm going to make a break.
There was almcist a year after I bought *le gun before robbed a bank. I
was stikplaying horses but making smaller bets' out of necessity. I was
making a few bucks, but not enough. I was going broke slowly. I decided
that this was-it. By this imewhether it is rationalization or looking for
an.excuse to ease my conscience pangs or whatever-4 really never had any
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guilt feelings about robbing banks, probably because of my. situation. And
;I never got high over it. I just accePted it as a way, of life. There was ineatE.
old bank-in Silver Spring, Maryland, and it was just crying to be robbed,m,
and.soit was 1.713, fitst bank robbery, and incidentally, the one I got the most
money out or

a

Employment.Performance Related to Other Aspects of Criminal
Careiis

Doeii the -Betterr-Employed Offender CommitCriinee Leis Often Thali
Other \Menders? Table 59 depicts the relation of tile offendeis' median offense
rate and employment wiermance. (Tlie juvenile period-is omitted because of the
sparseness ofPdata.) The other offenders show a markedly higher offense rate plain. ,

, .the better-employed. )

Table 59

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE RELATED TO

OFFENSE RATE

Better-employed
Others

Media Number of Crimes Committed/
Month of Street Time

Young Adult Adult
Period Period.

0.31 (N 13) 0.12 (N 20)
0.96,(N .135) 0.71,(N 2q)

4-
Does the Better-Emplo ed Offender Commit Fewer Crimea against Per-

sons Than_Other Offende Ty, Table 60 examines the records of both employment
groups for a possible co elEttibo with our rough measure of dangerousness to
society. The results sug: st that the better-employed offenders wereJess serious
criminals thin the oth: s as then careers advanced.

Tale,60

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE RELATED TO
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS

Median Number Of Crimes
Committed #gainst Persons ".

Juvenile Young Adult Adult
o Period Period Period

Better-employed 8 (N = 7) 7 (N - 13) 4. (N = 20)
Others 8 (N .42) 11 (N 36) 15 (N = 29)

I 2.

Does the Better-Employed Offender Have More Crime-Free Intervals
Than Other Offenders? O would expect so. The data (see-Table 61) suggest,
however, that better-employed offenders were neither overrepresented nor under-
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represented among those with crirRe-free intervals; therefore, no significant at('
sociation was found. -

Table 61

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE RELATED TO

CRIME -FREE IliTERVAL

0.

-
Pe\cAft of Better-Employed ;a

Juvenile Young Adult Adult*
Period Period Period,'

Entire 'sample . . . .. . .. 14.3 (N . 49) 28.9(N 45) 43.5 (N as'411)
Respondents With f f

crisnefree intervals.... 17.6 (N 17) 30.0 (N in 20) 40.0 (N *44)

*1.

Is the Better-Employed 'Offender Less IlArolved in Drugs and Alcohol?'
Table 62 cross-tabulates the data bearing on this question. Rae that there is, a
higher percentagq of better-employed among the alcohol-involved-than among'any
other involvemed dais. The lowest percentage of better-employed is found airroiig.
those involved with bOth drugs and alcohol. .'

Table 62

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

DRUGS/ALCOHOL INVOL

(%)

RELATED TO

VEMENT

Drugs/Alcohol
Involvement

/
Entire
Sample

,1(N= 49)

'1:letter-Employed --

Juvenile
Period

(N = 7,)

Young Adult
Period

(N - 13)

Adult
Period

(N = 20)

Drugs-involved
Alcohol-involved
Invoived with both
Involved with neither

.. 24.5 -
28.6
18,4
28.6

14.3
57.1
14.3
14.3

30.8
38.5'

7.7
23.1

25.0
35.0

5.0
35.6

REVIEW

The information obtained from these offenders about their family'background,
school attendance, ,educational level, and early delinquency did not distinguish
them from the wider population of offenders in respect/to juvenile developmelit. ;
But one exception is noteworthy: our sample committed their first serious offense
at a relatively early age on the average.;

During the juvenile period, thig sample was prepondefantly motivated by ex-
pressive needs rather than financial needs or the desire for high living. But in he

'4t, two adult periods, financial needs and the desire for high living outweighed ex-
'pressive needs as motivation for crime. In particular, peer-directed.beliavior was
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prominent in the juvenile periodias Might be expected, but *erne insignificant in
the adult periods coMpared with self-directed behafior. -:

-...,,
Over two-thirds of the sample appeared to have significant drugs pr af.ohol

involvement or both during their criminal careers (roughly 2545ernt, drugs along; \.
30 percent4lcohol alone;and 20 percent, both). About 45 percent in the juvenile
Period and 65-70 percent in the adult Periods bglieved that drugs and alcohol
itiv910ment was of considerable impor nce to their criminal activity. About 40-60
percent were under the influence of drti s or alcohol .while committin crimes, but
approximately halfjof these offenderrs felt that ttiis was an:indide tal condition
rath4 than a contribitting factor. About 30 percent reported that s adulti their "
mai reason for criminal activity was- to obtain,inoney for drugs and akohoLb
only` 0

4' did not generally find clear ossociationtetween drugs_and.alcohol involve
percent reported this as'the main reason for their juvenile crimes.

Tent, On the one hand, and preferences in crimes, offense rate; or ttontacts with the
criminal justkk sYstern, on the other. The offenders involved only with alcohol
tended to be exceptiohal, however. They committed crimes less often than Other .
offenclers,ranl the crimes they did commit were usually loss serious ones. There was
,some evidence that those involved with both drugs and alcohol were the most.

i
serious offenders. ; , `..

The employment perfOrinanceV the sample was uneven and generally weak.
About half depended on legitiMate employment as their usual soiree of income, but
their earnings "tended to be relatively low. About 10 percent of the sample seemed

"'td haver little or no interest in a 'regular job ihroughOut their entire career. The'
,

proporthiM*Tho required a long time to find work after release (say, Tour montimk
or more) or who failed to find, work was about 30 percent after the juvenile land-

' Mai* release and about 20 percent after the pithy-adult laridmark release (These
perCentages roughly coincided with-the percent*I'reporting that they were not
at all serious about looking fbr work after release.) Only' a small minority-of the
sample thought that losing employrinenf had contributed to their criminal activity.

We found that the "better-employed" offenders in our sample, compared. with
the others, tended to be less active in overall adult crime; were inclined to commit'
fewer adult crimes against persons; were unexceptional in experiencing crime -free
interval's; and were more likely to be alcohol-involVed and less likely to be both ,
drugs- and alcohol-involved: This finding suggests that although being employed
did not halt these offenders' criminal activities, it may have disposed them to less
serious and less frequent crimes. The rime level might be redticed by improving
the legitirinate employment opportunities of these offenders. Generally, however,
the hypdhesis that employment performance declines as criminal careers continue
was not borne out by-our data., .

Despite the unfavorable circumstances that frequently confronted these offend-
ers, undoubtedly they had some control over e loyment perforinance,,druks and'
alcohol involvement, and a taste for high livin They demonStrated. that it' was
more expedient forthem to continue .their trim, activity than to change other
aspects of their lifestyle.

,
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Among the hypotheses that have been advanced about theOle of violence in
the careers of habitual offenders are the following: Actual violence (as opposed to,
threatened violence) against victims occurs more often in the earlier ,phases of
criminal careers. As careers progress, offenders are not only less likely to injure
victims but, also less inclined to comm ik crimes in which actual violence is pn,
essential element (e.g., aggravated asault). Furthermore, violence in personal life
also tends to decline withithe.iiitsspge"of years. .

. These hyPOtheses shaped the violence-related questions that wereasicedin the
interviews. Our queries addressed the frequency and degree of viplehce
i

therrip. .
interviewees' crunes,,the reasons for ita arising, the poteiglial ior, violence' &not
actuilty committed,'and its presence in their pePsontil.149,14,,A,A

1 ":f.

4

VIOLENCE TOWARD VICTIMS-

The interviewees were asked:
1 yi

Were any of your victims injured in the crimes you committed during thiS
period? If yes, Were,they injured seriously or. slightly? If no, would y6u ,have

--144tered them to ` complete the crime or in selfVefense, or would you not
hate injured them for any reason?

I ..
Their responpes are tabulated in Table 63.

The steady and relatively low proportion of Offenders causing injury,,to victims
is notable. At,the same time, we recall that crimes against persons were committed
by only 17 of the 42 interviewees who committed crimes in the juvenile'period (41
,percent); by 30 of the 48 in the young adult period (63 percent); arid by all but one
of the 46 in the adult -period (98 percent). Thus, about 50 percent of the offenders
who committed personal crimes in the juvenile period, 25 percent in the young
adult period, and 20 percent in the adult period injured their victims.

The responses suggest that the proportion of victims who were seriously rather
than slightly injured decreased in'the adult.period. The responses also indicate a
weak downward trend in the proportion who felt they would ye injured a
victim in any circumstanced. TO th4 extent that these statements ttitudes (rath-
er than description's of past acts) are reliable, they counter the hypothesis that
Victims have less risk off' injury, from older, more experienced offenders.

In the Nung adult career period, about half the interviewees were active
robbers. Wf wondered whether they differed from the: other half who were not
robbers in injuring victims.. An ,exainination of the individual responses showed
thate-of the 25 robbers:

5 (20%)injured at least one victim
17 (68%) caused no injury
3 (12%) failed to respond.

f
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Table 63

USE OF VIOLENCE IN CRIMES

(%)

Rasponse

Yes, injured victims
fleriousiy

°

No, did not injib.e. victims
Wotdd haveAnjured them
`-.To compiate the crilne

In selfliefense
Wotild not have in-

tired them for any
reason

Juvenile Woung Adult dult
Period I Period P riod

42) , 43)(N = 39) (N

20.5,
75.0 86.7
25.0 14.3

79.6

18.2 26.0
27.3 ' 29.i

-)54.51

\Among the 24 who committed no robberies:

." 3 (1270) injured at least one victim
17 (71%) caused no injury
4 (17%) failed to respond.

5:

19.1 20.9
. 4 .4
'5 :6

81.9 - 79.1

There is thus no clear indication that these robbers were more prone to injure their
victims. These results are consistent] with findings in the literature that only in
10-25 percent of robberieS are victims injured more than slightly"'

The interviewees differed widely in their willingneas and propensity to use
force to complete a crime. At one extreme were those who stated einphatically that
they would not. hesitate to kill the victim if it became necessary:

There is no doubt in my min' that I would have killed any victim who tried
to cross me. You have to understant I was fighting a full - fledged war
against "them." "Them" was any471V-' the establishment, white% police,
anyone. I did seriously hurt Acoul3le of victims and I actually felt pretty
good about it. I thought I was getting back at "them." ,Qt times I thought
I might be winning the war. They +mould do something to, me and I'd do
something back. It was kind Of a game. You see kwanted to make "them"
pay for all the shit I. had to put up with. Oh yeah, there no doubt that,
especially in my earlier years, I was out to bust some headwall yothhad
to do was get in my way just a little bit.

As could be expected, "accidents" sometimes happened, and an offender would
injure his victim without having had apy intention of doing so.

Theie was one where I really hurt this guy, and it was an accident. This was
actually my-second robbery, and nothing eame from itno money.. This one
was a theater, and I went in, bought a ticket, and sat in a rtain place.
When things looked cool and the movie ended, I was suppod to go down
behind the curtain and later, when everyone but the manag was gone, get

'1 The empirical data areboncisely reviewed inSagalyn, The Crime of Robbery in the United States,

PP.' 8.9.
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him to open the safe. That was the, plan. Well, I thought I needed a disguise::
' I used a motorcyCle helMet and goggles and a red bandana. So I went down

in this theiter basement and'I heard this guy coming. It was pitch dark. It
turned out that the room I stepped in was the room where he changed -
clothes. So he comes in and turns the lights on. Hejust started Co take his
trousers off,.when helOoked up andolaw me. I just daft know how be did'
it wilh his pants down and all, but he leaped across the room and on.,toP
oftne. He was terrified, and in the.sclaffle my motorcycle helmet got turned
around so that Lcoul;:hft see, and I panicked, trying to beat him off meAnr1
thcrfunny thing wee; Iever thought to shOOt him. It never occurred tsixne
I really did Whale hini, though; and it pinickid me so much that I thought;
I might have killed him or something. .As soon as was over, I split: It
turned out that. I hadn't hurt him all that bad; but his dillbtiiptiOn lift the
newspaper ego of sounded: like a morkster from Malik something .had
attacked hitic:R kind of taught 'me olessbn, though. I lotirnedAitt you need
to.control the situation.

VIOLENCE IN PERSONAL LIFE

We examined the incidence of personal violence over the interviewees' careers
(1) to, estimate the extent to which these offenders matured, and (2) to gauge the

'relationsbip between personal violence and criminal violence: If a strong relation-
ship exists, further research may reveal that personal violence is a useful predictor
Of dangerousness to society..

'For each career period we asked the interviewees about the frequency and
seriousness of violence in their personal lives. The responsusere given in-Table 64.

The trend in. all the responses is a slackening of the amount oriolence in
personal life'over time, though not necessarily a slackening in its intensity (in
occurrence of injury). The reasons for losing one's temper appealed to equalize over

Vtime.

While cheating crime partners and unfaithful girlfriends were prominent
causes in the juvenile period, there were no doininant causes in later periods.'
Similarly, the type of antagonist in .fights equalized at the same time the number
of personal fights declined.92 Friends or strangers were by far the moat common

)opponents in the juvenile period, but in later periods the type of opponent became
m(re evenly distributed.

On balance, even though fights in later Periofis (while occurring less often)were
more likely to result in injury,, the picture of personal Volence presented by our
amp'e is consistent with the hypothesis that offenders.Acome more restrained,.as
they mature.

INTERACTION BETWEEN PERSOkAL AND PROFESSIONAL
VIOLENCE

To what extent does a propensity toward violence in ;personal life lead to
violence in 'crimes? To address this question, we proceeded as follows. There were
147 possible combinations of interviewees and career periods (49 X 3). Some of

Ambng those responding, the median number ot fights per offender was 5 in the juvenile period.
4 in the young adult, and 0 in the adult.
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Response

Table 64,

VIOLENCE IN PERSONAL LIFE

(%)

Juvenile' .Young Adult Adult
.Period Period Period
(N 42) , (N so 47) (Nr 44)

Reason for sing Temper
Hassling by.the pcklice .

ng by a crinte plirtner
Ihsults by.* stranger..
Girlfriend 'a running aro
Other

19.1 1,7.0 ..- 133
38.1 34.0 11313

45.2 4 3612 , 22.1
23.8, 23.4 13.6

, 7.1. , ' 2"1'''' 9,1- .
A ,

Frequency cif Seriously Losing Tepper ..1.

Neva
Sometimes
Often

None. .,
..;

\I-24, / V

3-10. / ..
More than 10

38.7 40i6 , 5142".
38.7 34.4 35;5
22.6 25.0 " 12.9

Number br Fights, t ,

.- ,!. -. 1.2.9 37.1 54.6,° -,
, ....2 16..d 1,43 21.2

38.7, 25.9 12.1
32.3 223' 12.1

11,`"

Number of Fights Involving a Weapon

None
1-2
More than 2

I. *41 467
,---

50
18 21 , 22 '
41 33 28

.011

Opponents in Fights b
Family 2.8 ',10.0 14.3
Friends 38.9 .. 20.0' 23.8
crime partners 13.8 20.0 ^ 14.3

0 , Strangers 38.9 43.3 28.6
Police . 2.8 '3.3 14.3

., .

Others 2.8 0 3.3 , 4.8
Respondents injured in fights 33.3 - 40.9 46.1
Opponentg injured in fights '59.3' 54.6 71.4

\iese cbnibinationSinvoltged serious injury to victims; some slight injury; andthe
'remainder, no injury. Table 65 associates with these three combinations several
measures derived from Table 64: mean loss of temper, median number of fights per
period. and 'Inedian number of fights with a weapon per' period.

The evidince strongly suggests a spillover of violence from an interviewee's
persgual life into hi6 criminal acts. This findingis not consistent with the hypothesis
that injury to; victims is primarily situational but instead sugg is that some per-
sons have a proclivity to injure victims whatever the situatio

Through cross tabulation, we examined the relation betw violence in per-
sonal life and injury to Victinis, on the one hand, and such fac rs as drugs and
alcohol involvement, employment performance,' and crime-plann'ng sophistitation,
on the, other. NO significant associations were found.

21



Judging crOm-theis responses,: these oe-4iThtler:tr*ftied71".438,
injure their.vicztims as their criminal careers advanced:
same time that the number of crimes against persons was in
quence of the special nature of our, sample). On the otherhand; statements:

who`ing willingness to injure a victim, made by interviewees Whot had not . a

ne; indicated no leasening of the risk to victiiiis 88 the offenders
older. dir

offenders raise manifested less violence. in their personaniyes as they
ma ;.however, when it did occur,the violence was not necessarily less intense
tn. later years. There was also evidence to support a epjllover of violence from
personal life to criminal acts. Victims were more h7cely tobeagl y effendeis
who were more inclined to lose their temper, who engaged irt a greater number o_ f
fights, and who tilled weapo more ofteif-in their fights.
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,jfnxitity; *VW--
, the bulk

out to be,

. .

i'ateasive type and the
more -prote0sional offinider:-.*
C900iouldi. Witlitle1theita.

in
a*I -.7: I p:

awl who was lens heedful of the risks and ,:4:OrintiOnitei of Onninlit
_ .

acts and more prone-di arrest Ili Sec. III these offender diathigiiished
by the use of a crime seriousn_ esi,indeit-reilectin-g. the and ty of .

.

crimes. -es.--;:410 a- result; 16 interviewees i4it4 -higheticol* :wftrOA e..
,iiitstoetoe- i.int,the.other.33

: 7- on &if preterits: brief proli*%f tivo-tdpigifrisr.*;:
qualitative impressions of the dichotomy. Then it inexaMineatOpics elready:Co

_

eted for theinterview-sample as a-whole (e.g:, Orlinmalsoplustication, 00840#:oriel-
tieitment,;and dings and alcohol involvement), p discern any association with the,
intensi*-intermittent dichotomy.

a.'

/
OFFENDER PROFILES

Ed: The Typical Intensive

The, respondent who typifies the intensive offender is a quiet.spoken, articulate,
and intense man in histetiflortieri whom we shill call Ed. He was reared in the
black ghetto of a large western city and did not moveto California until he
was in his mid-thirties. His pattern of criminal activity included frequent burglaries
aid robberies to support a rather hedonistic lifestyle. He progressed from irregular
stealin an g as a member of a juvenile gang to a steady life of crime as a

.solidly marri when older. Ilk; prison experience runs the gamut from juve-
nile training schOols and work ganks in the Southwest to maihnum.security institu-
dons in California, including San Quentin's death row.

Juvenile Years. Ed's parpnts 'separated soon after he was born, and his
inother"earned afiyingat a varitty of demestic jobs. He hid no brothers or sisters.
Ed was reared by a woman for who& his mother. worked, and he reealls this woman
and his mother fondly. The district in which Ed. was raised was known as "blood
alley" because of the violence and crime that flaknished there. For self-protection.
Ed beganikrying a. gun at-a fairly young age, like many of his peers. Ms first
serious crimes in his early teens were small -time burglaries and petty thefts, many

97
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* .
Cemposed of-blacks and ChiCanos known as

,. . , i',5--'1 m its own neighborhood, with littleinterfereneefiem
meMbers-af the community. They had no fear of arrest

police coverage inthe'black areas of the citY. The only--
ma cnnninal act y plainclothesmen who might be

ikaragatoyslObluhatimk ,fin: way_ abewhere :4,,-_,...,..
----.`---7.13efbit4tirmift 18, Ed said, be cianniiitedraboant slik.burglanes, usually .with

three or four regular
'- Pq.41ers. ThAVarely planned their c rime!. The stolenle no ds

Feepoi&
k familiar fende, and Ed's usual tai01as ab°2t extent of

' merit this time was aaVeral Tnnabs spent in juvenile tiM. ning acnowa

Adult Years. Ecl_ served -two years in the Navy. After being dig:.
charged, he llSed alone in his.oldneighborhood, supporting 11.11401Mrigh OCCEP
'mil odd *OA the profits of crimes.: He -rePo*,411atliiiincome

..._ averaged around week He remembers haiviii been depressed and frost ate
ed overida inability tO get -a well-paying job to obtain the things' he: anted out of
life. He drank -freqtiently, and hiskroup oftendrankto build up their nerve to pull
a job. -Edjuid a violent temper and often engaged in fights with hii Crime pirthers
and friends: Many of these fights involtied weapons and resulted in injuries;

. :. The crime thet led to his first long incarceration at the age of -19 shortly after
his Navy Bernice, was a spontaneous act that iaassociSted more with t,40-*
tent type of offender. Ed and: is partne decided to rob a shoeshine boy whom iheir
had observed several times operating aid* same location. They were caught in the
Ott by a- plainclothes pa, car that was paiiing. Without t........:"-h advice of counsel,'Ed
pled guilty to ttempl armed an . ii- . ived a prison sentence of five years,
serving thr are before-being released: 6. rison he worked in crews chopping
cotton and of pa ipate in correctional treatment program& AN,

After releaset Ed went to live with his mother, fully intending, hesays, to find:
work and avoid crime. However, it was only eight weeks until he resumed criminal
activity. He committed crimes for about two years before he was incarcerated
again.

_

-

During this period; between 22 and 24 years of age, Ed married and established
a houiehold with his spouse and his mother. He says his raliationship with his
(Emily was unsatisfactory because they opposed his criininal sfavities. Crime was
his main means of support; he workedat odd jobs only about 20 percent of the time
He estimaig; his income from legitimate workSt $50-$100 per week.

--Eil 'describes his outlook on life at this time as hostile and assaultive. Apart
from four or five burglaries, which brought him about $50 each; he specialized in
robbery. During these two years he reports having committed about60 robberies,
in which the average take was about $40. All involved a handgun.

Ed says that he" used the loot from his crimes to Support his family and to
engage in a good deal of partying. He was still heavily influenced by his friends and
co d most of his crimes with two or three partners. Whereas most of his
e ier crimes were committed in his immediate neighborhood, he now robbed
t oughout the state. He continued to operate mainly in black areas, and he be-
.liev that the main reason he escaped arrest was the general lack of police cover-
age in these areas. He had no fear of being arrested, was not troubled by the -.

thought ofjoing back to prison, and considered robbery the only feasible Means
of supporting the lifestyle he desired. P
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As*as characteristic of many of the heavy offenders, Ed's main strategy for
voiding ariestwas to - . ,.....t crimes' alOreor with a few trusted partners, and to

move around. A number successful robbeni-itigmded- constant movement as a
grit* they liad to pay to 'd capture.The only type of planning that Ed engaged

_ iii ivie140 visit the location to be robbed several times beforehand. Although he
----.ItlietrnitlitoWno have' injured anyOnein Ms-critdei,-tieSays thatievWVeria%or-- 1

to do solf it were necessary to complete the job. .

By this time Ed was. heavily using both alcohbl and drugs (reds), frequently to
prepare himself for a crime. LIis main robbery targets were small stores, gas sta-
tioni,- and people on the street. He continued to engage in fights, about 20 in this
period, in which weapons wereesometimes used.

His-rap sheet-for-this period does not show any arrests except the one that led
to his conviction and imprisonment for another two years. The conviction was for
homicide that resulted from a fight rather than a robbery.:

In his second prison term Ed had difficulty adjuating to the Y
because of troubles with other. inmates. His hostile attitude o , . . ched of Amu-
meats and fights. As before, he participated in work gangs ,I, ;' :r than rehabili- 1

tation. programs. After release, he went back to live with his mother, found work
immediately, and remained emplOed for about a year before resuming crime and
accumelating a long string of arrests,,

Adult Years. The most recent period in his career co-the time- from his
second release at about age 26 until his current incarceration, which came in his
late thirties. During this period of nearly fifteen years, he served six years Ofie
ten-year prison term for a robbery conviction when he.wps 28. That conviction
the last entry on his rap sheet for a crime committed in his home state. Alter-release
from his third prison term, at about age 34, he moved to California, where he was
intensely active in crime for the next seven or eight years. -.

His California rap sheet contains 17 arrests, several each for robbery, burglary,
theft, and indecent exposure. .Six were for public iptcadcation, -misdemeanors, or

" traffic violations. He received brief jail sentences for one of the robberies and foi
two of the indecent exposures. A. probation sentence was imposed for one of the
burglaries. The remaining cases were either dismissed or resulted in no jail time.

In this latest period, he maintained a satisfactory relationship in habitation
0 with a woman, but be recalls still being depressed and frustrated. ostility and

revenge were part Af his motivation for crime. He had been recei g a disability
income for an injury sustained while working and lived quite well on it, driving a -
fine car, wearing good.clothes, and eating well. When the disability income was cut
off, he decided to return to robbery rather than cheapen his style of living. By then
he was no longer one of a group committing crimes but was much more self
directed. However, he did have a partner most of the dine. He committed about 20
burglaries averaging about $200 per. job and 30 robberies averaging $300 each.r Ed handled his robberies with more sophistication than in earlier years. He and
his partner would visit a location several times to case it and determine how much
money w4 likely to be on- hand. They would also check on the police's patrol
coverage of the area; sometimes using a policebEind radio. Ed believes that some /
cases against him'were dismissed because the evidence wasi3oorly prepared by the
police. . . , .

.

As before, Ed was using both alcohol andltirugs regularly. He was not afraid
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Illsmain concern wassimply to preserve his lifestyle. The crimes
limited tai the around the California city in which-he

to include and, finally., a bank. in at least
victim was seriously The robbery for which Ed was

teTYPAkift4kAgirAig---
acting out of`"

against him, Ed feels that he was poorly iepre;
counsel. He declares that an accomplice killed the victim

was unfairly harsh. Ifis deatbeentenci viaieverturned
by an appeals eiut, -and he is now serving a lifeienn. He his not thought about
what he will do when he gets out.

suMmarT iEdis an aggressive and articulate criminal who for many
was able to support himself through crime. His violent temperamentimd
of aketioland drugs made him dangerous tehis friends and his crime-
well as lo his victims. One cannot conclude that Ed ever serourly-desixpd to live
his life in a way different from, the way he did: t'A

Archie: The SelthiSticated Intensive
f

Although 'Ed's offense rate and sophistication level ere somewhaVlawir than
the mean for the intensive offender group, his career pattern was fairly tYpicar. A.
more successful pattern of criminal behavior is exemplified in the handsonke, intelli-
gent, smooth-talking offender whom we call Archie; he waethe most sophisticated
burglar-robber in our sample.

.Juvenile and Young Adult Years. Archicleft home at age/13 ametraveled
around the country as a transient; sometimes supporting himselfas a truck driver.
Archie claims to have committed about 500 burglaries, 500 auto thefts, and 5
robberies before his eighteenth Birthday. Of them, he was arrested for only 1
robbery. As he was not convicted, however, he hasno juvenlle record. Even in this
early phase of his criminal career, Archie was quite sophisticated in his MO. He
useditheatrical makeup to disguise himself for his burglariei and robberies, inchid-
ing contact lenses of various colors. He recalls being fairly violent and.obsessed
about his small size. He injured ope of his robbery victims when the man tried to
resist. ,

Archie's first incarceration did.not come until his mid-thirties. For this convic-
tion he served several years in a California prison. Although his rap sheet sgoks
nine arrests for drug violations and petty theft, the only serious prison time he
served before his present term was for an auto-theft conviction.

Before his first incarceration, Archie was emplwed much of the time, but his r
main source of income was crime. His wife was a heroih addict. Betv)een his
eighteenth birthday and his first incarceration, he estimates that he committed
about 100 grand thefts, 100 burglaries, and 12 robberies. His airerage take per
robbery was about $2500. He was never arrested 'for any of these crimes. He used
the loot mainly to support his wife's drug habit and for partying.

The main targets, of Archie's robberies were savings and loan banks or payroll
offices. Archie strongly preferred savings and loans to commercial banks blew&
of their greater vulnerability. His MO was to disguise himself iii full theatrical
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yLngs, end loan c_drrYing a sawed-off shotgun, which he
yee.

of Archie's burglaries were pawnshops or businesses: His few -

relt40021u1Sanes were at homeswhere an informer had to* hu'
-

hevaluablea were init. Within a month after befriending the victim, Archie
house. lienhaiperformedinsurance-fraud burgiariesin which

*fix would indicate-the I wanted stolen.Archie,wOuld burglarize -.
.PreaLlT001 tune, the articles that MA -and.r., I 1:

elice:The fern* would profitt Archie would -and the i
ilid reiribtuse tile VictinV for the items Stolen..

aliot victiMs in both barglariertand robberies.
having -retaliated

.:ho aPparentlY had; tried to kil
ith them and the matter wastaken care ofsatisfactorily. AlthoUgh:fieitier

addict was killed: ArChie says that both were seriously injured.Aichi reli4si that
his first conviction 'and incarceration occurred because his wife info on him
when he was trying to `stet her from using. drugs;

After release from the first incarceration, in his late thirties,
.

'ArchiOtertairred, on the street about five years,lierare.beinv'icatceratedifOrihis
present term. During this period he committectonly four robberies, at large stores

or markets, and they yielded very large amounts of money. As in'his earlier years,
he engaged in elaborate planning for each crime, including stakeouts of the loca-
tion, disguises, mapping of his escape route, and monitoring of the police' activity
in the area.finally iOchie was convicted by a jury on twocounts of armed robbery

with a prior felonytonviaion, and jiat serving two concurrent Sentences of five-to-
*life; he is also serving,two donsecutiv five-to-life sentences for the use of a firearm
in these robberiei.

`Common elements in the careers of Ed and Archie and the other intensive
offenders are their heavy criminal activity and their ability to avoid incarceration
for extended periods of time The intensive type ispbt Uniformly 'as viokiint as Ed

and Archie in personal relations and crimes. The contrast between Ed an4 Archie
underscores the diaparities among intensive offenders. For example, Ed often oiler-

. ate& in a gang .or group, while Archie was a loner who engaged in sophisticated
planning for his crimes. Both men are quite articulateabout their experience in the
ways of the criminal justice system. Both have acqUired a taste for high living and
have no legitimate means of supporting such a lifesttyle when they return to the

street. t.

Ken: The Intermittent

Ken represents more than half. our sample. Although his career pattern is
merked by an occasional spurt of criminal activity, its most significant character-
isties are the irregularity and mindlessnestOf the criminalevents: he intermittent
offenders were much more likely to be -apprehended than the intensives, so their

careers contain substantial amounts of prison time.
Juvenile Years. Ken, the youngest of four children in a white, 1oWer middle-

class family,-Wis born in 1944. His parents separated when he was 4, and all of the
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care of stitewelfariagenctes.114ssister waseventually-
na spent nearly all oftheir childhood in a 164er home

of Sacramento. Ken, svhoilias seen Twit of his parents
told by Jiis brothers that theyere be

- made life at home I w1m ,

11 g s' . .11

bewas 2.,yeafi-o a result ofparen
e apparently not inv activity

years _o
_ were _

homaVor the three 130Y,a';ijlizir,"
most -of the other boys atlhe home were either 7

it sihool, "avoided all of us from the faster'.
rasnota (10 IQ Ilaboais
IL* truant by the seventh

a stupid misfit and having had many quarrels with teachers and students, often .
aftei School in company with his forotheralle was finally expelled from school in
tlle-eXth grade, at the age of 75. s

n he left school, Ken also left the foster home to join his brothers in the
apartmentto whtCh they bad movef- about a Abr earlieral,en was ii lved
mcnmeeepttotheextentth4thejuvemleflghtahes .-s a the
peace. He has no recollection of having committed theft while liviiiir at the foster
home.

To support himself hi his new circumstances, Ken found a job in a gas station.
He was paid $1.45 an hour for abut 25 hours of work a week, Ken's first invoWeY
ment in crime occurred about three months later. He recounted it as follows

We had begun to drink and smoke weed on weekends. My brothers had
begun to shoplift, to "barow" cars (always returning thee 3), and to 4o other
small-time stuff. I really thought that they were sometkft, and I remember
during that time being happier than I had ever been. We had, S big bunch
of guys we hung around withI was the youngest since they were really
my brothers' friends. One weekend we were getting drunk and ran oui of
beer: None of us had much money, and this one guy said that he knew
where we could get a lot of beer for free. It wastaturday afternoon and we
waited until about 7 o'clock that night, and three of us went and snuck
behind thid guy's house. I waited outside as a lookout while another guy
picked the lock. We each took two six-packs of beer and one guy took a drill.
Then we went back to our place and, got drunk. I remember we sit around
on the floor afterwards, talking about how easy the whole thing was. Well,
that was the fiii4.imenothing very exciting-really.

Well, the next Siturday wait pretty much the same way. The guys kept
saying we should go and get some more beer at this guy's ho)ise. I remem-
ber thinking that we shouldn't go back to the same guy's house since he
might have gotten wise and might be waiting for us. But all the guys,said
it would be okay. Since I was the youngest, I felt I shouldn't say anything.
I guess I just wanted to go along with the crowd. Well, we went back to the
gufs house and this time he was in the garage. I was the lookout again.
We were all drunk this time out. Well, this brig guy held the guy down while
my brother and I grabbed the beer. The old guy didn't see my brother and
me, only the guy he fought with. He called the police, but they ended up
letting the other guy go ;and we never got caught. Again, I'remember going
back to the house and hearing all the guys laugh about how easy the whole
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us motivation for
_ -
crimes was It

to an what his and frifnila. were '
yiabout being caught, and me reason he belieVid,

hmg in a group made them leas - 11 atheinnefitifirlingi.
as delinquent pranks..No.one was armed, and they did_not intend to mime
or iraluaKes. liAbelieves that he would not have hurtanyone;andif someone
be n at one hie s Certain". that he, would have *tit_We'
person.: He experienced elation ilitrinetheiilikr-!7-"--777-

After serving the two-month jail-term, Keareturned to live with his brothers.
The:jail experience did not leave a significant impression. At first he intended not
to get in trouble again, but he soon forgot this resolve. During his probation peti6d,
he had essentially no contacts with bis'probaiion officer. In looking for Work; Ken
fliundthat his former employer at the gas station would' not rehire, him because of
Ms trouble with the law. He finally found a part-time job at a dry cleaner for at $1.35
an hour, approximately 30 hours per Week He kept this job about three-months
and-remembers having been happy at the time.

'Ken committed no crimes during the first month after release froM jail, Then
his friends began having big parties odweeliends. Most of them had not committed
robbery, but many shoplifted in liquor stores,,and Ken joined in tIgit activity.

Four to six months later Ken helped to commit a crime that resulted in his first
° long incarceration in a juvenile institutionf As he remembers it, about six friends

were drinking together one day at his brothers' apartment. His brother showed
them a gun and boasted about havitig bought it that day from someone he had met
in jail. A few weeks later, when the same group was again drinking at the-apart-
ment, a friend began teasing his brother about carrying the gun for show .and not
having the nerve to use it. Ken's brother resented the taunt in front of his
friend, and an argument edsued. "You just watch me," the brother said. He, Ken,
and a friend went to a liquor store, where the brother pulled hiti gun and took $30
froth the owner. The hate/ knew who they were, called the police, and they were
arrested within a few blocks of the store. The result was a two-year commitment
to the California Youth Authority at Preston.

Young Adult Yilars. When Ken was released from Preston at the age of 19, ;
L_ he was in a depressed frame of mind because he had no one to go honie to. One

brother was in jail and the other was in military service. His former companions
were either married, in military service, or incarcerated. He recalls needing some-
\
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eeen more than he needed a job. He rented a room and spent
as ng drunk. Then he 'managed to get a jeb at a gas,

alSeek, at $1.65 an hour
agest occurred about two months after leaving Preston.

in.a- while drunk, he wan let offIfyitawith
later, he wart" enit

ingeltarierina served 40 dayein the county jail. Afterwards,
to a bar to drink. He beeame ai

later moved in with her
his

and the woman lived on her welfare check. She Marine
were Menial. They were very poor. Much of what money they

alcohol. Arguments became constant, and he would o alOtle to

taiga money fir his family in any way henoukt-
°Us atchfor people to leave their homes, and

m. He e stolen goods with a friend, from his earlier Years:
was unaware o it-f his crimes; he told her he was working at dry cleaner.- Ken
coMi ru' -ttedap ) : tely 20 of these burglaries over a period of lizMiniths.

one iiesiole a handgun. Hootowed it to e
And they usecit the next night to rob a grocery storiG date
robberies beforeiand reassured Ken that it. would be an ,easy job. :could never
have donejt atone," he said. "I was scared all day and spent the: ime drunk,;
as the-other guy did.". During the robbery Ken geld the _gin and said nothing._
Despite the lack of plannini, the robbery went smoothly, and split about $65
in. loot. 1The next weekend the two decided to rOb a chicken take-out place at closing
time Ken prepared himself by drinking a lot and takingsome drugs. Seyeral more
robberies 'followed, bUt limply one victim tripped an alarm bell Ken tried run
away, but he was so drunk that he kept'stumbling and falling, and he was _easily
caught by police responding to the alarm: He was ,contricted and sentenced to.
prison.

1

Ken recalled that his first adult prison term was not a bad experience. "All the
guys from Preston were there. My wife visited me all the time andwe wrote letters.
After a while, I got into an alcoholic treatment group. Irdidn't really help, but .I_
had been told by the guys that if I acted bad when I first got in end then looked
like I was straightening out, the prison people would thipk I was rehabilitated and
release me On the first parole date. So that's what I did and I was out in only two
years."

Adult Years. Ken's life, after release in many ways repeats the pattern estab-
lished earlier. .

When I got out, I thought things were going to be okay because of my old
lady. She had changed a lot during those two years. I figured she had been
seeing other guys, but it didn't really bother me,. I just thought she Would
stop when I got out. I really didn't want to get into any' more trouble. I knew
that if I could stay away from booze, I'd be okay. I hadnever done anything
bad except when I was drunk. I got a job in a shoe repair shop, butiMuldn't
stand the smell. One day I went home early feeling sick, and I foundmy wife
making it with another guy. I slapped her 'ound some, and left reeling
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Kea was releaged from his second aduli. prison term in 1974, when heiyas about
About a month later he was arrested for robbery and kidnapping :intent

lattAotyet, looked for &job because he wante49.404 ) fie

good rime for: a while.. He had gone back-fo his va4f04114 ' '!' 4.,"

all right for a few weeks and then the oldest boy, about 15, was arrested Ono
'charge. Ken says-tliat this upset him badly, forhe did not want to see the boy turn
out the way he-did. When the boy came home, Ken had.= argument with him, hit
him, and left the house. He went to a bar and proceeded tg get drunk with a friend.
After the bar cloieds the two were sitting in an alleyswhbn a young black couple
passed. Ken grabbed the girl, his friend held the man, and they forced them to
return to their caand drive out of town. There, Ken and his friend beat and robbed
the: couple. They drove off in the couple's car, but. Ken was so drunk that, he soon
crashed into a freeway divider. The police fciiind him uncoltsCiOus behind the wheel;
his friend had fled. Ken was arrested, identified, and cowrie:fed of firsklegree
robbery. The charges of kidnapping and being armed (with length of steel pipe

*picked up in the alley) were dropped in the course of plea negotiations. He is
currently serving e tern of five years to life. .

Ken's presentence investigation report diagnosed hurl as an inadequate person-
ality with acute dependence on alcohol. It recommended that-he be committed to
a mental institution for treatment The sentencing judge decided otherwise, and his
view of Ken was placed in. the record:

This defendant should be incarcerated for life or witif his physical strength
has declined materially through aging. He is a man who has been sh9wn.
to be aggrijeisive and violent toward his victims.. His nssankrteness is
prompted by the use of alcohol which he is deeply addictedfHe attempts
to deny his feelings of inadequacy by his aggressive behavior..

In the past, when refrainipg from the use of alcohol, he has responded
well to supervision and controls in an institutional setting, but hehas

-usually failed to avail himself of available programs to upgrade himself. It
is highly.doubtful that rehabilitation is a practical objective for him.
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Inteniive Intermittent

J
Characteristic: (N,0116)1 (N ai.83)-

Vomm#ted seriotft crime before Sie Of 1.3 44 i 21
Was an habitual tiruant ,' , 44 %. 27

Was incarcerated before the age of 18 50 73

The last finding,is consistent with other indications that the intensive offenders
were able to avoid crime sanctions better than were the intermittent offenders.

Criminal Sophistication

crimt-Planning Sophistication. The ariInetic mean gin offender's
phistication scares for the several:career periodi in which he committed property

.0 crimes was used as a measure of his careerlong planninesophisticatimi Table 67
compares these mean career scores for the two offender types. Despite the overall
weakness in crime-planning sophistication griming our sample, the intensive offend-
ekshow significantly greater sophistibation than the intermittent offenders (as
indicated by the difference in the means).

Ilse of Crime Partners. As pointed out in Sec. V, apreference for operating
alonesuggests greater criminalsophistication. Table 68displays,.by career periciil,
how the two typps differed in frequency of not using a crime partner. The substan-
tial difference in the juvenile period indicates that the intensives adopted a solitary
approach to committing crimesthe predominant adult modeat an earlier age
than did the intermittents.

s Fear of Arrest. We might expect intensive and intermittent offenders to differ
in their fear, of arrest: Table 69 shows the proportions in each type/that were
concerned about arrest in varying degrees before each of the three landmark
offenses'. Except in the juvenile period, where the intensive type appears less con-
cerned about arrest than the intermittent type, these data do not clearly indicate
a strong difference between the offender types in. this respect.
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Table 68 .

*PROPORTION -COMMITTING CRIMIShALONE, BY OFFENDER TYPE

(%).

Juvenile Yeamg-Adtdt
Period Period

Intensive
Internattfizt

.60'

r
Table 69

Ikesa OF ARREST RELATED TO OfFENDER TYPE

(%)

Juvenile . Young Adult . Adult
Period Period Period

(N 41)- (N 4 (N 42)
Inten- Inter-

. Degree of Concern. sive niittent
Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Little concerned

, Not .coneertmd

Inten- Inter- Ititen- "Inter-
give ,initte sive mittent

23 13 7 21 18
7 12 25 21 32

_ 20 27 2k 36 7 .11
73 38 377, 32. 50 ,39

Monetary Gain. Earlier we hypothesized that monetary gain reflects deliber-
adon in the choice of targets and that such deliberation is a sign of criminal
sophisdcation. As,hu.rgiary appears to be a selective type of crime, we chose to
diiplay the differences in monetary gain between the intensive and the intermittent
types for the respondentsfiko reported committing burglaries in each career Pe-
riod (see Table70). - ;

Stronplistinctions are seen between the two offender types, not...on the
dmount of monetary gain big also, in the extent of burglary activit y in
the julienne period. 133-
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Prosecutorial 'I'rettment

Asa measure, for a:whining the asmiation
itentdichotom,y; weintensive/mternu

1***prsisecutai filed priors in the proceedings aofclearibe
Table 71 displays thl data. Here we
types in tfie toroseatftr's threatening to file priors, 112

them. s

Table 71

PROSECUTORS'' USE OF PRIORS RELATED TO OFFENDER TYPE

(%)

Use of Priors

Intensivew. Intermittent
Type Type,

(N 16) (N 33)

Prosecutor threatened to file priors 75- 48

, Prosecutor formally charged priors 44 39
Priors were:

Dropped in plea bargaining 57 31
Not considered in sentencing 15
Used to increase sentence ., 43 46
Don't know 08

Drugs and Alcohol Involveme

According to the classes deflnedih Seca VI, Table 72 displays the drugs/alcohol
involvement of the two offender types, compared with the Mtn* mean. The data
show that interviewees involved only with alcohol were far more likely to be the
intermittent type. Otherwise, about the .same percentage of both types had some
involvement with drugs or alcohol or both-62 (intinsives) =andji(intermittents).

-r
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I Imam We noted in Sec: VI that peer
1. in instill' ailing and ihaping criminal activity. The

it pe directed enmitlal eigvitY was
than in the Ewe we are

offender typet(sesirabteVY.ire Veciftinderswere preponderantly self-directed throughout their cafiers,
-while the intermittent offenders shifted considerably in progressingfrem jpvenfteeto adults.

'able 73
_2 t.

'Self Versus Peer-Directed Behavior Related to Offender Type
(%)

Juvenile Yoting Adult Adult
Period Period Period- (N a. 42). (N 48) r(N

Printery Influence ^ Inter- Inten- Inter- Inten-' Lter-on Behavior sive mittent sive mittent Sive mittent
Pie 67` 48 75 83 79 9333 48 26 17 21 7Don't know. ° 4

,-

Employment 'Perftirmance. Applying the .criterion of "better employment'?(see Sec. VI); we -found that in the sample of 49 intervie*ees, 7 were better em-
ployed in the juvenile period; la in the young adult periOd,,and 20 in the, adult:

these 40 career periods of better employment related to offender type,
we an association thatis not highly significant but consistent. with expects-ti were many more.better-employed among the intermittent than aniong
the Intensive offenders. .
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Violence:towar Victims. Table74 summarizes the interviewees' responses
about injuring victims by offender type. These results suggest that the inten-
sive offenders had a slightly greater iriclination to igiure their victims. It could be
argued, &course, that the underlying inclination rniff not be different between the
two types, because the intensive type simply created more opportunities for injur-
ing victims by committing crimes more often.. \

To sharpen the distinctiOns, we incorporated the responses of interviewees who
had not injured their victims about theirWillingness injure ,if necessary to
complete the crime. We found that 50 percerkof the in sive .offeliders and 18

, ,

percent of the intermittent 'offenders either injured 'a victim sly or said that,
in at leatit two of their career periods, they woulthilave injured a victi iehacl
been necessary to complete the crime. This finding Counters' the freq tly ex
pressed view that the more: experienced an offender is the more controlled he is in
committing a crime and4e less likely he is to injure his victim.

Table 74\
INJURY OF-CRIME VICTIALRELATED TO OFFENDER TYPE

(%)

Juvenile Young Adult Adult
Period Period Period

Inten-,. Inter- Inten- Inter- Inten-
Degree of InjUry sive mittent sive mittent - sive mittent

Serious 25 6 25 6 12.5 6
Slight 22.5 9

Violence in Peraonal e. As a measure of the offenders' use of violence in
their personal lives, we us the number of fights the interviewees reported engag-
ing in. Table 75 shows tt median number of fights by offender type., These data
are a further indication of the more prominent role of violence in'the lives of the
intensive type, even though both types appear to have matured out of personal
violence.

Table 75

MEDIAN NUMBER OF PERSONAL FIGHTS RELATED TO
OFFENDER TYPE

Juvenile Young Adult Adua
Period Period Period

Intensive type 6 2.6
Intermittent type 3 1 0
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Distinctions between the offender types in self-reported explanations tor crimi-
nal activity are shown in Table 76. Only a few substantial differences are revealed
in the earlier career periods:

In the juvenile career period, the intensive' type was less prompted tp
crime than the intermittent type for thrills, attention, and status and more
prompted- by a desire for money for rent, for self-support, and for high
living.
In. the young aduleperidd the intensive type, compared with the intermit-
tent type, used the. money gained from crime.more for drugs, alcohol, and
family support and less for rent and self-support; was less influencedby
los4 of employment and more inikr4nced by friehds; and.tended to spend
cila drugs and drinking rather than on self-support.

Table 76:

EXPLANATIONS FO-ICCRIMINtl, ACTIVITY RELATED TO OFFENDER TYPE

( %

Response 4 .

Juvenile
Period

Intensive

r YoUng Adult
Period .

Adult
Period'

Intermittent Intensive Intermittent Intensive Intermittenet.

Main Reason for Crimes

Hostility, revenge '
Thtills, attention, status
Money for drugs, alcohol

' Money for *omen
Money for rent, self-support
Moneifor family support
No other alternative
Peer influence
Don't know
NA response

19
1,9

1$\ .

31
.

. ,

13

6

3
39
6
3
9

21

18

13 6 ,,,.., 13
_,_ 6

.38 21 19
6 9 12

1 '12 ' 30 19
25, 3 12

e-0 6
.

15
, 6 15 ° 13

.. Cdntributing Factors

Marital or family difficulties 50 9 25 24 13
Loss of employment r 6 3 , 24' 6
Heavy debts 13 3 19
Influenceof friends 50 39 38 15 19 ,.

Gang activities 25 24
Under the influence of alcohol

or drugs while committing crimes 13 15 ' 19 27 -31
Not applicable 3 3 6
Other , 6 3 44 6 , 31.

Use Of Monetay Gain from Crimes

High living 33 38 30 ° 38
Self-support 13 6 6 18
Family support 3 P, 13 6 25
Drugs, drinking 12 _ 38 24 19
Gambling, debts 6 .3

Other 13 6 6 3 6

NOTE: N = 16 (intensive type)`and 33 (intermittent type).

6
6

27
3

18
6
3

12
18

18
18

6
15

27
3
9

24,

27
9

21
3 -



We now turn from the interview response data to the data from official records,
to examine arrestrccinviction, and, incarceration rates agrgated by offender type
(see Table 77).

/--

a.

Table 77

ARREST, CONVICTION, AND INCARCERATION.RATES RELATED TO

OFFENDER TYPE ,

Intensive Intermittent Entire
Type Type Sample

(N 14)8 (N 33) (N 47)a

Average number of arresta per
interviewee (all offense types) 12.4 .11.4 12.3

Proportion of arrests for non-
drug offenses 150% f 67% 61%

Conviction rate for'nondrug .0 .p

arrests 0.64 0.71 0.68
Incarceration rate for icondrug

arrests 0.49 0.60 0,57

aRap sheets could not be obtained for twointerviewees.
I s.

Tbeintensive offenders were thus arrested more frequently than the intermit-
tent offenders. The modeitly higher incarceration rate for the intermittent offend-
ers appears to.$e inconsistent with their lower level of criminal activity. To clarify.
the picture, we cdmpared* this rate between the two offender types by period (see
Table 78).

Table 78

INCARCERATION RATE RELATED TO OFFENDER TYPE

Juvenile . Young Adult Adult
Period Period Period

Intensive type 0.25. 0.39 0,71
Intermittent type 0.45. 0.66 0.71

The differe ce in incarceration rate between the two types is more marked
earlier-in their reers. Why would the criminal justice system have this selective.
effect, Parti arty at an early age? The answer depends on one's assumptions
about the relationship, between incarceration and later criminal activity. If later
Prime rates are thought to be unaffected by the frequency and length of earlier

-incarceration, it appears that the system was selectively treating the less risky
-offenders more harshly. If, on the other hand, incarceration is thought to reduce

! later criminality (a hYpothesis that.other studies have not substantiated), the lower
offense rates of the intermittints could be attributed to their more frequent incarc-
eration at an earlier age.



proportion of self-reported crimps that resulted in arrest (see'Table 79). The juve-
nile period is excluded because of the known underreporting of juvenile, arrests on
rap sheets (see Appendix C). The differenceh betiveen the two offender types- are
substantial and all the more striking in view of the higher conviction and incarcera-

,
tion rates for tie intermittent type shown in Table 78.

a s

Table 79

PROBABILITY OF ARREST IN YOUNG ADULT AND ADULT

"' PERIODS RELATED TO OFFENDER TYPE

Intensive Intenrijttent
Type , Type

All nondrug offenses 0.04 0.21
Burglaries only, 0.04 0.21
Robberies only 0.07 0.37

IMPLICATIONS
4/

The intensive/intermittent distinction between habitual offender .type-appears
to have /considerable policy significance. The intensives, pursued their criminal
activity with much more persistence and skill than did the interrnittents, and they
committed far more crimes.. Yet they incurred the formal sanctions of the system
(arrest, conviction, and incarceration) less frequently than did the intermittents.
The intermittent offenders were-five times more likely to.be arrested for any one
crime than the intensives. And, once arrested, they were more likely to be convicted
or incarcerated.

In controlling crime, the intensives are the offenders that sentencing and in-
carceration policies-shOuld try to reach. Current policies are unRolective. It remains
to be seen whether the intensive offender can be more clearly identified from official
records and whether a more appropriate treatment can lielievised. At this time we
canvnly point out the danger of relyingon a simpledistinction of habitual offenders
based solely on prior convictions. It glosses over significant differences between the
intermittent offender, who appears to pose no more risk to the public than other
types of offenders, and the intensive offender, who clearly poses a much greater
threat.



This study' has systematically eximined the careendevelopment of a group of
offendersabout whom there is particular concern in public policyhabitual felons.
Resolution of current debate ut the crime- reducing potential of incarcerating
a greater percentage of su persons fOr longer terms hinges on estimates of the
amount of crime they ac ally commit and their probability of arrest and convic-
tion: This study provides just such estimates, for a sample of 49_ felons, by crime

_type and period in the criminal career, based on the offenders' own reports.
As to the other policy avenues for dealing with criminalsrehabilitation; deter-

rence, and preventioneven though our sample is talisman and select to permit
generalizingo the wider criminal populAionthis report provides new insight
into why a group of serious habitual offenders remained undeterred and ',un-
rehabilitated after repeated incarceration and pfirticipation in a variety of treat-. ..:

ment programs.
In thii study, we sought to illuminate the birth and growth of serious criminal

careers in the hope of identifying vulnerable times when appropriate interventions
by the criminal justice system might best have reduced the offenders' threat to the
community. Initially, we were optimistic that duch points could be identified, for
earlier research hid suggested that habitual offenders tend to follow a common
maturation process. We expected the interview data to reveal Systerflatic develop-
ment patterns in which juvenile offenderspeer-influenced, gangrelated, and
spontaneouswere transformed into adult professional criminals. Moreover, we

, expected them as adult prOfessionals to pursue crime as a preferred occupation,
continually developing their skills, increasing their profits, and. becoming. r@ore
specialized. It is now clear. that this is too simplistic a notion of sustained criminal
activity and criminal career development. The reality is much more complex and
diverse than we imagined. Although some of our empirical findings were consistent
with the traditional images, overt& even in an offender sample as small and select
as this, the dominant findin waliffersity,-both in the offenders' personalities and
in their conduct. Thus, a conclusion of this study is that many of the traditional
assumption's about the k velopment of habitual offenders need to be reconsidered
and restudied.

This section briefly reviews the most important study findings with regard to
the nature and 'criminal activity of this sample: Then it turns to the implications
of the-findings for policies of rehabilitation, deterrence, crime prevention, and

- incapacitation. The litter discussion is too preliminary to be regarded as a proposal
-P for' changes in current policies; our observations should be subitantiated by further

study of habitual offenders. Nevertheless, these conclusions should enable policy-
-makers to expand their perspective on habitual felons.

e
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Early Criiiinal Activity.

Serious criminal involvement began at 13 or 14 years of age for the majority
of the (temple, and their'first recorded arrest occurred on the average at the age
of 15. Only seven reported that they committed no serious crime as a juvenile.
Thirty-two of the 42 juvenile offenders had been confined in a correctional facility
before the age of 18. Taking the date of the first recorded arrest as the beginning
of axiiminal career, we calculated that the sample-had been involved in crime an
average of about 20 years, of which about half had been spent in jail or prison.

A great majority attributed their early criminal involvement to peer-group
influences. Although broken homes, lower econorhic status, and sibling criminal
records Wee icharacteristic ormany n'the sample, they were not overwhelmingly
so; nor didsuch factors explain differences in later criminal behavior.

Following a conventional pattern, these offenders progresSed from preclomi-
nantljr autcrtheft and burglary in the juvenile period to a greater proportion 'of
robberies and forgeries in the adult years. The majority said they had switched to
robbery because it required little preparation and few tools, was easy to do, seldom
required hurting anyone, and Offered unlimited potential targets. Also, robbery
could be committed alone, eliminating the risk of being implicated by a partner. The
offenders saw "take" as the primary influencin'g factor in deciding whether or not
to commit d certain crime, the risks invOlvedbeing secondary.

Rate and Types of Crimes

According to their own statements, this sample of offenders had committed
many serious crimesover 10,000 of the nine offense types considered. The aver-...
age number was 20 per offender per year of street time. The offense rate varied,
considerably by crime class. The average number of violent crimes (rape, assault,
robbery, purse snatching) committed per year Of street time was 1.8; safety crimes
(violent crimes plus burglary), 5.9; and nondrug crimes (safety crimes plus .kuto
theft, grand theft, and forgery), 11.9.

The level of criminal activity was not constant but declined with age. The
number of self-reported offenses committed per ,month of street time noticeably
declined as the sample grew older. Specifically,.the juvenile period average of 3.2
serious crimes per month of street time decreased to 1.5 in the young adult perfod
and to 0.6 in the adult period. Declining offense rates were also shown in each crime
class except violent crimes, which is dominated by robbery. The latter anomaly
probably owes to the sample selection criterion that the current incarceration be
for a robbery conviction. Previous studies of criminal behavior, based on official
records, have found that participation in crime declines with age. A unique contri-
bution of this study is the finding that the level of criminal activity diminishes even
among those who remain active in crime..

Though the level declined, there was a certain steadinessabout this sample's
crime. Asked hovit,much time passed after their release fromncarceration befoie
they started committing crimes again, the respondents indicated a median time of
4-5 months after the juvenile landmark incarceration and 2-3 months after the
young adult. Slightly over half of the sample said they lied serious intentions of not
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of crime could not have been deterred. For those who believed it could have been
deterred, certainly of a#prehension Auld have been the, most influential' factor,

Few of the offenses committed were followed by arrest. Only 3 percent of the
juvenile nonftug crimes culminated.in arrest. Drug-Selling offenses are excluded
because a large number were committed with no resulting arrests. The percentage
of crimes resulting in arrest increased to 6 in the young adult period, 20 in the adult
period. The rising arrest rate is partly explained by the increasing incidence of
crimes against persons, which are solved more often than property crimes. How-
ever, the arrest rate for burglary, a property crime, also rose from 8 percent in the
young adultperiod to 29 percent in the adult period. The percentage of convictions
among arrestsjor any type of offense increased from 54 in the juvenile period to
78 in the,aault period. Thus, while offense rates decreased markedly over time, the
probabilities of arrest, conviction, and incarceration per qffense all tended to in-
crease.

The sample generally pursued crime opportunistically, appearing to prefer
diversity to specializatiOn. In any several-month period these offenders typically
committed crimes of various types. Whatever modus operandi or selectivity of
targets an offender developed (e.g., small stores with women proprietors) was
usually 'a continuation of his most recent experience rather than the result of
careful strategy.

Criminal Sophistication

The majority of the crimes committed by the sample were simple or even crude
in execution. Only a small minority seemed to use caremuch less sophistication
in planning and carrying out their crimes. For the typical offender, pre-crime
planning was limited to visiting the location before the crime and, less often,
staking out the target. Such' measures as wearing a disguise, developing a new
identity, and obtainin a special car were uncommon. The offenders who were the
most sophisticated tended to develop sophistication at an early age; it :was not
necessarily, the product of a long career in crime. MOst of the sample remained
geographiCally limited throughout their careers. Only a few ever ranged outside av
single state. Few had acquired special techniques for avoiding arrest. The experi-
ence of these offenders counters the notion that hardened criminals manipulate
criminal justicellrocesses by retaining expensive private counsel, by gaining exces-

c sive continuances of their criminal proceedings, by intimidating witnesses, and sc
an. <k

The assumption that habitual offenders develop networks of persons to asoNIst
them in °crime appears misplaced. These offenders tended to work alone more

-frequently as their careers. developed. In fact, the more sophisticated the offender,
the more likely he was to work alone, being unwilling to share the profits or risk
betrayal.

Contraty to the: expectation that an offender's illicit profits would grow with`Ris

experience, these offenders, wren in the later phases oftheir careers, averaged only
a few thousand dollars per year. Few were well rewarded for their criminal acts.

_
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The literature suggests that as an offeider's career progresses and he becomes
increasingly involved in a criminal subculture, he loses interest and capability in
legitimate employment. That hypothesis was not borne out by our sample as a
whole. In their most 'recent career period, nearly half were combining a full -time
or nearly full-time job with their criminal pursuits. On the other hand, the generally
poor employment performance of our sample accords with the findings of earlier
studies. Our data give scant support to the notion that loss of employment triggers
a spate .of crime; less than 15 percent of the sample said it did. The "better-em-
ployed" offenders committed fewer crimes against persons than the rest of the
sample. They did not, however, have fewer crime-free intervals.

Violence
0

Though these offenders committed a higher rate ofcritnes against persons later
in their careers, the proportion who actually injured their .victimsAeclined over
time On the other hand, the offenders' statements abo their willingness to injure
a victim indicated no lessening of the risk to victims as the nders became older
and more experienced. The offenders who were more prone to *olence in their
personal lives were also more likely to have injured their victims. e incidence
of violence in personal life decreased with age.

Role of Drugs and Alcohol

Although our data do not suffice to establish causal linkages, drugs and alcohol
clearly played a prominent role in a majority of these criminal careers.By official
records, about h4lf of the respondents had a history of drug involvement; by their
own statements, about two-thirds had been heavy users odrugs or *din] or both.
During the adult periods, fully 60 percent were under the influence of alcohol or
drugs when committing crimes; and the desire for money tabuy drugs and alcohol
was the single most frequently cited reason for' committing Crimes (cited by about
one-thirdiof the sample).

As for associations between drugs anti alcohol involvement and other offe er
characteristcs, we found that the offenders involved with alcohol alonecompa ed
with thos&involved with drugs alone, both drugs and alcohol, or neithercommit-
ted crimes less ofte but were more likely to be arrested. The offenders involved
with both drugs and.alcohol hadthe highest offense rates.

Prison and Postrelease Experience

Only about,, quarterof the sample said that they had had trouble adjusting
_to kisorflife. When they were juveniles the trouble arose primarily from problems
of getting along With other inmates.. With age and more frequent incarceratlim, the
main source of difficulty was not other inmates but the offender's own feelingsfor
example,qt realization that life is short and a desire to be on the outside, living it.

In each of the three landmark incarcerations, about half the sample said they
had participated in a formal prison rehabilitation programmainly vocational
training, education, or group counseling. Onlyea small minority had taken part in
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nearly 90 percent in the adult prod. Vocational training was the program most
favored.

Intensive and Interrnitteni Offender Types

Despite the diversity in this sample, two broad typesthe intensive and the
intermittentemerged from the' ata. The iytensive type, consisting of about one-
third of the sample, was more continuously engaged in crime, morgcommitted to
a criminal lifestyle, and more careful about avoiding arrest than the intermittent
type, consisting of two-thirds of the sample. Most striking, the average intensive
Offender committed about ten times as many crimes as the intermittent offender,
yet was five times less likely to be arrested for any one crime. Once arrested, the
intensive offender was also less likely to be convicted and incarcerated,

Other differences that cross-tabulation revealed were that. the intensives were
more self-directed earlyin their careers, obtained Significantly mire money' per
crime, and were more likely .to have spent the money On drugs and alcohol than
were intermittents. Respondents involved with alcohol alone were far more likely
to be intermittents than intensives.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Th%.064raphs'below add ss the'iMplations of the preceding findings for
policies onvhabilitation,.inte d to. modify 'behavior from inlawful to lawful;
deterrence, intended to'alter the Offender's perceived balance of.the gains and costs
OT crime so that he desists; prevention, intended to forestall crime by making its
targeedifficult to reach and unattractive; and incapacilatiOn, intended to remove

_criminal offenders from: the community, through incarceration:
The implicationsoutlined in the paragraphs' below are too prelinilry to be -

regarded as proposals for changes in current criminal justice policy, but it is hoped
that they will contribute usefully to policy deliberations..

Rehabilitation

Our sample was by selection a group of perscIns who hit consistently adhered
to a criminal lifestyle" despite repeated exposure to rehabilitation programs.
Though the effectiveness of rehabilitation efforts was not a foals of this study, .

judging from the offenders' ova statements the rehabilitation programs in which
they participated did not provide a strong inducement fbr them to end 'their crimi-
nal careers. Most of the samplfadw their crimes as freely. Chosen, preferred acts
or as responses to special circuinstances, usually arising from a personal relation-
ship. Those who recognized their need for help were thinking mainly of job train-
ing. Even so, they did not necessarily believe that vocational training would over-
come their tendency to continue in crime; fully half either were unsure about or
had no intention of leaving crime.

Correctional authorities view job fronting as a s f rehabilitating those
who commit crimes because they cannot earn an adequate income legitimately. In
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of these offenders, the better employed tended to commit less serious crimes. We
are thus led to believe that voluntary programs of job training are a constructive
means of reducing the criminal toll of habitual offenders.

The low participation of. these offenders in drug and 'alcohol rehabilitation
programs; coupled with the prominent role of these substances in the respondents'
crimes, suggests that. drug and alcohol treatment programs could significantly
*eff6ce crime ifothey genuinely helped offenders eliminate their dependency.

, , ,,

Deterrence .-
,

..! Because of the growing evidence that efforts to rehabilitate criminals have,
fallen'far sh9,rt of expectations, many authorities now advocate cowentrating less
on improving the offender and more on improving the criminal jubtice.System.
Programs designed tospeed and streamline the prosecution of criminals are finding
widespread support. . I o I

Deterrence theory rests on the idea that potential offenders are ratio 1 per-
sons who take into account the costs and gains of alternative courses of a ion.
Should the costs of crime efficiently increase or the benefits sufficiently decrea
potentialffenders are lik ly to decide that the former outweigh the latter and are.

'thereby likely to be deterred from criminal acts. The costs of crime can be Magnified
by increasing the probability of bang apprehended and by increasing the amount
and certainty of punishment after apprehension. Deterrence theory' holds that
potential offenders will be(-mnrcs

arrested,
y.rred whilktheymeerve ti.;, they are more44,

likely to be arrested, convicteu a:1 imprisoned for a crime.
Our sample did not fit the model of rational criminality described above. The

majority said that they were unconcerned about the possibility of apprehension,
though some attributed,their indifference to the clouding of their thinking by drugs
and 'alcohol. More to the point, over half the sample asserted that nothing could
have deterred their return to crime after release from their landmark incarcera-
tions. For those who said they could have been deterred, the certainty of apprehen-
sion would have influenced them more than other factors, such as the possibility

(
of a longer prison sentence'or stricter parole supervision. This perhaps reflects their

,,--
awareness of a fairly high probability of conviction and incarceration once arrested.

The data give no reason to believe that the length of a prison term 'affects
deterrence. Those who served longer sentences did noehave longer periods of street. .-
time after release.until the,next incarceration.

Prevention

Target hardeningmaking crime targets more diffiCelt to reachwas of dubi-
ous effectiveness in previenting this sample's crime. Theoffenders simply switched
to a more accessible target. For example, some interviewees responded that if they
were frustrated in committing a store burglary by an effective security system, they'

would immediately substitute a street robbery. We believe that future studies of
the costs and benefits of target hardening should consider the likelihood of a shift
to personal crimes if property targets are hardened:
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convictions, and incarcerations is an indication of the inability of previous rehabili-
tation, deterrence, and prevention efforts to curtail their criminal behavior. The
primary alternative for counteracting suctioffenders is a greater reliance on in-
capacitation, Incapacitation policies are intended to assure the conviction and pro-
longed incarceration of serious habitual offenders, once arrested. The rationale is
obvious: Offenders cannot commit crimes against the'community while in prison,
and they are not likely to be able to make up for lost time after release if the
probability of reincarceration is high. But, an incapacitation policy is'both, unfair
and highly costly if an undue number of inappropriate offenders are given long
prison terms.(Thlts, the effectiveness of this approach rests largely otl the ability
of the ,criminal juStice sYstem to distinguish among Offenders and identify those
most deserving of lengthy imprisonment.

Although the length and, seriousness of a defendant's prior. record :give an
indication of his propensity toward fliture serious crime,'the predictive value Of this
inforMation by itself is weak. That is partly because of the poor correlation between
offenders' actual behavior and their arrest records. A meager arrest record may
disguise a dangerous criminal, even though a long arrest record usually signifies
extensive criminal activity. Our data emphasize that arrest records do not suffice
in distinguishing among the more serious and the less serious habitual oftenders.
When we compared the rap sheets of the intensives as a whole with those of the
intermittents as a whole, no significant differences emerged between the types--not.
onlyln arrests but also in convictions and incarcerations. Yet, by their interview
responses, we know that the.intensives, less than one-third of the sample, had
committed a disproportionately large number of the offenses reported. It is thus
crucial to identify, the intensive offenders by some 'means in addition to their
criminal records. And if an objective of sentencing is to prevent future crime by
incapacitating high-risk offenders, our data suggest that it is counterptoductive to
concentrate on older habitual offenders. The greatest effect in crimes prevented
would.come from imprisoning the younger, more active offenders, since individual
offense rates appear to decline substantially with age.

What might the additional means of identification be? One would. be to make
better use of the crime-clearace information police obtain in following up an
arrest. With a suspectin custody, police investigators are often able to "clear," or
solve, previous crimes by linking them to the suspect through confession, similarity
of MO, fingerprint matches, and the like. A majority of the intensives in our sample
repotted that their arrests led to the clearance of some of their other crime's. In one
extreme case, twenty robberies were cleared by the arrest of e offender.

In current practice, much of this information is ignored except to close police
files. When the police transfer charges to the prosecutor's office for the filing of a
formal complaint, they include only the countion which tkre is enough evidence'
to establish legal guilt. And after finding such evidence on ne or two. counts, the
police tend to discontinue investigating' the other cleared crimes. That is because4

'they expect any charges beyond the strongest one or two to be dropped in return
for a guilty plea. Even if they are'not dropped, mjiltipie convictions often do not .

increase the sentence. A more systematic attempt to investigate and legally prove
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suspect's record of juvenile arrests and institutional commitments. Juveiiile'
records are considered sensitive information, and their use is highly restricted by
iaw. However, given their potential value in iflentifying the more sericos habitual
offenders, it appears that they should be made Oiire accessible to prosecutors and
used 'in sentencing decisions..

The preliminary evidence from this study suggests that incapacitation, by im-
prisonment, maybe the most direct alternative for reducing the societal toll at the

,*-hands of habitual offenders, provided that the niest serious of them can be iden-
tified. before their criminality hasdeclined. If lme is to be reduced' through in-
capacitation policies, the following procedural changes should be considered:

Police and presentence investigators should provide prosecutors and
judges with more thorough informationincluding multiple crime-clear7
ance and juvenile offense dataCotelp identify the intensive offenders for
whom incapacitation may be justified.
Extended priion sentences should be imposed on Offenders whose prior
record and current charges reflect serious and sustained criminal activity.
These sentences should be imposed at the earliest time such offenders
have been identified with reasonable confidence.

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH-,,,el

Though this:study has revealed much about a particular group of criminals, it
represents just a beginning iii the endeavor to understand the careers of serious

'habitual offenders. The authors are are puriuing the effort begun here. The meth-
odology for obtaining information on offense rates, motivation, and selection of
crirde type and target will be refined and improved. Methods of cross-checking data
for validity will be incorporated. Offenders' utilities and values may be probed more
deeply, perhaps by. using the techniques of consume % choice Enid utility or risk-
preference analysis. Different samples of offenders will be drawn, such as burglars
or juvenile" felons, to examine different crime types or ,periods of career develop-
ment. Supplemental information may be obtained &Om family members, acquaint-
ances, or caseworkers.

The research will be costly and will pose problems of data privacy, informed
consent, and response bias. However, the crime problem in our cities remains
sbstantial. Street crimesexact.an unbearable to on the poor, the elderly:and the
small business proprietcfr. If we want to know more about the group of offenders
who are primarily responsible for these crimes, the effort must be continued.
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This appendix presents tke instrument by which the 49 respondents in our
sample were interviewed abcitit their criminal careers.
/ Each interview' was conducted in three .sections corresponding. to the three
career periods defined in this study:

Juvenile periodfroM the first self-reported offense throiugh the first juve-
nile incarceration, or, if no juvenile 'incarceration, until age 18.
Young adult periodfrom release after the first juvenile the first adult
of the Rand interview in the current incarceration.
Adult period7from release after the first adult incarceration: to the time of
the Rand interview in the current incarceration.

Questions 800-8092ted Only in reference to thejUyenile period; questions
.1101-1311 were ropes times in reference to the juvenile, young adult, and
adult periods; and questions 40004006 were asked only about the adult period. The
term "landmark" refers to an offense, arrest, conviction, or incarceration that
delimits a career period. Unless stated otherwise, all questiona,refer to the six
months before incarceration, the period of incarceration, and the three months
after release. The interviewers were instructed to read only the,responses printed
in lowercaseietters but to code answers corresponding to the iteponses printed in
all-capital letters.

NAME

IDENTIFIER I L t I 1-3/

OFFENSE 11 171 8-10/

INTERVIEWER

DATE `ADMITTED

CACTI)701 475/

ADM TYPE 1' 1 15/ 1ST ADM YEAR I I. 16-17/ YR. BIRTH I 1 1
18-1 9/

20. ETHNIC GROUP n. 20/
21. MENTAL STATUS

22. EDUCATION LEVEL
22/I-I 23. NARC HIST

El26. PRIOR COMM.. SERVED El 25/24/

El 26/ 28. # JUVENILE COMM.

25. AGG. ,SENTENCE

27. 0 PRIOR COMM.

21 /

23/

CDC 0

123 148

27/

28-33/



80; During this period were your parents:

8Q1.

married,

not married, ore t

1

2

divorced?, 3

SEPARATED 4

WIDOWED 5

BOTH DECEASED 6

DON'T KNOW 7'

Would you describe tour parents' financial status at that time as:

upper,

middle, or 2

' lower? 4 ; 3

Was your mother or'father e convicted df a felony?

YES

NO 2

DON'T KNDW 3

35/

36/

1 37/

'803- Were any of yor brother4 or sisters ever convicted of.an adalt felony?

NA 1 Iv

YE5 r , 2*

NO

DON'T KNOW

804 During this time, were any. of your family members incarcerated?

s

CARD 01

. 4'

14g..

YES I 39/
NO t.... 2

DON'T 'KNOW 3



at age .did you leave /our-parents' home

g08. How was your school-attendancebefore you stoppe&going altogether? We
you:

,

1

a good attender, 1'46/

occasionally abtent, .. . : . 2

habitual truant?., $ 3

offense,. that is, ;0HoW old were you when you committed your first serious
crime for. which you could easily have been arrested?

-7

.2

v,

[End of questions pertaining only to juvenile period.]

4i-48 /
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I
....
0oW;1101-131!

i

41.

..

:
I n tbr oo. Pei150.1

1010,*1:JtouJi4e,IititsixpOnthi-OrtOi.-tO'yoUr landmark incarceration

._.

<c::-RP....°2

. _

. ..

(00f4uVentleperildteforeHa 8 if no juvenile incarceration)? ,--
Ilid4pujiVeT,; (CIRCLE ONE) ---.

With both. ..111

-in a-foster OrtIreOP'heMe, or...i
:,---,..... rs,-1t7.7.,..0t ".- .

iiittia friend?: . 03
.

.

":ALONE.. : ' 04.MILITARY ,
MILITARY

. Q5

TRANSIENT. . ' 06-

ONE PARENT :

RELATIVES :08

SPOUSE,. CHILDREN, OR BOTH , 4r.

2CHILDREN .:10

OTHER

(SPECtrY) : .2.)-1[...

:1102..-HoW Wouldyou character. ethe relation-oil) yoU had with your family?

(CIReLE ONE)
T APPLICABLE 1 -.;1/

.::FAVORABLE

.-UNFAVORABLE 7

NO INTEREST 4

NO CONTACT WITH THEM 5

`:OTHER

(SPECIFY):.

;
egg

1103; 'what was

.

Our usual s
40P.

e of income during'this:time? Were you:

work ng at a job

fm we a ,...(GO TO Q.1108)

using spouse's, relatives' or friends.) income,
(GO TO Q.1108)

involved in illegal activities, or...(GO TO. Q. 108) 4

getting Workmerils tompensatidn, Social Security
and/or Disability?...(GO TO Q:1108)

OTHER...(GO TO Q.1108)

(SPECIFY)

CARD 02

R.



I

-Ono Joei- 01 10-.1.:,
BUSINESS qi -
TRADE 03.

i,, FACTORY 04
,..,4-7,.....,-,-RksTAwoiriemi....

SALES'

P COMSTRUtT1ON. 07

- MILITARY 08

- `- SELF-EMPLOYED..:;.... ...... 09 :-...

OTHER .{ , 10 -

(SPECIFY):

1)06 What percent of the time were you employed at the above Job?

13-15/

per week when'you were woking37-

LESS THAN $50

$51.400

;$101-200

$201-300

MORE THAN $300

dutloOk on life at that Maid? Were you:

hostile, assaultive. 1. 17/
depressed, 2

just getting by, or...... 3

happy, easygoing?
d

4

CARD 02
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itat- ale consider
;11 lee- 100-4Wportantthat things were to''you at that

:Matrineintant, 400Millitunt4"rfati-snMewhat 1140itints

Iciairing-iioitey -to spend-

excit eot add_ kicks 1

dy: job

-intege4Ing or satisfying

,. 1 2 3 4

having good-looking when... 1 2 3 4

lIking YOursilf ' : 1 2 3. Q4
,ont of troublv A-shying

..

,,withwith the-law ' 2 3 4
,

hiving a.gOocittime 1 .2 3 4

SOMEWHAT 7- SeliacHAT' . VERY.- ,

UNIMPORTANT ..IMPOREAtIT -IMPORTANT

.. 4 14/

-.2 . 3 -4 -_44/ :

2 4 !..:11/-
:

2 3 4.,- -22/

2 3 4 23/

1120-- In each of theie things, how iatisfied Were you at. thattinef Were you
113011' very dissatisfied, somewhat. dissatisfied, somewhat- satisfied, : or very -,

'satisfied?
. 4 VERY t SOM T VERY

..- i _ DISSATISFIED DIS ISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED:
_ -. _

money -2- -17 014:,- :02-::':-.- 11740/2

?friends
f

... ' -2
. '01::'.- 02 '. i 11 -22/

:respect
. A

-2 01. 02 33 -34/'

anconnt of excitement
and kick;. 2 4, -1 01 02 3.5-36/

steadiness-of job -2 -1 01 02 37 -3e/

,family -2 -1 01. ; 02. 35-00/

-: type of work -2 -.1 01 02 41-42/

women -2 ' -1 01 : 02 43-44/

yOurself '0,0, -2 -1 01 02 45-16/

ability to stay out of
trouble with the la4, -2 -1 01 02 47-40

having a good time -2
"--

..y.,

01 02 49 -50/-1
,

1131. Diming this total career period, were you involved in serious illegal
activities, that is, crimes for which your have been prosecuted?

YES...(GOTO Q.1132) 1 51/

NO... (SO TO' NEXT CAREER PERIOD) 2.

t.AD 02
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I I 1

129

Aka. I *going:to read:you a Ifitof crimihaLoffenses.- Please tell me whether you.
4141-any ofTtbeseduring.the entire career period, up to your landmark incarceration

to Ape:18 if juvenile period and no juvenile incarceration):

1. AUTO THEFT
11327.

1(6010
CRIME),

Can you-tell.me
how many-times?.

PURSE
2. SNATCHING

YES NO..4000.
(GO TO
NEXT CRIME)

Can you tell me
how many times?

.e;

:

1141--
1146.

N..

824411

1147-
. 1155. Bere'you ever

arrested?

YES - NO....00
I(GO TO.

' NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

v

1156-
1164.

30-31/

Were you ever
convicted?

YES NO....00
(GO
NEXT

TO
CRIME)

ic

How many times?

48-49/

. .

.CARD 02/03

55,57/

What was your
usual take per
job?

MINIM

THEFT
3. OVER $50

YES NO ...00a

NEXT. CRIME)
(GO TO

Can yoU tell-me
how zany times?

6 -9 /-

9

Were you ever
arrested?

YES NO....00
1.(GO TO

NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

32-33/

Were you.eftm
convicted?

YES NO:.. ..00

(CE)X7CRIME)

How many times?

50-51/

58-60/

.

what was your
usual take per
job?

$

. 10-13/,

Were you eve
Arrested?

YES NO. .00

(Go TO
NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

4. BURGLARY

YES. NO:. 000
(GO TO
NEXT CRIME)

.

Can you tell me
how.many times?

24=35/.

Were you 'ever
'convicted?

YES NO....00
(00 TO
NEXT CRIME).

. How many times?

52-53/

What was-your
usual take per
job?

. .

$11111,
14.-17/

Were you_ever
arrested?

:YES NO....00
I (GO TO

NEXT CRIME)

Howmany times?

'36-37/ .

Were you ever
convicted?

YES NO....00

112XTOCRIME)

How many times?

-I

54-55/

4

O

v-



-AGGRAVATED.
.- ASSAULT -..

-

NO..-.000

-1

(GO TO-

--NEXT CRIME).

babe:many times ?

-

I

130g-i

-7. FORGERY /NSF

YES NO...000

TIEXTTOCRIME)

Can you- tell
how many times?

67-69/ a

What was your
usui1-take pe
Jab?

EMI
10-211

Wert-you ever 6-

wetted?

YES NO.-...be
(GO TO-
NEXT CRIME)

Hbw many times?

30-29/

Were you ever
'convicted?

YES NO,.h..00
I(GO TO

NEXT CRIME)

How many. times?

56-57/

1165. :

Oid you use a
weapon?

YES NO:...00.

How many times?

66-67/

I- 1

Were you ever
arrested?

fES, NO:-.004/

%I (:EXT°CRIME)

How many times?

40-41/

--
Were you ever
conVicted?,

YES NO....00

1

(GO TO
NEXT CRIME)

Hot; many times?

58-59/

8. DRUG SALES _ 9,Jatit 1:

YES NO...000
(GO TO '
ilE7tT Q)

Dow um y Vheei?

70-72/

What was your
usual take per
jdb?

5!ilazn
22-25/

Were you ever
arrested? ?.?

YES NO....00
(GO TO

NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

1 I 1

42 -43/

Were you ever
convicted?

YES N'O....00

(G0- TO

NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

155

1

60-61/

:YES NO...000
(GO-To

NEXT-CRIME),

Canyow-tell
how many times?

73 -75/ .7!

What waCyour
usual take per

"job?

$ =ED
26 -29/.

Were you ever
arrested?

YES NO....00
(GO TO
NEXT CRIME)

.

How many times?

1 -I 1=1

76-70/

.

-*re you eves _

arrested?

YES .mo..;.olv.

1

(GO

How mini times?

44-45/

Were you ever
convjcted?

YES NO....00
(GO TO
NEXT CRIME)

How many times?

62-63/

46,47/

,.were yau ever
convicted?

YES- NO....00
(GQ TO
NEXT Q:)

How many times? '

CARD 02/03
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13/

1166. latch of these things did you start out doing?

die you-. do next ?"

F

-1168. Whet did you.do after-that?

.1169. libith did YOU 'clo next?

' OFFICE UM

ED 9/
1170. What- did you after that? OFFICE USE

i./

1171. During this total career period was there any time when you were not in-s
volved In criminal activities? Not involved means unwilling to comfit

- crimes.
Ya...(ASK Q.1172 NW Q.1173).2 1 11/
NO...(GO TO Q.1174) 2°

1172, A: IF YES: *How long did it last?
ft.

MONTHS 12-13/
1173. Why?

OFFICE USE

14/

1174. What was the main reason for taking part in illegal activities? Was it:
(CIRCLE ONE)

CIARD 04

hostility, revenge, ° 1 15/

the thrill of it, eitITTENTION, STATUS,

money for drugs, alcohol,
2

3

MONEY ..E.OR women , ,, 4

MONEY "FOR rent, seif-support , -5

MONEY FOR family support,
no other alternative,
peer influence,

6'

7

8

)3ON'T KNOW

1 6



Old ani-Of-the .f011owing factors contribute to the you emitted
during the six month period prior to year incarceration? (CIRCLE ALL --

THAT APPLY) ,-
. . . .

moritaufairily.d0ficultjes,,, .. . 1 16/-.

,..

lots of.employmept, 2 -174

heiVYdebt:9"''. i;is/
influence of.iriends . 4 19/

gang activities:4m-- -5 20/

-under the influence of drugs oralcoho4.vddle
committing the crime? :- 6 11/

NOT APPLICABLE -, 7 22(

OTHER 8

.(SPECIFY)

your criminal behavior mostly inihuenced by your friends-or the:people.
were gOing arounewith, or was it just-what you felt like doing? .

PRIMARILY SELF-DIRECTED v 1 24/

PRIMARILY PEER-DIRECTED I
UNSURE, DON:T.-KNOW *- t

1184. FOr what did you use the money from your crime? (CIRCLE ONE) -

3/

.

LIY -1 25/.HIGH

aSELF-SUPPORT (RENT., F000) 2

FA/411:Y SUPPORT v 3

DRUGS, DRINKING 4

GAMBLING, DEBTS 5-

OTHER I 61
(SPECIFY)

1185. Did you usually 21 .the crime:

. 1186. Did you usually commit the crime:

along, 1 26/,

with one partner, or 2

with more than, one Partner?..... 3

alone, 1127/'

with one partner,.or 2

with more than one partner? 3

CARD 04
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U. Did you usually Commit the crimes with the

YES

NO

partner or partners?

4'')N4C Whido iouiiimi yOMWMre net arresind? (CIRCLE ONE FoliMAI8 REASON)-
.

NA (LE., ALWAYS MISTED) 01 29-30/
-

....
-

POLICE INEFFECTIVE 62 -s-6

YOUR SKILL -03

&WED NO. YOUR IMGINATION

OFFENtE:UNKNOWN TO POLICE 05

VICTIM souibolor COOPERATE WITH-POLICE-

UHT?

VICTIWINTIMIDATION

YOUR MOBILITY

LEGACMANEUVERING (E.G., CONTINUANCES )..

OTHER

(SPECIFY)

.

1189. During this tine,
k

ere you ever arrested but not convicted?

4?-

0

IF YES: Idly not convicted?

CARD 04

YES...(ASK Q.1190)... ...-;-. ... 1 Yli ,

'NO 2 -----Nr"

INNOCENT 1 32/

WEAK CASE PREPARED BY POLICE

VICTIM REFUSED TO COOPERATe WITH POLICE 3

GOOD DEFENSE 4

OTHER ' 5

(SPECIFY)-

44.



134 '
,

laiiticieds of e helped you ig your illegal activities during this
119. ties? (5 TIFIT APPLY)

no one4T

--- feln.ct. t

lawyei..:i

'square' as ..-buyer or informer 4 -30
.

drug supplier

other? 6,1

. (SPECIFY)-. , --

. ..-

concealer)

1:33/ .r, ,

-1197-- During the six-month period what kind Of planning did you usuall do
1258. prior to coemdtting your poperty crimes? (CIRCLE ALL THAT PLY)

' Staked ut the location; learned when it was 'most
crowded 01. 30-4o;f

Visited loCatiOn several times. 02 44-42/.

Developed new identity (checking account, eta 03. 43-44/ i.

floca car; switched licennplates. etc 04 45-46(

Obtained a disguise (e.g.. ..fake mUstache) 05 1748/
Found out if-the Place hata burglar alarm

instilled .
.

06 49-50/

Found out how much money was likely to be in the
store at different times of the day 07 51752/

I. Read books about how different types of crimes
"it are committed 08 53-54/

Planhed an escape route
i

. 09 55 -56/

'Rehearsed the crime before actually committing
it 10 57-58/

Found out when police were likely to bean that
.,

area A 11 597604

Other. describe 12

. ,

' 0

CARD 04
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Reffire you aiiidtted the crime for which yarwere -senlenced, how concerned
were you, tat you might get caught? (CIRCLE ONE} , &

1210. A. Why not?

4
1211. Were any of your victims injures?

1212.

1213.

1214.

#

VERY CONCERNED

SONEWAT CONCEIVED

_LITTLE CONCENNED _

NOT CONCERNED, 01011'T CAPI
.(ASK 0.1210k

2

4

NW NO" ALTERNATIVA , 1.64/
Ni O AFRAID Of. PRISON 2

NOT THINKING (ACCOHOL, DRUGS) 3

OTHER

(SPECIFY)

YES...(60 TO 4.1212-) 1.65/
NO....(GO TO.Q.1213) 2

IF YES: Were they injured: i

4 seriously, or .7' 1 66/

slightly? 2
"..I

IF NO; Would you'have injured them: -

to complete the crime, 1 67./

in self-defense, or 2

3not for a

were were most of your criminal activitit.. tted?

in your immediate neighbo ood 1 6s/

in neighboring cities, 2

all over the countpy...(ASK .1215) 3

IN ONE CITY, 4

THROUGHOUT THE STATE? 5

1215. A. About how many states were_involved?

CARD 04
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-...

comOtted Males during thisirod, were you alder the influence': If
,-f

Alcohol,.

Drugs, i

Both al and drugi, or.:... 3

Neither ?.:, (60

anything...to *do-with your committing fhese

tti

re
kLITTLE

_SONE

A LOT
(*.

1218- 011.10aingto rod a list of criminal offenses. Which of these offenses
1239. Viso have been milling to.commit. considering the rfilks and the

This does not mean that you-did comnitthese-offemses but that
-you would haie been willing-to commit thee during the period if given

ie opportunity. Would you have.been willing to commit? REA13.(ITEN)._

Reason': -'

PERSONAL SPECIAL
. 11S.. NO. TAKE RISK. PREFERENCE KNOWLEDGE

A. Small' store robbery .

(e.g., liquor).. 1 2 6/ -'2. A -'-: 4 7/ ,

8. Large store rob
(e4., department,..
grotery) 1 2 8/ 1

C. Gas station robbery 1 2 lb/ 1

D. Bank robbery 1 2,12/ 1 .

E.. Taxicab robbery 2 14/

OW.
F. Street robbery 1 Zir 16/

6. Burglary 1 2 18/

H. Forge;-y I 1 2 ere/

I. Passing worthless -

c.-. checks, 1 2 J1/ 1 2 3, 4 23/

J. Selling drugs 1 2 2 1 2 3 4 25/
,

K. Other
.

1 2 3 .4 -227/

(SPKIi)

.4 9/

2 3 '4 11/

2 3
(
4 13/

2 3' T .4 is/

2 '3 4 d2/

2 '3 4 19/

2 , 3 .4 21/
A
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.--Iiiiiiliptislepportwity to steal a sew of *my. without getting hurts
iritk choice of geeing caught and veceiving a two-yeer prisoi see-

, lance, .W-linge would_ the take have to be before you-would do the job?

$ LLIJ .1 I

8-331

1241.: .1Iow sic.** yeti had ihtl.sane:situation but with eXibs chance of -gettbig
caught and receiving a five-year prison sentence, large
take.have to be before yaw would' do the job?

ME '00 IT

DR

NO A110WiT COULD HAVE WOE
PIE 00 It ,

1242, If you had a 10% chance of ,getting caught and a two-Year sentence if
'Oat wlnu the take have to be?

44.

1243. What if there was a m. chance
4ntente flf caught?

1244-
1248.

L

NO AMOUNT COULD HAVE MADE
NE DO IT

of getting caught but a five year

46-51/

A

.

4

likely to

. -

.

' ,

lose your temper because of: (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a
Hasslinglin§ by tSe police,

Cheating by a crime partner, ,...
t

Insults by a stranger, ,

Girlfriend's running around, or

Other? ,

(SPECIFY)'-

1 62/

2 53/

3 54/

4.55/

.
58/

(::]

CARD Q5
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.

Lr Did You ever seriously -lose YoUr isiper nor* this
I

NO, NEVER.... 4. 1 57/.. btattrtMES z. 2
. YES. OFTEN

: ..,.-t - ..

)0*yll'illpfet dfity09,joiNe-ihallig thistiew,Y --
_ - f .-

I how Nagy oi;these was- a.weiiOn involved? =

157:

1 1 I 58-60/

were thessetjghti With? --(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

, Faatkly'.. .
- friends ... .... .. 2 65/.

-Crishe.partners . ) :66/ -
- St rangers 4 671 - '"'

P01)e-e -- '

61-63/

1 64/ '

Other t
i258. Were-you ever injured in any ofrittese:fights?s

5 68

is94

US t 70/

1259.. Was the Other' party ever injured in any of:these fights?
0

0 YE,....1 I 'oj. 1 '7.1/
' Hai_ .,a -,

, 1,

x

Ar.r

C

-t

. -



1266.

How were you caught for this offense?. (CICLE ONE)

AT OR FL VINE SCENE OF CRIME 1 7:2/.

BY A DETECT VE 2

WITH THE LOO 3

BY SURRENDERI 4

THROUGH,ARREST OR ANOTHER'CRIME 5
THROUGH INFO 6'

OTHER 7

:At

(SPECIFY)
.

1.267. How Ibng after the crime were you arrested?

1268. Who representedyoU in court ?.

PUBLIC DEFENDER

PRIV4TE COUNSEL 2

COURT-APPOINTED. COUNSEL... . : 3

NOTE : 4

SELF ....

5

UNKNOWN

,..s_y

9.--uo you think that your sentence was about the same as those of other
defendants in similar cases,,,or different?

. SAME...(60.TO Q.1272) I 77/

DIFFERENT....(ASK (I:12.70) 2- ''',

...
. . .

IF DKEERENT: Do you think that your sentence was much lighter, some-
whitilOter, more severe, or much more were ?.

°

1270.

73 -75/

76/

'1271.. Why was it different?

° CARD 05

MUCH LIGHTER 1 78/

SOMEWHAT 2

MORE^SEVERE .3

MUCH MORE SEVERE

164
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1272. le you were inst tionalized for this offense, how much difficulty
did,you have in a usting? .

.f.

A LOT....(ASK'Q.1273)
. 1

SOME...(ASK Q.1273) 2

NONE...(GO TO Q.1274) ."-..

el273. A. *IF DIFFICULT: Whyl CI)erE ONE.

YOUR BEHAVIOR
. .

GUARDS

OTHER INMATES

PROGRAMS: .

. . .

OTHER.A

.(SPECIFY)

'1274- During thii time did you participate in (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY).
1279.

vocational tratning, l 8/
individual counseling, 2 9/

group counseling, 3 10/

educatiortal-prograMt,...:., .... .... ..... .... 4 4/,

drug and alcohol programs; or . 5 12/

other programs?:

`(SPECIFY)

1280.* offtile programs usefult

1281) 1 .14/ I,

1287)...... ... . 2

Were useful? .CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLr\

vocational training 1

individyal ........ , .

group counseling., .... . . .. ...

educational programs 4:

drug.and altohol prog ams 5

Other

Ir 165.
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mcqufmcu I LL/

SINCE Y HOPED TO ,BENEF11%.4 2

LEARNED 0 PLAY THE GAME,
FAKE PARTICIPATION'.

THOUGHT IT WOULD HELP4OELEASE 4

OTHER

[5]1(SPECIFY)

1288- 1 am now going to ask youribout your release 'froM the institution:

1294.

When you were released from prison, what did you need most?, (CIRCLE ALL

THAT APPLY.) Can you tell me which of these were the most important?

1295.

NEED TO.
TAKE CARE OF

A place to live 22/

A job .
2 23/ >

Psychological or family,

counseling

Drug/alcohol rehabilitation
prograM.

Criminal contacts to continue
illegal activities

Someone who cared about Me

Other

MOST
IMPORTANT .

1 29/

.
(SPECIFY)

3 24/
h,

4 2"5/

5, 26/

6 27/

7 28/ ,

What did you think you would do when released from prison? (PROBE FOR

REALISTIC ANSWERS)

CARD 06

COMMIT CRIMINAL ACTS AND

COMMIT CRIMINAL. ACTS BUT

COMMIT CRIMINAL ACTS BUT

COMMIT CRIMINAL ACTS BUT

STOP. CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES

5

6

7,

HOPE FOR BETTER LUCK 1 30/

PLAN MORE CAREFULLY 2 31/

LESS DANGEROUS OFFENSES... 3 32/

LESS. FREQUENTLY 4 33/

BUT NOT GET A JOB RIGHT

AWAY 5 34/

GET A JOB AND NOT COMMIT CRIMINAL ACTS 6 35/

z).

. ck.
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.

Still employed: 1 36/.

Rack involved in crime 2

In jail 3

Qp welfare 4 -

--:;:Ather

(SPEC-1'04

1297.
4. ,

During the three months following your release, where did YelPrive the
majority of time? (CIRCLE ONE)

with both parents,

in a foster or grdup home, or

with a friend?

ALONE

MILITARY

TRANSIENT...,

ONE PARENT

RELATIVES

SPOUSE, CHILDREN, OR BOTH

001°'

CHILDREN,

OTHER

02

03

04

05

06

08

09

10

11

(SPECIFY)

1298. Were you released on parole?

YES

NO...(GO TO Q.1301)

1

2

39/

1299. How strictly were you monitored by your parole officer?

Very strictly 1 40/

Somewhat -strictly 2

Not very, strictly 3

Not at all 4

1.6 7 _
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ENCOURAGED OR PROVOKED
INVOLVEMENT 1 41/

NO EFFECT 2

DISCOURAGED OR HINDERED.
INVOLVEMENT

1361.: Now seriously dicOyoU look for work after yeuf-release?

VERY SERIOUStY...(MORE THAN 3 MONTHS)" 1 42/

SOMEIIAT SERIOUSLY...(1-3 MONTHS) 2

NOT VERY SERIOUSLY...(1 WEEK TO 1 MONTH)

NOT AT ALL...(LESS THAN 1 WEEK) 4

1302 How long did it take you to find work?

1303: Do you think you were being monitored by the police because of your
record?-

YES...(ASK Q.1304) 1. 4/.

NO

WEEKS

OR
43-44/

I I

DIDN'T FIND WORK' DD

1304. A. IF YES: How much do,you think you were being watch by the police?

A LOT 1 46/

SOME 2

A LITTLE 3

1305- At this time would any of the following factors have deterred your return

1309. to crime? (cIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

Probability of longer 'sentence 1 47/
Harsher treatment while in prison P 2 48/

Stricter parole supervision 3 49/

Certainty of being caught 4 so/

(SPECIFY)

Ed. 51/
Other

lilD: Estimate how long after your release it took to get back involved in
crime.

WEEKS

1311. Estimate the amount of time that you were committing illegal activities
'before you were arrested. again.

CARD 06

(End of questions pertaining to all three career periods.]
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Now I have a few more gtiestions about your landmark offense:

4000. Did the prosecutor ever threaten to charge you with "prior offenses" so
that your sentence might he lengthened?

4001. A. Were you formally

4002.

4904.

YES...(ASK Q.4001) 1 42/

Na 2

charged with "priors"?

YES...(ASK Q.4002) 1 43/

AD... (GO. TO 0.4004) .2

B. As far 4s you know, were the charges:

dropped in plea bargaining ,..:.., ,1 44/

not Consideredili sentencing, or 2'

used to. increase sentenCe?....,,;13

DON'T KNOW

Did the prpsecutor eVer threaten-to allege that you were legally an
habitual offender so that your sentence might -be. lengthened?.

YES...(ASK 0,4005) 1 45/

N
Cl...1....Y.

.
2

J

4005. A. Were .you formally chlrged as an habitual offender? 4
.

C YES.... (ASK 0.4006) 1 46/

NO 2

4006. B. As far as you know, were the changes::

dropped in plea bargaining', 1 47/

not considered in sentencing, or 2

used to increase sentence? 3

\\. DON'T KNOW 4

(
*

f
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PREVIOUS STUDIES OF CRIMINAL CAREERS

)

The desirability of studying the criminal behavior of offenders throughout their
criminal careers has lopg_been recognized. early as 1893, Otto Kobner declared

.., that "correct Statistics of offenderi can be aveloped only by a study of the total
life histories of individuals." Eater, Georg von Mayr stated that "a deeper insight
into the statistics of criminality is made possible by the disclosure of developmental
regularit&which must be sought through a study of the manner in which criminal-
ity develo0 in the course of a human lifetime:Ye' More recently; Donald Gibbons
has insisted that "criminological attention must turn away from the study. of crime
and criminals to the examination of various types of role cares in Criminality."".

Roebuck suggests tbpt the study of criminal career develop ent is peceisary
in criminological rese6ch, for several reasons:

. t
(a) There is no adeOuate, general theory of criminal behavior; (b) behav-

ioral scientists are concerned and can only explain patterned behavior;
.(c) many 'adjudicated offenders deMonstrate a patterning of offense behav-
ior in their criminal careers; offenders with similar offense behavior pat-
terns are likely to share certain social and psychological attributes which
differentiate them from offenders witifi6ther offensehehavior patterns; (d)
though behavioral and social-psych.ological changes occur in the develOp-
ment of criminal careers, such changes are limited and identifiable; itls
possible to define definite and stable criminal career patterns; offenders
tend Wit lose in on specific offense behaviors; (e) adjudicated offenders ?nay
be classified-On the basis of legal categories of offense behavior; (f) the
etiological process that leads W one kind of criminal career differs from that
which .leads to another criminal career; (g) criminal behavior results from
multiple causation; and (h) an interdisciplinary approach is necessary to
any typological approaCh."

Three Jppro,iihes are reflected in the literature on the criminal calibers of
serious habitual OffeniernThe first approach adopts the offender's perspective and
results)in biographies, "autobiographies," and case studies. An example is The
Professional Thiefay Sutherland:" The second approach analyzes official criminal
justice records. An example is Delinquency in a Birth Cohort, by Wolfgang, Figlio,
and Satin." The third approach consists of conceptual or theoretical efforts-
-usually grounded in empirical researchto explain the persistence of criminal
tehaviOr. An excellent example is Criminal Behavior Systems, by Clinard and

Kobner, "DieMethode einer wissenschaftlichen . Ruckfallsstatistik als Grun'cllage einer Reform
der Kriminalstatistik," Zeitschrift gesamter Strafrechtswissenschaft, Vol. 13, 1893, p. 670.

"Georg von Mayr, "Statistik and Gesselschaftslehre," Moralstatistik mit Einschluss der Kriminal-
statistik, Vol: 3, Mohr, Tubingen, Germany, ,1917, p. 425.

" Donald C. Gibbons:Society, Crime. illagriminal Careers, 2d ed., PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1973, p. 13. f r

" J. Roebuck, Criminal.Typology, Charles C. Thornas,A\Springfield, III., 1965, p. 16. '
" E. H. Sutherland, The Professional Thief, University of Chicago Preis, Chicago, 1937.
V M. Wolfgang, R. Figlio; and T. Sellin, DelinqUency in a Birth Cohort, Universit f Chicago Press;

Chicago. 1972.
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relate directly to our study,

d

FIRST APPROACH: THE OFFENDER'S PERSPECTIVE . a

What of enders day about their experiences reveals a great deal about-how the
criminal justice system operates, how much it deters criminal behavior, and why
people persist in such behavior. As Albert Morris said, "Even when,they are lacking
in penetration or sincerity, the verbalizations of criminals iray have a diagnostic
value as great as other overt behavior."'"

Clinard and Quinney elaborate on this point' "A final way of looking at the.
social nature of profeesional crimt is through the language of the offender.... The
argot used reflects the attitudes of the professional toward the law, himself, the

in general."'°' career 'histories contribute to
criminology by giving t researcher insight into criminality as a dynamic, ongoing
viCtims, other criminal and society,

process.

I.

The Inception of a Criminal Career

Life histories reveal inner striving motivations, barriers, and other personal
attributes and social events that move the offender to consciously adopt certain
criminal behavior patterns. An example is the classic case study of "Sidney" by
Clifford R. Shaw, The Natural History of a Delinquent Career.'" Sidney grew up
in a poor and unhappy family, became a truant, ran away from home several times,
and began petty stealing to support himself. He was arrested, committed to a boys'
reform school, grind hs,served five years before the age,of 16. Later, serving time
for being a runaway at a house of correctipns, he picked up "bad thclughts from bad
associates," learned new techniques of stealing, and progressed from habitual nine-

, way to criminal. Being treated as a criminal in these institutions reinforcedhis view
of himself as a criminal. When released, he found himself typecast as an ex- convict
'with no plans and no prospects. As Shaw comments: *4

During the course df his career in delinquency, from the time he was
seven to seventeen years of age, Sidney was arrested at least sixteen times,
was brought to court on petitions alleging truancy or delinquency ten times,

. andlreceived seven commitments to four different correctional institutions.
His delinquencies becaine increasingly serious as he grew' older, beginning
as petty stealing in the neighborhood and truancy from school, and pro-
gressing to more serious crimes as holdpp with a gun and rape... : The
holdup and rape offenses ... were the nathral consequence of a long chain
of delinquent experiences. The attitudes, habits, and philosophy of life

" M. Clinard and R. Quinney, Criminal Behavior Systems: A Typology, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., New YUrk, 1967.

100 Cited by David M. Peterson and Marcello Truzzi, Criminal Life: Views from the Inside, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972, p. viii.

1°' Pp. 254-255s
102- Clifford R. haw, The Natural History of a Delinquent Career, Albert Saifer, Philadelphia, 1951.

An earlier study by. Shaw is. The Jack Roller: A Delinquent Boy's Own Story,.University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1930.
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Peer pressure, poor relationships with parents, and engaging in petty theft helped
initiate the criminal careers of Sidney and others observed at the` juvenile level. .

Some autobiographies have presented the picture of a more rational and cal-
culated entry into a career of crime, particularly at the adult level. These people
weighed the costs of a crime (time, energy, stress) against its benefits (material
rewards without the tedium of erpployment) apd decided in favor of crime. John
Bartlow Martin's criminal;' "Eugene," for instance, is attrac(ive, intelligent, person-
able, and comes from a noncriminal family. He chooses a life of crime, from arming
other alternatives open to him, because of the abundant opportunities for profit.' ;'
Among the crimes)to which he confesses in his autobiography are petty and grand
larceny, burglary, safe-blowing, arson, robbery, bootlegging, and jury tampering.

Eiristadter studied twenty-five professional armed robbers and concluded that
career robbers are persons who failed to develop early commitments to adult roles
and values.'" The early histories of Einstadter's robbers are all Marked by estrang-
ing or anomic experiences. They changed the robber's view of society and his, place
in it and may-have led him to criminal behavior. Alienating experiences in child-
hood (lack of parental guidance, early commitment to a reformatory, life of poverty
or deprivation) or in adulthood (divorce, loss of job) may cause a redirection of life
toward criminality. Syveral noted criminologists support Einstadter's view. Many
believe that crime is 4ssentially the solution of personal problems at a childish level
of conduct, either because basic attitudes have never developed beyond that level
or because the person has regressed to childish attitudes.

Crime As a PrOfession

The publication of Edwin H. Sutherland's The. Professional Thief in 1937 prov-
ided the first systematic analysis of crime ptirsued as a "profession." It Still sands
as the most comprehensive study of the nature and complexity of criminal career
development. Using a biographical approach, Sutherland asserted that there is a
profession of crime and that it has an occupational structure similar to many other

avocational pursuits. By his definition, "professional" criminals commit crimes in a
primarily nonviolent manner, with a high degree of skill, and for strictly monetary
gain. Like other professionals, these criminals also acquire skills, develop role
models, and accept consistent self-images. The list below paraphrases Sutherland's
conclusions.

The professional thief makes a regular business of stealing. is his occu
pation and means of livelihood, end he devotes his entire rking time
and energy to stealing.

2. The professional thief operats with proficiency.

t.

ncy. He has erbotly of skills
and knowledge that is utilized in thplanning and execution of his work.
He has contempt for the amateur thief.

!" Shaw, Delinquent Career; p. 226.
y" John BartloyMartin, My Life in Crime: The Autobiography of a Professional Criminit Harper

trothers, New .York, 1952.
105 W. J. Einstadter, Armed. Robbery: A Career Study in Perspective, University MiCrofilms, Inc., Ann

Arbor, Michigan, 1966. 1 72
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experience.
The professional thief makes crime his way of life. He organizes his life
around his criminal pursuits and develops a' philosophy regarding his-
activities and profession.

5. The professional thief identifibs himself with the world of crime.here he
is a member Or an exclusive fraternity. that extends friendship, under-
standing, sapathy, congeniality, security, recognition, and respect.

6. The professional thief is able to steal for long periods of time without going
to prison. He commits crimes in a manner that reduces the risks of appre-
hension, and he ,is able to effectively cope with confrontations with ,the
criminal justice system.

SECOND APPROACH: CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
PERSPECTIVE

Several analyses of data pertaining to criminal behavior during the course of
a criminals career have afford* insight into the relationship between' age and
criminality, the dependenCe of came on socipdemographic variables, and the
nomenon of crime switching.

,

Age and Criminality .

.

National statistics indicate that crime, is disproportionately an activitY :Of the
.young. For many crimes, the Peak age of criminality is below 24 yearis.108 According
to Nktional arrest statistics, young people 1547 years old have the higheit rate of.
burglary, larceny, and auto theft arrests. For these three, offenses, 15-year-olds are
arrested inore often than are peisoris of any other age,/.with 16-year-olds a qcose
second: For crilies of violence, the peak ages for arrest are 18 to 20, followed cidiselY
by 21 to 24. On the other hand, offenders older, than' 24 comprise the great majority
Arreste4 for fraud, embezzlement, Ambling, drunkenness, offenses against the
family,%nd vagrancy.'" .

AoSlysts have hypothesized that the observed:decline in criminality with age
is related to "unfavorable;,progressive Changes correlated with the passage of time,
becoming apparerit after maturity, and t 3rminating in the death of the individual."
In a person leading a "straight" life, these' changes may manifest themselves in a
tendency tolose vitality and interest' in many activities, including a job.108 The
person involved in a criminal career may start to feel 1,53urned out, "-and he may
deckle to reduce and eventually leave criminal activity and its hazards. The decline
'in criminality with age may also ,be due to the incapacitating efflt, of lohker
sentences that older recidivists are likely to receive'

'"e$ee U.S. Department ofJustice, Federal Bureau-of Investigation,Un orm Crime Reports for the
I ted States, 1975. Washington, D.C., 1976; The President's Commission o Law Enforcement and the
A(lministration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a .Ffee Society, Washington; D;C.i-1967.

"17 The ChaYenge of Crime, in a Five Society, p. 44. '1
a0 "..Mark ,E.4daMs and Clyde B. Vedder, "Age and Crime: Medical and Sociologic Characteristics

of Prisoners over Fifty," Geriatriai, April 1961.
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and criminality. In 1940, Se llin observed that "the research student who is in
npursuit of an answer to the relationship of age to crime is doomed to disappc( t-

ment.'"°°- In. 1959, Sollowing a review of age-related theories of crime and °de
i
in-

.
quencY, Wooton concluded thlit ipre has been little advance since Sellin's analy-
sis."° Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin suggested that "the relationship between aje
and delinquency has not been adequately explored, partly because most research-
er's have considered age an antecedent condition rather jhan a measure of time.""!

Quetekt, who conducted one of the earliest statistical Oudies of the relation-
'ship between age and crime, computed crime rates for various age-groups in
France. Hecorroboreted the view that criminals "burn out," concluding that there
is a Iellpenehant for crime which seems to develop by reason of the intensity of, man's
physical vitality and passion at* attains its maximum about the age of twenty-ftrre'
when physical develorent'has been completed.'"

Quetelet's observations are supported by Sheldon and EleanoGhieck's lon-
f gitudknal studies of the effect of aging on critninality. The Gluecks Statistically

analyzetithe criminal careers of 500 reformatory inmates and 1000 juvenile delin-
quents whom they had followed for 10 years. After examining a large numbei or
factors,Tt'hey concluded that "aging is the only factor which dmerges as a significant
factor in the reformative process.""3 They attributed the improvernent in conduct
with increasing age-to a "trend toward improvement in all aspects of the activIties
of these men. . . . This iti,oceeds until-the age of 35-36. Nose who have not reformed
by the age of thirty-six are not likely to do so- thereafter, since improvement in
almost every ,aspect dr,ops markedly beyond the,30-35 year a span."!" The
Gluecks found that some offenders settled down earlier th , othets, and they
explained the, persistence of criminal Conduct as mental abnO

- In a later study of changes in the conduct of WOO juvenile delinqUdrits over a
fifteen-year period, the Gluecks intronced the "alge of onset" thiorY in their hy-'.
pothesis that "abandonmeneof criminal conduct does not occur at any specific.
.chrOnologic age-level but rather, after the passage of-a certain length of timefrOm
the point of first expression of indefinite delihquent trendi.""5

As evidence, the Glucks cited the feet that over the years an increasing num-
ber pf,the 1000 juve, e,delinquents dropped out of sight on,becerne.less seriods ,
offenders. Th irtbe actskof,delinciatey-..tieiitilArett, early inve boy's
life, they were'a oned relOyely'early.in, his manhood, providing that mental._
abnormalities did.,potscoti the 'natural maturation.. e Gluecki asgociate

',with maturation greater[pCiw ection, inhibition, postponement ofeit
ate desires for more.leginniatto later, and the power to learn from ex ce.

., .
'''" Thorsterr Benin, The Criminality of Youth, American Law Institut* Philadelphia, 1946, p. 110.
". Barbara Wooton! Social -Science and'Social Pathology, Allen and pnwin, London, 1.Q59, pp. 444...- . ,. i.

157-172. -

"113. 208. ".._. , ..
r*,{

' "',A. Quetelet, Recherches sur to Periehant au Crine Aux Differents Ages, 2d ed. Havel, Brussels,
1833, p. 75, quoted in Thorsten.Sellin, "Maturing Out of Crime: Recidivism and Maturation," National
Probation and. Parole/ AgsliCiatiork J 1 I, Vol. 4, No. 3. 1971: . -.

"_"- Sheldon Glueck and Ele ir
,s,

Eaterkgrimina/ Careers, The Commonwealth Fund, New
York, 1937, p. 105. .,. it, ,..:::-... , ,

1"1brd., pp. 122-123:
16 Sheldon Glue& and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile Delinquents Grown UgThe Commonwealth Fund,

New-York, 1940.:p.-167:
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Wolfgang, Figlio; and Se llin, among others, have shown that persons of lower
.

socioeconomic status, racial minority, and lower educational attainment tend tc;
commit more crimes than other people."' Of the total birth cohort they studied,
35 perce3,t became delInquent that is, had at least one contact with the police for
something other than a traffic.vialatioh. Of the 10,214 ,cohort offenses, 8,601 (84.2
Oe'tt'ent) were committed by the 1,862 recidivists (53.6yerce t of all delhiquents):

who were called chronii effenders, were responsible for 5, 5 of alltia,214 delin-
Those who comniitteir five or more offenses (627,.. or 18 percept of andeliriquents),

h
wient offenses (51.9 percent). t : ..

Going further then simply describing thechronic offende in te f contacts
4V I t h the public agencies, Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin eireined the socibetonornie

.
variables in,their careers. Race differences were Nticulailty striking 417, or 10
,pereent, of the onwhites but Only 210, or a pert, of theYevhitea were chronic'
offenders. Non 'tea committed 71 percent of all-offenses committed by this gi

- 'A 11 the murders, 1 percent of the rapes, 93 percent of therobberiei, and 88 percent
citip

of the aggravated assaults were committed by nonwhites. Larcenies Werecomrnit-
ted by each racial grotp in propdtion to its numbers in the chronic grouri: Lower ,.
socioeconomic status, lowest achievement in school,. lowest I.Q., and similar vari-

4ables of disadvantage c 'zed the. chropetiffenders. Other backgroundsvari-
'. ables that differeqia ihlenic offenders from the others were {1) number of
family moves; (2) of potential uccess in:school '(I.Q., retardation status;,
and achieveme (1 ); and (3) m4asur of school performance (disciplinary in-
frictions, highest, grade attained/Mid I. son for leaving .ktiool). .

. .
- . - s

Crime SwilcAing t.

's Do offenders tend to tontinue committing crimes of the same type or, do they
Vpry the types conynitted? Evidence of a clear trend would help type individual

,effenders, would facilitate an estimate of the futureMsk they pose to society, and
would aid the choice of seittencerfor a convicted offender. Stulies of crime switching

3 have relied largely on the offenses reported in official records of arrest and convic:,
.tion. To that extent, they y rmis eprespnt the actual patterns among offender.0
whp commit many more c mes than everapppear in official records.

Two leading sources of 'nforrriation on 8ffent patterns in criminal careers are
the. Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin study of' adolekent delinquents ited abeve;*and,
the Natiorialyiolence Commission-report bafiedVri. the FBI'aCar rs in Crime file,
which as of ,1967-contai4d the criminal kiitaiies of 194,550 adult offenders."'

The Wolfgang, Figlio,:and Sellin study did not examine patterns by incliVidual
; -grime types btit by groppSiaf crimes based on the FBI Index; id non-Index classifi:

cation.' I! A major finding1/447as that the likelihood of committing tsropffepses of the 1

,

' -. ". lielfgang, Figlio, and Sellin, pp. 244-255. '' ',.

1" -Med in Crimes of Violence: A Staort.Su,bmittedto the National Comm2ion,on thetauses
and Prevention of Violence. U.S. Govert Printing. ()Kee, Washington, 1).C., 1969, Chap. 12.,

"6 FBI Uniform Ciijni'e Reports Indei crimes includd criminal homicide, forcible rape, aggravated
assault, robbery, burglary,larceny, and,aute- theft. Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin grouped them-into the.
folidwing classes: "injuiy" (homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault), J'theft ".trobbery, burglary,
larceny, auto theft), 'daniage4' (including burglary, larceny, auto theft), and "combination', Wens' eS.
invciving mere -than one of injury, theft, andVamage. 'Non-Index crimes were,all others.L

. -...i i
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different type....Withinthe cohort studied, second .offensewere slightly more likely
to be the same type first offenses. In the transition from the second to the third
offense, Index offences were more likely to be followed by Index offenses. But it was
.very' unlikely for a juvenile to repeat criminal homicide, forcible rape, or aggravat-
ed assault.''

Harold F. Prurh's findings about juvenile specialization in Cringe disagree with
those of Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin. Frum, studying a more limited sample of 319
offenders, found that young people who had ,begun their criminal careers With
property felonies tended to stay with that type ofpffense'lis adults. Particularly,
forgery and burglary were sustained."44,

Other research on adult crime switching has been at the level of individual
. crimes. A 'study by the Minnesota Board of Corrections found that ,for adulti, an

Index-crime arrest tended;to be followed by another. IntleitTpinie arrest. "' The
crime-switching data available in 1967 were examined by -the Science Technol
ogy Task Force of the Ptesident'striine Commission, which g"ve the folloWing
findings:

When the priorIndei offense was auto theft or larceny, the most likely
subiequentindei, offense' was burglary; next most likely was the repeti-

. tionOf.auto theft or. larceny.
Bfirglary.Waaniost likely to be folloWed by burglary, next mosthkely by

. .
.larceny, and next by robbery, it.

Robbery was most likely to be followed by robbery Or burglary (equal
. probabilities) and next most likely by larceny.'" _r

The National Violence CoMmission report's inforMation on crime-switching
was of liMiteds'c'4e, for it covered only four major violent crimes phis burglary and .1
did not estimate the likelihood that an arrest for a violent crime would be followed
by an arrest for anon,Iiiciex crime or by no further arrest.'" The 'BI data on which
this report was based resembled those in the Minnesota Department of C_ orrectiims
tudy.. TI-)# Violence CommissiOn found that In lian'sitions from the first to the
ec*Ood/Offense, as well akfroni the second tOthe third, offenders initially arrested .

for burglary, robbery, or assault and then returning to one of the five crimes:.
considered were. much more likely to 'repeat the same offense than switch to an--

'Ether,'" The Commission also found that:

The probability of repeating an offense-was slightly higher for the first and
second arrests. 11,

Offenders first arrested for forcible rape were likely to switch to
burglary, assault, or robbery repeat. (
Thai? initially arrested for criminal' homicide allow, d a relatively high

0
''' Pp7 151-158. . r- 4-
12° "Adult Criminal Offense*Trends'Following Juvenile Delfhquency,7 Jourridi of Criminal !Ale.

;Criminology. and Police Science, fay-June.1958, pp. 29-49. .. .

21 Federal Bureau of Investigation, "Crime Revisited, Uniform Cime Reports, 1965. pp. 29-31.
,, ci n The President's Corniaiskavon Law Enfbrcement, Science and Technology Task. Forge Report.

U.S.' partment,of Justice, Washington; D.C".,1967. 41
. 1

'22 Scierice and Tectinology Task Force Report, Appendix. Table 18. _s. CA

l!' Crimes of Viorence. P. 543; ."

12' Ibid., 4ppenclii, Table 19.

S. : 2 IA
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robbery!. were more likely to be arrested next for robbery, second most
likejy for burglary; and1hird_most likely for .aggravated assault.

. ..
There is evidence: that juveniles tend to pro'grtss4frqin less Serious to more...

. serimia offe!wes125- By contrast,jhe evidence is scant that adult*criMinei careers
reflect a progressive increase in the gravity of offensed com 'tted with the possibleini , wi
exceRtion.of a trend in property crimes alone: For example, adults 'with an arrest
for larceny-or auto theft appear to be most likely to be rearrested,for buiglary..4"
' Data for adult offendere also Colitragt with those for juveniles in Showing a --,
tendency 1°r repetition of offensech as assault, robbery, a9d "burglary.1.27 .In
particular, 35. percent,.381nrcent, anti _t.3, iiercent, respectiverjr, of thoSe arrested .

, .

for the* three offenses had one or more prior arrests for-tie same tffenite t
'i:The percentages did, not differ aPprociablybetWeen blitick,,,and white °tend rs.

,.; :41ksking at the oter side of the issue.;. the tiarhogetiSity of oteines, some studies
vecoilterideckthat stable patterfitiO(Criminal activily are not uncominon.11° One

. * !dial. (Mind t hat 'offenders tend t? cotiunit either-4iOlent or nonviolent crimes but
r

t'' V: ii0,:lik\ith. The weight of research evidence, however,' :fait:ire the view that the
,

' : s homogeneous criminal. career ti exceedinglt uncommon9 The egptenfion that
homogeneous criminal careers are not unusual is made less credible by the fact that . ,

.1,

. it generally has been bastion studies of arrest rather than conviction -records. 4

Arrest recods are thought to exaggerate the homogeneity of an offendeencrimMal. ;

. adivity,sioee nOlice are known to arrest some suspects for new primer:ion-the bas
, (*their Prior arrests or modus operandi.

. - 4
T 1 '!' ' )

..
, . so 0

THIRD, APPROACH: CONCEPTUAI, AND THEOREITCAII '

PERSPECTIVE ; :..
r. ,,,,4 ,
Of particular significance in the conceptual and theoretical analysia of deviant.

,. and criminpl careers are the.workSofClinard and Quinney,9.p Gibbons.13°These '
. authors have stressed the crucial roles of societal reactions; peer group associa-

tions, and opportuiiity in the. stabilization'Of criminal. careers.
.....

Clipard and Quinney:,The CFeer Cininal 01

:.; dinard, and 'Quinney have .eluciciated a number of .COininon characteristics of
careerVrinlinals. First, petsons.naually engage in career crime for gain, committing
'mostly property Crimes. In contrast to, persons in legitime-becupations, career .
criminal§ make part or all.of.their Wing by purstilneac.tivities- that haie been
de4ned'as illegah , . '

. r ;ti. 6 Wolfgang, Pipiir, affaelin, pp. 1p1;15s. , .
;'2° Crime§ of Violeqce,p. 553. ,,,,

.u' Ibid., p. 554. . -.-t: P
.....

1°' See, for example, Richard A. Peterson, b4yid J. Pitan,lend itncitu0 Neal, Stgbilities, in
DeviEince: A Study of Aisaultive and Non-Assaultive/Offiiders," Jou?nal orCriminal Law and Polie
'Science, vol: 53, March 1982, pp. 44,48:- - : .. 14 _

. , -

'2' The literature on this. issue 'i4 reviewed by Roger, flood. and Richard Spirks, Key Issues in ..
l'rimiiiiilygy, Wcirld'University Litkary, McGrew-Hil1Book Company, Now York, 1970. .

e

'" thinaid and Quinney, Criminal pehairio;Sytherns; bipnald-C. Gibbons, Changing fh;.Lawbrecii-
irs.'Prefitice-Hall, Inc ; Englesrlbd Cliffs,,IstJ.,1965. 7/ Z k

o
.1- : '''
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Sec-6nd, criminal activity is part of the way of life of the career offender> He
perceive hirnself as a criminal and associates extensively with other- criminals.
C'areer progreasion involves the acquisition of more complex techniques, more
freclhent offenses; and, ultu ately, dependencd on crime as a partia.I or the sole
means of livelihood.'

Third; persOns in career crime tend either to develop- a pattern of property'.
violations or to specialize in a particular kind of offense.

Fourth, career criminals:,,engage in systematic .behavior that requires both
personal and social organization. The. violations of career criminals are not the
result of personal conflicts and immediate circumstances, as are those of noncareer
criminals. Career criminals plan their crimes and are aware_ of what they are doing:
Career criminals depend on the asses'Obc,e of other criminals and may parti6i0ate
in an organization'. Given the nature and degree of tivolvement in professional
.crime, it is possible stoiinake it a lifetime cakier,--with increasing isolation from the
legitimate work patterns of society.

Gibbons:: "Heavies"- and Semiprofessionals ---,

A number of attempts have been nzade to devei A'systematic typology of
property offenders. Gibbons saIrs, "Professional heavy drivals who engage in
robberies and Burglaries of ywious kinds are distinguishafiiiin semiprofessional
property offenders and 'one-time loser' property 'criminals who also engage in
robberies and related offenses. Oise major basis for separating these offender role
careers is that the three vary markedly in terms of the criminal expertise demon-
Stratedly .the .respective, role laculnbents."131 HoWever, "the .distinction betweet.
professional 'heavy' criminals aod semiprofessional property offenders is actually

' one of degree rather thaii kinde div.idinKhne between professional and semi
professional property,offenders is somewhat arbiteary. On the whole, professional
'heavies' are highly competeht lawbreakers who reap large sums of money from
their illegal activities and work at this occupation full-time. Semiprofessionals tend
to be relatively unskilled, poorly id for -their criminal endeavors and work at ,:

.. ,,crime in some cases. p.a-part7tia#basis."1"
Gibbons defines .e career of the professional heavy in terms otoffense behav-

ior, interactional set g, self-concept, and attitudes. In additibri, he diScUsses back,'
groundisocial. -clasS, family background,' peed -group associationsand coxli acr
with law enforcement agencies.

In regard to offense behavior, he says:

fatofessional heavies engage in armed robbery, burglary and other cl- ett
. assaults, upon property. They are highly skilled at crime, so although the 4,

element of coercion and effreat of violence is involved,,actual force is rarely
employed. The motlus operandilif professional "heavy'' criminals involves--
a relatively lengthy pe-riod of detailed prior' to the execution of the : .

criminal offerise. The semiprofessiofial property criminal also engages in
strong-arm robberies, holdups, burglaries, larcenies and sirnilar direct as-
saults upon pernal or private, property. They-employ crime skills which

r'

: are relatively simple and uncomplicated. For example, strong-arm robbery.
- t- ,,, :,

131 Gibbons, Changing the Lawbreakers, p..
..'" Ibid p . 268.



does not involve much detailed planning andcareful execution of the crime,
but rather Application of crude. physiCal foite in order to relieves a Victim
of Firs- money. This is referred to as semiprofessional crime,'becauie even
thoiigh, technical skill is not characteristic of these offenders, most of them
attempt to carry out crime as an occupation. "'.

Thetteavies define themselves as criminal and as professionals in crithe. They
are-proud oftheir',Specialized skills and view ,crime

-
as a lucrative and satisfying

Way. of life. Semiprofessionals do° not view theinselyes-as professionals in crime;
rather, they see few alternatiVel to their criminal behavior regard theniselvei
as victims of .corrupt- society in which everyone has' a racket. They blame the
system and so feel no persOnal

Giliboiil examines at length the role career of ththeavies. They normally *tie-
4-om;eurhart; loWer-class backgrounds. Most them begin their criminal. careers. as

':delinquents in Predatory'gangs. The young heavy usually involves himself increas-
iney±with_older professionils, from whom he learns the necessary crime skills.
Once a professional himself`, he is likely to continue committing property offenses
into middle age, and many ultimately retire into a noncriminal occupation.

Most adult semiprofessional offbnders associated with predatory gangs as juye,
niles, and many juvenile gang offenders continue in criminality as Semiprofession-
als: As adults, semiprofessionals rapidly accumulate extensive rap sheets. Because
of the low degree of skill itivolVed in semiprofessional crime, the risks of apprehen-
sion, conviction, and incarceration are high. Many of them spend a con- siderable
part of their early adult years in penal institutions, where they are likely to be
identified as "right guys" or antiachninistration inmates. It does not aPpear that'
conventional treatment efforts are successful in deflecting many of these persons'
from continuing in crige. On the other hand, many of them ultimately do Withdraw
from criminal careetheit they reach early middle age.

Gibbons describel the peer-group experiences of the heavies:. 4
As a juvenile, this type of offenclethwas involved in ittrefaction within the

structure- of delinquent gangs or differential association with delinquent
peers. In some cases -these delinquent peers forth a recognizable gang,
whereas in others they represent a loose corifederation of offenders..:. The
peer structure privided him 'dr-group support for his hostile and cynical
attitudes. The peer structu 1st) provided social reward* for prowess in
delinquent acts, in thili pe ften accorded high status tithe most delin-
quent bOys."4".

t,

HotteVer, ,semiprofessional's usually associate mostly with other relatively un-
-

Heavies and semiprofessionals similar relationships with thgr peers:

tiltillecrafenders. - -
tr. '

The contact with defining. agencies Wso4kilar in both types:
l

The early'adult history of these offenders is likely toshowseveral commit-
-' ments tapenal institutions. tonimonly, some ofjhe criminal skills exhibited

by the person were acquired in this learning environment. As the develop-,
ing professional acciuires expertise'' in deviance And becomes more en-
Meshed in the world of professional criminality, prison becomes an occupa-
tional hazard. which he infrequently encounters. Accordingly, the cprrec-

133 Ibid., R. 273.
'34 Ibid., p. 274.
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machinery has, an- --eff
" criminals.'si.

The adult semiprofessionals spend major portions of theliiives in penal institu-
tions; and contacts-they Nive with -defining agencies are thought to contribute to
tgeir criminatalreers.

-APT

Ibid.. p. 275.
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Appendix C

THE lasE QF SELF-REPORTED CRIME DATA

oa

Because of the reliaiiCe
.
Of.this Study on ihe respondents' own reports Of their

criminality, in additionlo their official records, it is useful to examine the validity
of this source of data.

TRADFHONAL APPROACH

Traditionally, the criminal jtistiee system has reliesiexclusivelyon data that are
recorded about persona who are Ofbcessed by the syikm. It` has knkbeenl-ecog-
nized that -official data areldased as a result of (1) the lack of uniform. methods of
reporting 'and recording crime data; (2) the unevenness of law enforcernenfrivith
respect to different racial and socioeconomic groups ancli, geographic regions; and
(3) their-being limited to offend4rs.whotbecame involved e legal-reactive pro-

`f.cesi. Recognition of these deficiencies has prompted hers to obtain
data by sell-reporting instruments imorder to ease* the"tue extent

Perhaps the most serious limitation of official retordsotor our purposes, is that .

crime,..tirrest, clearance, prosecution, and conviction rates-do not suffice for a sys-
tematic tracking of criminal careefs. This is especiall* so because relatively few
criminal acts lead to arrest.' Evidence of widespread cr;ime by persona, who are
never, or only rarely, caught by- thelaW has long been publicized. This appears to
be true foiradult as.well as juyenile criminals. By one estimate, only about three
to.five percent-of the delinquent behaliior thaOccureigdetected.1". Studies of the

. adult population draw a similar picture. Wallerstgin- and0Wyle found that 99 per-
cent of a sample of New York adults repoiied, that:44er the age of 16 they hado
committed one or more of a list of 49 offenses listen the criminal code of New
York State. Furthermore, 64 percent of the niale and 29 perCent Of the female
respondents admitted that they had committed a felopy."8 As'the arrest rate is
iituch Sinaller than those numbers, -the findings of such work demonstrail that the
.rrlioult of crime that comes to..the afttion of the police is much smaller than thee:
aCtual amount.

"8-A bibliography of American studies of criminalsbeha vior conducted before 1965 is found in P6gbert
H. Hardt:and George E. Bodine. DeVelopment of Self-Report Instruments in Delia 'icy Reskawin

, Youth. Development Center. Syracuse University', Syracuse, N.Y.; 1965. Additional quest' ire itUd-
.ieS include Austin L. Porterfield. Young in Trouble Leo Potishman Fund, Fort Worth, Tex., 19
S Wallerstein and Clement J. Wyle, "Our Law-Abiding Law-Breakers," Probation, Vol.: 25, Ma
1947, pp. 107-112; John F. Scott. "Two Measures of Reported Delinquent Behavior," ArfriOn
cat Review. Vol. 30, Augfst 1965, pp. 573-576; Lamar T. Empey and Maynard L..Ericksod:
Delinquervand Social Status,"-SoCial Forces, Vol. 44, Jane 1968, pp. 546-554;tEdmurict Yez, '
Reported Juvenile Delinquency and Socio-EConomic Status:" Canhclian Journal of CllikrreCtions, Vol. 8,
Januaiy 4966, pp. 20-27: and R. A. Kettel; A Comparative Study of Detected and Undtiiatgdirialiitional t
Behavior among Students and Inmates. Florida Division of Corrections, Research anji Statistics Section,
Study 67-3, April 1967. Initerviews were used in Martin Gold, "Undetected Delinquent Behavior,"
Jour *3f Research in. Crime and Delinquericy, Vol. 3, January'1966; pp. 2746 . . _ .4

11, '.'Undetected Dplinquent.BehEiy,ior.'!
13.8. Law-Breakeri:"
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Given our on criminal career development, the discrepancy between
actual crime commissions and those for which an arrest occurs was simply too. great
to rely on official records alone. We could not have accurately determined offenders'
criminal activity patterns, and thus could not have properly distinguished among
the offenders.'" And because the charge for which an offender was 'arrested might
not,have accurately reflected the crime he committed, the patOrns would have
been distorted further. Reliance on self-report data was thus inescapable. More-
over, the useof self-repOrt data seemed to Or advantages of new insights. As a
recent study has asserted:

..:

a
The investigation of unregistered criminality will, even if it does not

bring about any revolution in the general outlook on crime and criminals,
'illy challenge some of the -established dogmas of present-day
nology.... In general, it is If be expected That the study of unregis-

tered criminality will invigorate criminology -by :lappl g a new tool of
investtation and by illuminating many traditionaLprorns of criminality
frorn,a neeperspectiire."" .

4.

SELF-REPORTING :M.ETHODS

The use of self-reported data is not Witti-OUtSisOwn methodo?ogical problems.
- _

The reliability and validity Ofsdeviante-..-rpopphave long-been. qupgried. First,
when a respondent admits to having coatted-an offente,ls-hii*Nisviier.accurate?-
Was his act actually a crime? It has been shown that people irtItifferent social .
classes are likely tO-View crime differentlY.':" For example,' what one class regards
at assault may be "considered normal behavior by another class. Second, to what
sestent is this reporting method reliable? Are many offenses concealed? Do respond-

. ents exagate their criminal b'ehavibr? How reliable are their estimates of the
frequency with which they Cornmiged crimes, es cially when they are asked to
rSicall their behavior over amsideiab?e .peri asionally a lifet1tnef'42

To overcome these problems, two self-repiting methods have been develOped.
The one used most -often is to ask tltr resiiontlents to fill outwith complete
anonymity.--azquestinfinail:p About the type and Trequency of their_offensesghe
second method is to interview the individual offenders, asking probing questions
about the details of'ep.ch criminal act, whenit happened, how often, and whetfif..tr
or not it was detected by autborittes.

There is no ,.firm evidence that: the interview method is superior CO the self-
completed questionnaiai..eor caw Study, lickwye.r, the. interview method was pref.-
eeable; we hoped to ildriCeerrors.dielp-:PO'or motivatiap,p4or rfading, and poor .

ett. comprehension. The interwers4erl encoupagidrto eli t the detaits of an offenie
in order to establish whether a]#in*-Was abttkilroitntnifted, to question pdasible
exaggerations,* and fo'cletr-u15 thiSundersliiiiaings::-- Given

. the complexity of the

'"Maynard L. Erjckson,and LaMar T: Erppey, "Court keCords, Undeteli Delinquency and Deci-..
sion=making," Journal Of Criirsinal Law, Crifizinology and Police Science, Vol. 54, December 1963, pp.
456-459. .

1" Roger Hood and-Richarcliwrks, Key Issues ,,qrirriinology, McGraw-Hill Boa, campanY? Ne'W.
York, 1970. p. 47. 1111E;:. . *

" Gold, "Undetected Delinquent Behavior," p. 30. *4 ° tijr.
'" An excellent chtscussicta of the rfiethbdological diffictkes 6i"ielttreporting rs in Hood and

Sparks, Key Issues, Al 64-70.
`4, 7

. '
/4.; A.
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informatiim we sought, it would hi've been difficult to use a self-administered
instrument. As was recently pointed-out:

It is clear that the interview method. is preferable for certain purposes,
especially when the inquiry is concerned to classify crime in terms of seri-
ousnessi and frequency: A seriousness scale must be based on an assessment
of the actualcircumstances of the oWense, and the frequency counts,ifelying

as they do; can be Checked more thoroughly through the search-
ifig promIttings of an interview. If questions are asked about a restricted
number of items, the interviewer can aid the respondent considerably in
problems of recall. It is suggested ihir in the self-completion situation
either he will simply guess an approximate number or plump for a simple
.category such as "occasionally" or "frequently.;"43

Those who object to the interview method frequently iS, so on the grouiids that --
it precludes the respondent's anonymity. However,lhe fttitifsdiogfinity:
in criminological research not clearly established -IV the empirical eylcrtnee.
Hyman has cautioned that the "literal fact of anonymity provides to necessary
psychological an_ snymity," and somecrizninologists have concluded that anonymity
ilinTruieceseary, overemphasized, or of little consequence.'"

Nevertheless, it is important for the respondent to know that the inforni4i
hegiyes will be held in strict confidence. In our study, each interviewee was giv
verbal and written assurance that the interview.w s salely for research p
and that his responses would not jeopardize him.

VAXIDITY OF THE SELF-REPORTED DATA IN THIS STUDY

The questions in our interview instrument Asked the 49 respondents to recall
the numbef timeithey comMitted each di' nine representative types of offenses
during each of three contiguous nods in their critninal careers. For theie offenses
they were also-asket to recall the number of rimes they were arrested and were

' convicted.
To verify some of the Interyi '71Y:;.: formation, we obtained the state and federal

isriminat justice records for each ° he interviewees: Before the interviews, we
recorded the date that each periodfof incarceration exceeding 60 days began. One
purpose was to identify the dates of the three career periods for each interviewee.
At the opening of an interview, a= e respondent to confirm each period of

fly

incarceration we had recorded-fr r ap sheet and to supply information on how
;.

long' each of the incarcerations- la This helped to refresh the.respon-
dent's memory about the orcier o =fits in hia past, and it also diminished the
"halo effect" M his response, since. it made him 'aware that we had knowledge of
some of the''ntries on his official record.' .

411The crime matrix used in the interview covered the resprgtent's" offenses,
- t-

arrests, and convictions, not incarcerations.
-..

After the interviews, aB a validity check, we returned* the respondents' rap
sheets and compare&the recorded informationdates of &.est, the charges, and

143.Ibid.,,p. 60,
14' C4(1 in J. Ball, Reality and.Validity of Interview Data Ob

Addicts," Amerkaa Journal of Socjology. Yol, 62, 1967, p. 650.
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."-

whethir4(cOnviction resultedwith the corresponding information from the re-
spondenif-Faach self-reported arrest or conviction was considered "validated" only

the officiil record showed an arrest or conviction for the same crime type between
the dates we had identified al the beginning and end of each career period.

The Overall -Validity of the Response
e

The 47 offenders for whom rap sheets could be obtained reported a total of 239
arrets over their entire careers for the nine offense types. By comparison, their
raiReets showbd 364 arrests for these offense. types. Therefore, the-Offenders
reported 63 percent of the arrests contained on their official records.

. The offendera reported a total of 185 convictions for the nine offense topes. By
their rap sheets &owed a total of 245 convictions from aiirests fir

these offense types, with 206 reiulting in incarceration of more than,60 days.
Comparing th e data, we found that the nuMber of self-reported convictions was
74 percent o, le official number, and 88 percent of the number ending hi significant
incarceration (and thereforeinore memorable). This favorable comparisopis some-
what weakened when we examine individual career periods.

Juvenile convictions were considerably underreported on rap sheets sincejuye-
- nile arrests, are typically not-recorded there (eikept for those that end in reforma-

tory incarcerations). This was confirmed by the interviewees, who reporte 9
convictions for the nine offense types during the juvenile career period, while eir
rap sheets showed only 23.

In order to correct for this systematic bias, we deleted both the self - sorted
and_rap sheet data pertaining to the juvenile period from the analyses concerning
crime types. v

We compared the total number of arrests and convictions the offender reported
forAhe two adult career' periods with those appearing in his official records. For' vlik
those two periods, the offenders were found to have reported roughly half of their
official arrests and convictions.

Validity. By Crime Type' and Gender of Interviewer-. ,-
,

0 7 By Crime Type. ifhe use of self-report techniques res the issue of whether
,---.:1: -some types of deViant behavior are likely to be underre tted or overreported in

-personal interviews. Previous research has suggested that reporting bias depends
0.

on the - gravity of the offense. Gold (1966) foUnd itierreporting of trivial offenses,
and Farrington (1973) observed underreporting of setious offenses. Thiis consis-
tent with earlier wjrk by Clark and Tifft (f966), which showed that offenses
thought to be "never permiseittle were underreported."'" The explanation is that
if the respondent wants to present himself in thebest light, he will underreport the .1
more stiOnatizing offenses. . .

However, some recent research has contradicted this notion. Respondents have

I

r
been fotind to underreport less stigmatizing offenses to a degree than more

AL

stignintizing ones. Ai a possible explanation, one author has suggested: ..

;,. 141 Gold, **Undetected Delinquent Behavior";. D. Farrington, "Self.Reports of De ant Behavior
Predictive and Stable?" Jour4al ofSriminal Law, Criminology and Poliee Scierice,N0-64, 103, pp.
'99-110; John P.Clark and LarN L 'Mk "Polygrapli ancnterview VAlitlatioii of Self-Reported Devihnt
Behavior," American Sociological Reuiew, Vol. 31, No. 4, Aueud 1966, pp., 616-623. , ;#* , r ,
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this result may occur because people are not willing tolie aboid_unap- ,

b i o m e f a c t a. H o w e v e x, h e h a v i o s a y d l i c k a r e a n i b i g uo u l a s t o thehr:defini--
van of ciffeadd which ireengagid-ni fre,quently se ,

is: remember, nay welI.bect to self ." " " t

:ItaikatelgagjakiallaiEL The*Cialaati 111 lithith£ -MPQ/1-la.k,gAMI:w-
sonieoneby force probably remembered fairly dearly. To fail to rePtifV--
these offenses wcild require a knowing outright he on the part of the
respondents.'"

Thkeliplanation aboveTiS consistent-with otheistudies ihoviing that both-the-
,importalice_ of an vent to an.individual'and its integration with other life events
affect his "reporting of them.

We examined our data for the presence of over- and underreporting aparticu-
kir crime types. For this sample of offender's; robbery end rape were:the Crimea
most accurately rePented'in the intervies:s. For robbery, the validity rate was 63
:percent, and for rape, greater than -100 percent (rape was overreported by one
conviction}.- Burglary and forgery also had relatively14gh validity rates-63 per-
cent. The least accurately reported crime types were also the least serious offenses

grand larceny, aggravated assault, and auto theft.
Therefore, oueresults generally support the proposition that offenses that are

essserious and less consequential for the offender will be less accurately reported..
By Gender. of Interviewer. Nearly every digcussion in the literature about-

Conducting interviews cautions about the biasing_ effects of te intervieWeriliAr-:
der. It 'Is expected that a male or female interviewer will ineoduce unique fornii
of error, simply because the rapport established in the interview is likely to differ
depending upon the sex of the ,respondent and the interviewer. Unfortunately,
results ccerning the direction of the error are inconsistent. Some researchers
have showiT that women interviewers tend to receive more puritanical and socially
desirable answers from both men and women."' Other reaearcheri have :found
:womenfinterviewers equally effective as men interviewers. "'

None of the studies just cited referred 4. intetviews in which criminality data
were solicited. Moreover, none of the respondents in those studies were incarc

1 ed. Because this study solicited criminality dati from prison inmates, we T ght
expett the respondent-interviewer interaction to bernore complex. Felo4may be
more concerned with presenting a "macho" image in front of other men; if so, they

ASb. may eiaggerate their criminal befiayicir. Onthe other hand, they ma* be anxious
for approval, especially from women, so they may conceal their criminality in front
of them. We explored these issues in our data.

Our interview staff consisted of three women and three men: All were white,
similar in education level, socioeconomicstatus, and interview training. We com-

:-* pared the validity scores of the respondents interviewed by the men with those
, ...

, it'' , - .

14'1Vielman, Self-Report Criminality and Interviewer Effects, Ph.D. dissertation, University of
-,.' Southern California, 1977. , . .

n; H. H. n, W. J. Cobb, J. J. Feldman, C.-W. Hart, and,C. II.'Stember; Interviewing in Social
Reseattb,1J. 'ty of Chicago Press,Chinago, 1954;-J. Colombotos, J. Elinson, and R. Loewenstein,,,.
"Effect `6f In ,ewers' Sex on Interview ResPonabs," Public Health Reports, vo 84, No. 8, 1968 (8), -- .

pp. 685-690k I. sin, An Experifental Study of Sensitivity of Survey Techhiques in easuri.ng Drinking7. Practice. Social Research. Project, George Washington University, 1966; R. Loewenstein and`. Varma.-
Effact of Interaction of Inteniewentand Respondent in Health S Paper gived at AAPOR, May
1970. i

i 7- .. .-' -..
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.
I 4 W. B. Pomeroy, 'the 'Reluctant Respondent," PublitrOpinion rterly, Vol. 27, N 2,1103, pp..

287 -293, , '. ' ic : v.,- * 4.
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intertiewedtrthe women. The average validity of the fornier was 58 percent; of_j:
thelatter, 57 percent. Analysis of the results by quartile groupings also.revealed

.,no algid cant clifferenies in the validity scores.
These findings .suggest that this sample of incarcerated felons was' equally

truthfid:Whether they were being interviewed by a. man or woman:
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